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2 Whereupon,
!

3 JOHN ANGELO !
... ;

i

4 was called as a witness and, having been first duly sworn, |

5 was examined and testified as follows:

6 EXAMINATION

7 BY MR. PARLER:

8 Q Please state your full name for the record.

9 A My name is John Angelo.

10 Q At this point I just want to ask you, Mr. Angelo,

II if you have received a letter from Mr. Rogovin, the director

12 of the Special Inquiry Group. Prior to the commencement of

(V3 13 this deposition I asked you that question,. I don't believe

14 that you did receive such a letter; is that correct, sir?

15 A No, I did not receive a letter.

16
Q I checked to the extent that I could my records, and

I7 it's not entirely clear to me that a letter was sent. The

18 letter should have been sent aboue two weeks prior to this

l9 date. On September the 5th, because of the hurricane that came -

20 through, and the condition of the roof at 6935 Arlington Road,

21 we were -- that is the Special Inquiry Group -- were evicted

22 from our offices, and I have no way of checking and making

23 certain that the letter was sent. '

24 In any event, you haven't received such a letter.
i Ace Federd Reporters. Inc.

25 I did show you a copy of the letter to read, and I gather ,

|
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I(s you've done so; right? i

2 A Yes, I have read the letter.
,

!

3 Q Since I don't have a copy of the letter addressed >

|

to you, I cannot -- which is normally the case at this point |4

|
5 in the record -- mark the letter as an exhibit. I

6- I will for the record read the content of such a

7 letter. The letter says, in pertinent part:

8 "The deposition will be conducted by members of

9 the NRC Special Inquiry Group on Three Mile Island."

10 Off the record.

II (Discussion off the record.]
I2 MR. PARLER: Back on the record.

{s- 13 BY MR. PARLER:

Id Q "This group is being directed independently of

15 the NRC by the law firm of Rogovin, Stern & Huge. It includes

16 both NRC personnel, who have been detailed to the Special

I7 I~nquiry Staff, and outside staff and attorneys. Through a

18 delegation of authority from the NRC, under Section 161(c)

I9 of the Atomic Energy Act oi 1954, as amended, the Special

20 Inquiry Group has a broad mandate to inquire into the causes

21 of the accident at Three Mile Island, to identify major

22 problem areas, and to make recommendations for change. At

23 the conclusion of its investigation, the group will issue a
/^.*

- 24 detailed public report, setting forth its findings and
, Am Federal Reporters, Inc,
I

25 recommendations."|

|
.
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I "Unless you have been served with a subpoena, which ,

( 6

2 you have not," Mr. Angelo, 'Your participation in this deposition {
|

3 is voluntary, and there will be no effect on you if you |

4 decline to answer some or all of the questions asked you.

5 "However, the Special Inquiry has been given the

6 power to subpoena witnesses to appear and testify under oath

7 or to prepare and product documents, or both, at any designated

8 place.

9 "Any person deposed may have an attorney present,

10 or any other person he wishes accompany him at the deposition

II as his representative.

12 "The Office of the General Counsel of the NRC has

13 advised us that it is willing to send an NRC attorney to all

Id depositions of NRC employees who will represent you as an

15 individual rather than represent NRC.

16 "Since the NRC attorney may attend only at your

17 affirmative request, you should notify Richard Mallory,

18 634-3224, in the Office of the General Counsel as soon as

I9 practicable, if you wish to have an NRC attorney present.

20 "You should realize that while we will try to

21 respect any request for confidentiality in connection with
~

%

22 publication of our report, we, that is the Special Inquiry

23 Group, can make no guarantees.
(-
(, 24 - Names of witnesses and the information they provide"

Ace Federal Reporters, Inc.-

25 ma1 eventually become public inasmuch as the entire record of

.
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,

I() this Special Inquiry Group's investigation will be mac'e
i

2 available to the NRC for whatever uses it may deem appropriate. !
!

3 In time this'informstion may be made available to the public |
t

4 voluntarily or become available to the public through the |

5 Freedom of Information Act.

6 "Moreover,- other departments and agencies of the
!

7 government may request access to this information pursuant

8 to the Privacy Act of 1974.

9
]

"The information may be also made available in'-
' *

10 whole or in part to committees or subcommittees of the U.S.

11 Congress."

!
12 The letter also provides that if you have testified

-

*- 13 previously with respect to the Three Mile Island accident, it

Id will be useful if you could review any transcripts of your

15 previous statements prior to the deposition.

16 ,'Thank you for your cooperation. Sincerely,

I7 Mitchell Rogovin, Director, NRC/TMI Special Inquiry Group."

18 Now, as I have already said, you did not receive-

19 this letter, as you were supposed to receive, apparently

20 because it was not dispatched by the Special Inquiry' Group.

21 I read the letter to you. Is it agreeable to you

22 to proceed with this deposition?

23 A Yes.
t

'- 24
Q Do you'underst'and the.information set forth in the

Ace F o r. a. porters,inc.:

25 letter, including the general nature of the NRC/TMI Special
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7

/~T 1 Inquiry, your right to have an attorney present here today as
(/ ,

1
7 your representative, and the fact that the informaticn you -

|
;

3 provide here may eventually become public? |

4 A Yes.
,

5 Q Off the record.

6 [ Discussion off the record.]'

.

7 MR. PARLER: Back on the record.

8 BY MR. PARLER: -

9 Q Mr. Angelo, is counsel representing you presently

10 today?

11 A No.

12 Q I would like to note for the record that the witness

O
13 is not represented by counsel today.

14 Mr. Angelo, if at any time during the course of.

15 this interview, you feel you would like to be represented by

16 counsel and have counsel present, please advise me, and we

17 will adjourn these proceedings to afford you the opportunity

18 to make the necessary arrangements and, of course, the

19 necessary arrangements are as provided in the letter, calling

20 Richard Mallory.

21 Is this procedure agreeable to you?

22 A Yes.

23 Q I would note at this point that Mr. Cox, a member
,

~' 24 of the' Technical Staff, the Special Inquiry Group, tras joined
' Ace Federd Reporters, lec.

25 us for this deposition. It's Mr. Tom Cox.
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IO Mr. Angelo, you should be aware that the testimony
d!

2 that you give has the same force and effect as if you were !
'

l

testifying in a court of law. My questions and your responses |3

i

4 are being taken down, and they will later be transcribed. i

5 You will be given the opportunity to look at that transcript

6 and make changes that you deem necessary.

I
7 However, to the extent that your subsequent<

i

8 chanems are significant, those changes may be viewed as

9 affecting your credibility, so please be complete and accurate

10 as you can in responding to my questions now.

II If you at any point during the deposition don't

12 understand the question, please feel free to stop and indeed

I3 stop me and indicate that, and we will make the necessary

Id clarification at that time before we proceed on the record.

15 Let me inform you of two basic ground rules:

I0 One is that you permit me to finish my questions

I7 before you give your response, even if you know what the
.

18 question is going to be, because the reporter cannot take

I9 down both of us speaking at the same time.
,

20 Second, please respond verbally and audibly. Mo ti ons

21 such as nodding your head cannot be taken down by the reporter.

22 Now I understand, since you did not get the

23
j Special Inquiry Group's letter, you did not bring a copy of

24 your resume to the deposition.
| Ace Federal Rep 3rters, Inc.

25
; However, you did prepare a copy of your resume
i

I
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!

,/~T for participation in an Atomic Safety & Licensing Board hearing;I

V
2 which I did bring and which I now show to you.

I

3' This is a two-page document with the witness' |

4 full name at the top of the first page .

5 I will ask-you if this document, which I have j

just given a you, accurately summarizes your educational6

7 and employment background, and if it needs to be updated

8 because of events which have happened since the time that this

9 statement of qualifications was prepared, please update it.

10 A Yes, the document is up to date and accurate.

II
Q All right. Off the record.

I2 [ Discussion off the record.]
13 BY MR. PARLER:

Id Q Mr. Angelo, I will mark your statement of

15 qualifications for identification as Exhibit 1065.

0 (The document referred to was

N7 marked Exhibit 1065 for s.

18 identification.]
.

I9 BY MR. PARLER:

20 Q Have you made any prior statements or been asked

2I 'to give a statement in connection with events that have

22 happened after the Three Mile Island accident on March 28th,

23 797

N 24 No. .Do you mean statements to the --
' Am Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 Q To the President's Commission, for example, or to
:

I
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l

1 an of ficial governmental body, or to the ACRS. ;
g3
L-)

'

2 A No. -

3 Q What is your current position, Mr. Angelo, in the NRC?
I

4 A I hold the position of Senior Licensing Project

5 Manager in the Division of Project Management, and have been'

i

6 assig2. d as Task Manager for Generic Task No. A-17, which is f
I

7 titled " Systems Interaction in Nuclear Power Plants."

i

8 Q Off the record.

9 [ Discussion off the record.]

10 BY MR. PARLER:

11 Q That was also the position that you had several
,

12 months ago, say around March the 30th, 1979?,

13 A Yes, the same position.

14 Q What is your educational background, that is your

15 degree in your major field? I realize that's in your state-

.

16 ment of professional qualifications, but for the record, at

17 this point, would you so indicate?

18 A I have a Bachelor of Science in Electrical

19 Engineering from the University of Idaho in 1949, and I hold a

20 Master's Degree in Engineering from Union College in 1963.

21 Q Andyour employment background or your position
;

22 with the NF,C has been the position that you have described,

23 Senior Project Manager in the Division of Project Management,
r~s
N-) 24 that is from January 1975, when the NRC was created?+

Ace Federd Reporters, Inc.

25 A Yes, it has been the same position.
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|
I Q And prior to that, you worked with the Atomic Energy

2 Commission? |
I

3|
| A Yes, and in the same position.

4 Q All right.

5 Incidentally, within the Division of Project

6, Management, who is your supervisor? In other words, what

7 is your chain, organizational chain? That is as of, say,

8 March '79?

9 A Okay, my immediate supervisor is John F. Stolz,

10 Branch Chief of Light Water Branch No. 1.

II
Q And Mr. Stolz' reports to an Assistant Director?

I2 | A Yes, Mr. Stolz in turn reports to, at the present

O i3 time it is Steve Varga, but in March it was Dominic Vasallo.

Id
Q Off the record.

15
i [ Discussion off the record.]

I0 MR. PARLER: Back on the record.
.

I7 'BY MR. PARLER:

I8i 0 I believe that you have already indicated, Mr.

I9 Angelo, that one of your duties is to serve as task manager

| 20 for Task A-17, which, as I understand it, has to do with

21 a study of systems interaction in nuclear power plants. Is,

22 that correct, sir?
,

23 A Yes, that is correct.

~ #
Q You were assigned as task manager for that project

; Ace-Federal Reporters. Inc.

25 approximately when?

+
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'?
I A In June 1977.'

)
2 Q At the outset, I think it would be helpful if the

.

,

I

3 record would indicate at this point what the words " systems |

4 interaction" mean in the context we are talking about; that

5 is the regulatory review and licensing of a commercial nuclear

6 power plant.

7 In other words, what is systems interaction?

8 A I could best define systems interaction as an

9 event that may occur in one system that has an adverse effect
i

10 on the performance of other systems.

II By adverse effect, we mean some effect that would

12 seriously or substantially degrade the safety performance of
O
\~/ 13 the other systems.

Id Q, And the systems that are involved need not be

15 necessarily limited to those systems that are a part of the

I0 nuclear steam supply system; is that correct? It could be

I7 the systems that are a part of the total nuclear power plant?

18 A Yes. It could be any system in the nuclear power"

I9 plant that has been determined in the course of this study to

20 perform a vital safety function.
|

2I Q Well, then, since the term " systems interaction"
l

22 covers the entire plant, it would seem that the study is at

23 very broad one. That is the study of systems interaction -- !

(l
I24 interactions, and at this point I would like to ask you, ares-

: Ace-Faserd Reponers, Inc.

25 you concerned in your study with all possible systems

.1

|
. .

.
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13 |
|
!

I interactions, or is the study bounded in some respects? ,

,,
i

i,

4/ 2 A No, because of its very nature, we spend a

3'i considerable amount of time to bound che study, so that it i

!
4 could be practically achiaved, ar so that it could yiela some '

5 practical results. So we deliberately bounded the study

6| rather severely.

7
Q Go ahead. I was going to ask you -- go ahead and

8 state to the best of your recollection how that was done, if

9 you don't mind, sir.

10 A The way we bounded the study was to give considera-
11 tion to the comments and letters made by the Advisory

12 Committee on Reactor Safeguards, and we attempted to draw

I'd 13 from thas, from those letters and comments, some understandingx_j

14 of what their concern was, and then we proceeded to apply

15 our judgment as to what we thought we could practically
16 I

achieve, so in the course of four or five months, I believe,

17 we attempted to define a scope of work that was generally
18 agreed to and found reasonable by most of the division
19

directors of NRR.

'20 We eliminated from the scope of work such broad

21 categories of interactions as operator errors, design |

22 errors, maintenance and installation errors, i
|

i23 We recognized that these could, in a very broad

sense, De termed system interactions, but we Were Concerned
Ace- est Reponen,

25 more with trying to develop a method of handling the broad i

|

|
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14 i
!

I field of interactions and to demonstrate quickly that we could j
(~)N |%

!2 develop such a method. So we limited the scope of work
J
'

3 deliberately then to non-accident conditions in the power j
!

I4 plant.

5 That is, we limited it to the kinds of things

6 that could be expected to occur on a, more like a day-to-day

7 basis, because we interpreted this to be the concern of the

8 ACRS.

9 So, in addition to eliminating the other things

10 from our scope of work, we also eliminated fires, earthquake,

II flood, tornadoes, and accidents such as pipe ruptures.

12 Q Well with the things that you have eliminated,

O I3 those are clear now, you have also mentioned that you were

Id concerned with non-accident conditions.
.

15 Could you, for the record at this point, indicate

16 the kinds of things that the study is concerned zith?

17 A Yes. The kinds of things the study is concerned

18 with is things that are called normal transients and transients

I9 of rather frequent occurrence, such as loss of offsite power,

20 for an example, trip-out of the generator set, normal start-
|

| 21 up and shutdown of the plant, where safety systems are called

22 on to remove things like core decay heat, control the reactor

23 criticality, and maintain the integrity of the reactor

%' 24 coolant pressure boundary.
Ace Feder:J Reporters, Inc,

| 25 These sorts of things are an occurrence on a

|
|
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() day-to-day basis in a power plant. We thought that these :I

|
2 were the most fruitful areas to pursue, mainly because our i,

'
i

3 feeling was that the accident conditions had been very

4 thoroughly reviewed in comparison, that is, to non-

5 accident conditions, although this isn't to infer that we I
t

6 believe non-accident conditions were slighted.

7 It is simply to emphasize that we thought much

8 more attention had been given to the accident conditions than

9 to the non-accident, day-to-day conditions.

10 We are par.ticularly concerned that any interactions

Il that occur or were possible on a day-to-day basis did not

12 progress into an accident condition, so the main thrust of-

'd
13 our work on system interaction was and is being directed to

14 those conditions which have the potential af propagating to a

15 more serious condition.

16 Q Is my understanding correct of one of your

17 earlier responses that all operator actions and maintenance

16 errors are excluded from the study?

19 A Well, they are excluded in the sense that we

20 didn't deliberately go out and look for operator errors or

21 maintenance errors, although a large number of them are

22 accounted for in the system interaction in this sense, that
|

| 23 if we look at, let's say, the failure of a valve to operate,

(~'
'

24 it could be just as'well interpreted that the operator has
Am-FWwW Reorwn, lm.

25 caused the failure as it could that a mechanical or electrical

--
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{
I(} l system has caused the failure.

2 But we didn't go out and deliberately insert into
!

3 the program things that -- things that would be only !

4 postulated to be the result of an operator action. .;

5 Q The word " system," Mr. Angelo, may mean different

6 things to different people, and in the interest of having

7 a record.which is as clear and unambiguous as it can be in a

8 complicated area, could you define or indicate with some

9 precision what the word " system" means for purposes of this
,

10 study that you were talking about?

11 Maybe you've already done that, but maybe you could

12 shed a little bit more light on that. ,

(3"'
. 13 A Well, I've never come across a definition of a

14 system that would be accepted by most of my peers, but I

15 believe I can make a definition that makes sense and Utat is

16 that a system is a collection of components that function

17 together in such a way as to perform a well-defined function.

13 I could give you an example. For example, let's

19 take the system that seems'to ha on lots of people's minds

I 20 these days, and that is the auxiliary feedwater system. That's

21 a system that consists of pumps, valves, and a supply of water.

22 Its function is to deliver water to a steam generator or a

23 graup of steam generators in the absence of normal feedwater
O

24 system performing that function.~'

' Ace Federd Reporters, Iric,

25 As it turns out, in our. study of system

I
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| '

I interactions, the definition of the system and its boundaries
|
I2 seems .. Je less and less important as we go along.

i ;

3| Initially when we started it, started our project, we thought !
| '

4 that it would be very important to define the system, its

5 function, and its boundaries. But at we go along in this

6| project, we find that that's less and less important.

!

7|
What seems to be more important now are the

!

8| components of systems that do the job, and that is because

9 components appear in various combinations to perform more than'

10 one function, and essentially appear in more than one system.

Il So I would have to guess that a definition of a

12 system is not really very important. What is important now

0I

13 is a definition of functions and identification of components

Id that perform'those functions.

15 Q How are redundant systems being treated for

16 purposes of the systems interactions study?

17 A Redundant systems are really treated as two

18 separate and independent. systems in that it is important to

I9 treat them that way because we are particularly interested

20 in interactions from one of the redundant subsystems to the

21 other redundant subsystem.

22 One of our principal criteria for safety is

23 redundancy in systems, and that redundancy must be preserved,

24 so the thrust of our work in system interaction is particularly
: Ace Facerce Reporters, Inc.

25 directed-toward interactions that occur among, you might say,

1

- - - -. ,
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I subsets of redundant systems.

2 Q Could you summarize how the work on systems

i
3 interaction is being conducted? '

4 I should also state that you have some material

5 with you, and feel free to consult that material at any time

6! or read from it, if necessary, because this project has been

7| going on for some time, and I would imagine that the details

8 are rather voluminous.
-

9 So my question at this point was how, without

10 covering all of the details but the sigalficant points, is the

II work being conducted?

I2 I would assume that within the NRC that there is

O 13 some division of responsibility, but you are the task manager,

Id as has been indicated, I would assume that some work is being

15 done by contractor. I've heard the word Sandia Laboratories

16 mentioned. I've seen some references to work at the Oak
:

I7 Ridge National Laboratory, I've seen some references to a

18 Zion Plant interaction study, and I suppose I've also heard

something about a systems interaction study in connection

20 with the Indian Point 3 plant.

21 Now I go through those things to suggest to you

22 some of the kinds of things that you might want to comment on,

23 indicating for the record at this point how this project is

24" being conducted.
: Ace-Feder") Rentters, Inc.

25 A Basically the work is being done by -- under ;

;

i
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|
I I/~l contract by Sandia Laboratories in Albuquerque, New Mexico.

V
2 That work is technically monitored and directed by a group of

3 persons within the NRC, principally from the Office of
;

# Nuclear Reactor Regulation and the Office of Standards

5 Development, with assistance and consultant advice from the , ,

6 Office of Nuclear Reactor Research.
,

!
7I Sandia has been under contract to the NRC since

I
S May of 1978. Some of the other elements you mentioned are

,

9 ancillary to the real program of system interaction.
;

10 For example, the Zion study was performed by

11
! Commonwealth Edison Company with assistance from Fluor,
i

12 Pioneer -- I'm not sure of their name, I think it's Fluor
(
\- 13 Power Services now.

14 That study was very limited in its scope. That

15 study was performed mostly at the request of the ACRS, I ,

16 believe, and it concerned itself with a study of events

17 that have occurred in nuclear power plants called Licensee

IO Event Reports.

19 We in~ system interaction made use of some of the

20 results of that study and Sandia also made use of the results

21 of that study, in a sense that we used that study in order

22 to make sure that our study would reflect the type of actual

23 kinds of events that occurred in power plants.

|24 We didn't want to model any particular chain of |
Ace-Feder3 Reporters, Inc.

5 events, but we wanted to make sure that our study covered j
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the kinds of things that happened on a more or less day-to-day(} .

2
basis in nuclear power plants.

3 | s

The study at Oak Ridge was supposed to have been
!

4
an essential adjunct to what we were doing at Sandia, but that

5 study never got funded, and was never carried to comple tion.
6 So whatever was attempted -- whatever we anticipated doing,

!
7 at Oak Ridge under a separate study, we are doing at Sandia
8

now in a somewhat limited extent.

9 Tne Oak Ridge study was directed toward looking at
10

specific interactions between two systems. That is, control

11
systems and plant protection systems.

12 Our study will pick up the same kinds of interactions,

( 13,

but in a more general sense.

14
Q Excuse me fcr interrupting you, but what do you

15
mean, "in a more gener:1 sense"? If you could elaborate on

16
that.

17
A Well, that is we will not probe in as great a

18 detail as we would have expected the Oak Ridge study to go.

19
We probably won't go to all of the control elements in a nuclear

20
power plant, but we will go far enough to identify either

21 further work that might have to be done or at least to

22 identify that we don't need to go any further in the control

23
of certain components.

24
; Acehederd Reporters, Inc, 0 Who initiated the Oak Ridge National Laboratory

25
study? Was that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission?

:n
_
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|

I A Yes, Division of Operating Reactors is the group

2 who initiated that study, but as I said, it never got funded, !
!
'

3 and no work was done beyond some initial scoping.

4 The Indian Point study, I don't believe, has

5 ever progressed to a point where any definitive work was done,

6 and my understanding -- and I was not present at the latest

7 ACRS meeting, so I can't speak from first-hand knowledge of

8 that, but I believe Indian Point study will have a different

9 emphasis than the Zion Station study, and we may not be

10 able to derive any direct use of that in our system interaction.

11
Q Do you have any information or understanding as

12 to what the different emphasis in Indian Point will be, in

13 the Indian Point study?

Id A Well, I only have this from hearsay.

15 Q Right.

16 And that is that the Indian Point study hasA

I7 been recommended to be directed towards the design efforts --

18 in other words, how system interactions might be introduced
'

19 by the designer, by the design of the plant, rather than

20 by operation of systems.

21 Q As you indicated some minutes ago, matters

22 involving design error is not within the scope of the systems
!

23 interaction study that you were managing; isn't that correct?

O
t/ 24 A Yes, that's correct, although I think it's

Am-Federd Reporters, Inc.

25 importan't to bear in mind that if an error has been committed
.

I
.
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I in the design, that would read to an interaction, I am sure

2 we would be able to identify it.

3 What I meant by design errors is that if a
i

4 designer, for example, has undersized a pump, we would not |

5 probably be able to identify that kind of a design error. Cur

6 study proceeds on the assumption that the designer has

7 correctly sized things, like pumps and pipes and tanks, and

8 switch gear, and unless the error is very obvious, we

9 probably would not find it.

10 0 Who initiated the Indian Point study, do you know?

II A I believe the ACRS are the ones who asked that a

12 study be made on Indian Point.

13 Q Do you have anything else to add or that you could

14 add about the method, the approach that Sandia Laboratories

15 is using for their contributions as a contractor to the NRC

16 system interaction study?

17 A Yes. Sandia has chosen tc use a method.that is

18 commonly referred to as a fault tree method. We selected

19 Sandia because of their demonstrated capabilities in this

20 and particularly their demonstrated capabilities inarea,

21 safeguards systems -- I mean industrial security matters,

22 and their work and the follow-on tc the reactor safety study,

23 commonly referred to as the Rasmussen Study.

24 When I say-demonstrated capabilities, I mean by
Ace Federd Reporters, Inc.

25 that that they had demonstrated to a number of us in the NRC

. - - -_
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I that they did possess the kind of abilities that would be ;

Y,_,''

2 needed to complete our project. j

l

3i We did recognize that Sandia Laboratory personnel |
!

may lack some familiarity with the nuclear power plant, and !4

l
,

5 we recognized that we and the NRC would have to provide that

6| kind of specialized assistance.
i

7 But to get back to the fault tree method of

8 analysis, I could describe that as a method of depicting or

9 illustrating the ways in which faults can occur in any collec-

10 tion of components. That is if one analyzes a system by

11
postulating all of the components in a failed state, and as

12 you search for all the ways that components can fail, you
i-m
(j I3 place them all in a faulted state, and then proceed to

Id identify the unique combinations of failures that could cause

15 the loss of a safety function.

16
Now these combinations become very nur..erous . In

I7 fact, they can number up in the millions of combinations. So

18 the system also uses a method of -- of very quickly and

19 accurately reducing these millions of combinations down to

20 the ones that you are very vitally concerned with. -

21 A method of doing that is a method called system --

22 I mean the -- let's say system equation -- SETS , equation

23 transformation system. SETS equation transformation system.

.It's a computer code that is uniquely developed to analyze
Ace-f ederni Reporters, Inc.

25 fault trees.

I
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1 Once these unique combination of faults a;ze i

,)#
;

2 identified, then they are subjected to a search for any inter- |
|3 action or any characteristic that could cause those failures i

|
4 to occur.

5 Give you an example: If you were particularly --

6I if a set or group of failures involved, let's say, two pumps,

7 we would then probe for all the ways in which an event could

8 cause the same two pumps to fail.

9 If you find such an event, that is a system

10 interaction, and that would be the main thrust of our concern.

II.bu2 Q So as I undersnand what you have just said, the

12 method that is being followed by the Sandia Laboratorie. to

13 carry out their contractual responsibility for the system

14 interactions study is basically a fault tree analysis approach,

15 along the lines of the approach taken in the Rasmussen Study.
!

16 Is that -- perhaps it's overly simplified, but is that the

17 substance of what you said?

IS A Yes, I think you could say that it generally is

19 the same technique, although a lot of the Rasmussen study

20
( was more event trees than they were fault trees, but the
\

21 technique is exactly the same.

22 Q And the Staff in the conduct of its review of an
|

23 application, that is the NRC's Regulatory Staff, follows a

24 different approach; is that correct?
! Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 A Yes, the Staff's method of review doesn't make use

~
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I of the fault tree method.g IV
2 I may have to qualify that. I'm not sure that

3 there aren't some members of the Staff who might think fault
f

4 tree, without actually writing it all down. It's hard now

5 to define in matters of what go on in the mind of the reviewer,

6 whether he isn't using fault tree. I'd have to say there's no

7 evidence to me that he actually goes through this complicated

8 and very involved manipulations that we do at Sandia

9 Laboratories. But the logic may still be there, the type of

10 thinkinrj might be there.

II Q Generally speaking, is it correct that the Staff

12 in its review of an application with the possible qualification

OU I3 that you have just given, evaluates an application or gets a

14 set of criteria that approaches what is generally referred

15 to as a deterministic approach instead of a probabilistic

16 approach, or words to that effect?

I7 A Well, yes, the Staff does -- normally doesn't

18 a probabilistic approach, although in certain areas they do,

I9 in the matter of site accidents, for example, our probabilities

20 analysis is part of the review, but in general in the review

21 of plant systems for their performance, a probabilistic approach

'

22 is not used.- A deterministic approach is used.
!

23 But we are still not even in system interaction

24 with fault trees, we are not generally introducing probability
Ace-Feder!,8 Reporters, Inc.:

25 either. We are still using a deterministic approach in the
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'

I analysis of systems.

O
2 The difference is that we put it all together and'

3 depict it in a logical fashion, if you will. In other words,
,

4 by our method, you can graphically trace through the system

5 performance and the faults of that system.

6 Q Which approach, as I would understand it, that it

7 would be very helpful to take, because of the kind of

8 problem that you are trying to come to grips with, the

9 large number of possible interactions.

10 In other words , there are no criteria, nowhere

II near having a criteria for determining whether a -- what*

12 systems interactions are or which are acceptable and which

py 13 are not. .m

14 Off the record.

15 [ Discussion off the record.]
16 MR. PARLER: Back on the record -- off the record.

I7 [ Discussion off the reccrd.]

18 MR. PARLER: On the record.

I9 .BY MR. COX:

20 Q John, with regard to your statement of a few

i 21 minutes ago in describing how the SETS program evaluated

22' or identified what could be a large. number of failure

23 combinations for sysyem interactions, you mentioned that
p)(, 24 that program or Sandia using the program had a method of

, Ace Feder) Reporters, Inc.
,I

25 reducing the system interactions identified down to a few
,

94
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t

iI that would be looked at.

O- i

2 How is this done in a general way that I can under- i

3 stand? How is that reduction in number of combinations

4 achieved?
,

5 A The reduction from millions of potential -- I

6 won' t use the word interactions because at the first run of

7 the SETS code, no interactions are even considered. We

8 merely look at all the possible combinations of failures that

9 could produce an undesirable result, regardless of whether

10 those combinations are caused by interactions or whatever

Il their cause may 'ce. ]

12 That is the first printout of the SETS code.

13 Then you input back to the SETS code descriptive characteristics.

Id For example, you ask the code to print out a31.of the combina-

15 tions of failures that are linked by a characteristic, a

16 particular characteristic, let's say, power, electric power.

17 The SETS code then would take from these millions

j 18 of combinations and print out only the combinations that are

19 linked by power.

| 20 You could ask it then to print out all of the
i

; 21 combinations-linked by lubrication, that have lubrication as a

22 characteristic, and location, and for location we have

23 selected three gross locations.

24 The containment is one,.the auxiliary building
~ AcoJederal Reporters, Inc.
_

25 another, and any.other place in the power plant as the third
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!
I

1
location. |

7. - I
( )

1s s' 2 So, for example, you wou.'d ask the computer to printi

3i out all of the combination of faults or failures that could
i

4i occur because the components are in the containment, for

5
j example. So out of the millions of combinations, only a few
:

6| hundred.are linked by the characteristic of being inside the
i

i containment.
i

0| Out of the possible millions of combinations, only
|

91 perhaps a few dozen are linked by lubrication.
!

I

10 | Q Failure of lubrication?

11
A Yeah, by having the characteristic of lubrication.

12 I
Okay, then you take one of these -- for example,

/~ '
13(_)' let's say that the code has taken the millions of component |

14
failure combinations and printed out, oh, several dozen that

15~

depend on lubrication to function.

16
Then you examine these now to see whether they

17
have a common lubrication system. Of course, if the power

18
plant is designed properly, there would be no -- among

19
safety components, you would not expect to find two vital

20
components linked by the same lubrication system. So out

21 of the millions of combinations, you are left to examine only

22 a few thousand in different categories of characteristics

23 like lubrication, cooling, power supply, actuation,
,

! Ace 9eral Reporters, Inc,
24

Y*

25
Q Is there any intent to use probabilities c' i

l A
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1
!

(~ failure, or reliabilities of components?
LJ |2

A We may eventually have to apply some kind of i

i

3i probability at the end, when we are left with a few inter- ,

4!
I actions that are still likely to occur. A:id then we may
i

5| examine them as to their probability of occurring and their

6
significance, re711y.

7

f We expect that we will apply this measure at the

8I
end to a very, very limited number of interactions. Wei

I
9;

i would expect that -- and results so f ar demonstrate that the
,

10 |
| millions quickly -- the millions of combinations quickly
1

11

! converge to only a handful, a dozen or so, that would have
12 | to be examined, and perhaps probability might be the way.

[) 13
We haven't decided yet, until we get the entire''

14

|- list of things we have to look at. We will apply other

15
measures, for example, you may look at the number of times

16
a component shows up in a combination, a component.

17
You may look at the number of events that it might'

18
take to cause the interaction to occur.

19
For example, we have found so far in our studies

| that most interactions would only occur or are possible to
1 21

occur only if more than one event occurs. It takes generally

22
two to three events to cause an interaction to occur.

23 So we might look at the number -- the number of

| 24
ways that a component can fail as some measure of whetherAce rederal Reporters, Inc.

25
it should be retained as significant.

I
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f3 For example , certain components only have oneI

V
2 or two likely ways of failing, but other components may have

3 four or five ways. ,

4 For example, a pump can lose its lubrication, it

5 can lose its water supply, it can have its shaft failure.

6 There are many, many ways for a component like a pump to

7 fail. There are relatively few ways for a component like a

8 heat exchanger to fail.

T.2 9 BY MR. PARLER:

10 Q It's my understanding, Mr. Angelo, from what you've

II said previously that the systems interaction task was

12 initiated by the Staff at the request cf the Advisory

() 13 Committee on Reactor Safeguards.

Id Is my understanding correct?

15 A Yes.

16 Q When was the ACRS request made and in what form

17 was it made, if you recall, or if you have a document there,

18 please, sir.

I9 MR. PARLER: Off the record while he's looking.

20 (Discussion off the record.]
,

21 MR. PARLER: Back on the record.

22 THE WITNESS: The first indication I had of this

23 was a letter dated June the 17th, 1977 from Chairman of the ACRS,

(~h '

\J 24 Mr. Bender, to Mr. Gossick, Executive Director for Operations.
| AceJasere mopo,te,s, Inc.

25 And in this letter, he, recommended that the NRC perform a
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1

'
j study on system interactions, and he gave some examples of i

I

'') 2|
,

|L

; possible studies. j

BY MR. PARLER:
!

4
O Would that letter happen to be referenced in a

5
document called NUREG 0410, or do you know?!

-

6| A No, I don't know whether that's -- I'm not familiar

7
with the content of --

|

8
Q Do you have an extra copy of that letter or not?

9
Off the record.

10 i
[ Discussion off the record.]

11

| MR. PARLER: On the record.

12
BY MR. PARLER:

/ . 13

() Q You said there was another record, another letter,

14
Mr. Angelo, in addition to the June 17, '77 letter from Mr.

15
Bender to Mr. Gossick?

16
A Yeah, approximately 10 day,1 after the June 17th

17
letter, a letter dated June the 28th from Mr. Fraley,

18
Executive Director of ACRS, to Mr. Case, transmitted all the

19
correspond?.nce on system interaction from the ACRS, and this -w

20
this letter, this latest June 28th letter, makes reference to

21
15 other letters.

22
Q I have heard there was a reference as early as

23
1974, a memorandum from the ACRS on systems interaction that

. Ace el Reconers, I Was perhaps raised in connection with the ACRS review of a
*

25
licensing proceeding. Not that it's overly important, but

.
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I for context. Do you have any indication there as to how many

2 years ago it was when the ACRS first raised the question of
l

3 systems interaction?

4 A The first letter, which is one of the referenced

5 letters I talked about before, is a letter dated November 8, 1974.

6 Q Was that on the Quad Cities case, or do you know?

7 A No particular case was mentioned, but it was a

8 letter to Manning Muntzing, who was Director of Regulation at

9 the time, from Mr. Stratton, who was Chairman of ACRS at the

10 time.

II This is the first correspondence that is identified

12 as related to system interaction, although it's my understand-

I3 ing that the term or the problem may have been talked about

Id before then, but this at least is the first physical evidence

15 we have that attempts to define the problem.

16 Q May we borrow your book with your letters to make

I7 copies of, so'that we can mark them for identification, please?

,18 Unless you object.

I9 A No, I think this is all in the record, and really

20 these 15 letters form the background of how we attempted to

21 develop our study.

22 0 You mean in the record, you mean in the public

23 . record already, is that what you meant?

U 24 A That's right. These are all in the public record.
| Ace Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 0 Well,.I think it would be helpful for our

.
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I

}
purposes to have them all together in our record of this

'

2
deposition which, as far as I am aware, will be the only

3 record made, wisich deals with the subject of systems interaction.
4

for the Special Inquiry Group.

5
Off the record.

6 [ Discussion off the record.]
7

MR. PARLER: Back on the record.

8
Off the record.,

9 [ Discussion off the record.]
10

MR. PARLER: Back on the record.

11
The documents that we have been talking about from

12
the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards to the Staff

() 13
I will now mark for identification.

14
There is a document from R. F. Fraley, Executive

15
Director of the ACRS, to E. G. Case, Acting Director, Office

16
of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, dated June 28th, 1977. I ,

17
will mark this document for identification as Exhibit 1066.

18
Exhibit 1066 has attached to it 15 attachments.

19
The first attachment is a letter to L. V. Gossick from M.

20 Bender, dated June 16th, 1977, subject, review of sys'tems
21

interaction.

22
Attachments 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,

23
and 14, all are exchanges of correspondence either from or to

O -

24 I
.

the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards concerning variousw .p e , n n.,,,ine,

25 '

subjec cs relating to systems interactions.

|
|
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I Attachment 15 is a letter to L. M. Muntzir.g

2 from W. R. Stratton, dated November the 8th, 1974, on the

3 tubject of systems analysis of an engineered safety system.

4 All of these documents are a part of Exhibit 1066.
.

5' And it's my understanding, Mr. Angelo, that these documents ,

6 these 15 letters that you referred to earlier, are all of the --

7 certainly of the major correspondence between the ACRS and

8 the NRC, or its predecessor, the Atomic Energy Commission

9 that you are aware of on the subject of systems interaction;

is that right, sir?

11 THE WITNESS: Yes, that's correct.

12 [The documents referred to were
O

13 marked Exhibit 1066 for.

I# identification.]

15 BY MR. PARLER:

16
Q It is my understanding that at the beginning when

I7 this subject was discussed, that there was some effort that

18 had to be made to try to find out what the Advisory Committee

19 on Reactor Safeguards had in mind in this area; is that correct?

20 A Yes. There were several efforts we made to try to

21 get some better definition of this. I would say, though, that

22 we pretty much proceeded on the basis of attempting to make

23 our own definition, rather than to rely so much on the ACRS
,

D).
,

' * 24| to make that definition for us.',_

Ace Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 We believed that we read their concerns in this
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I
- collection of letters and were able to make a definition that

|: |

2 would go a long way towards resciving their concern. I don't :
!

I

believe that we -- that we tried to extract from the ACRS an !3

# definition because we recognized the difficulty of makingexact

5 such a sweeping definition.
|

6| 0 I have a letter dated April the 30th, 1974 which

7 presumably came from the files of the Advisory Committee

8 on Reactor Safeguards. I don't know who the letter was

9 written by, because that is -- has been deleted from the copy

10 of the letter that I have.

11 The copy of the letter that I have, all of the

12 names have been deleted.
,,

(_,) | [ Handing document to witness.]

" This letter would appear to raise certain questions

15 concerning systems engineering. I would like to mark this

16 letter for identification as Exhibit 1067.

I7 (The document referred to was

18
'

marked Exhibit 1067 for

19 identification.]

O BY MR. PARLER:

21 Q Have you ever seen that letter before?

22 A No, I haven't seen this before, but the marking

23 CT-373 appears to be a consultant's copy. That's generally
|

24 the way these letters are marked as coming from consultants
. Ace oder:J Reporten, Inc.|

25
to the ACRS.

I
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/~T I Q I have marked this letter as Exhibit 1067 for |

O
2 identification s i. ply to add to the other'15 letters that were

3 refer ed to in c.xhibit 1066.

4 A far as you are aware from your fast perusal,

P

5 does it seem to add any insights other than revealed by the

6 other correspondence that you are familiar with and that

7 you provided us with a copy of earlier?j

8 Off the record.

9 [ Discussion off the record.]
10 MR. PARLER: Bhck on the record.

II THE WITNESS: Well, I think the letter addresses
.

in general the same kind of concerns tnat have been addressed12

O I3 in all of the other letters that came after this date of

Id April the 30th, 1974, and in a sense the main concern expressed

15 in this letter really defines the things we are concerned

16 with in system interaction.
.

I7 That is the letter mentions, and so does our task

18 scope mention, the fact that system interactions are believed

I9 least felt to be introduced into the design becauseor at

20 the design has to be broken down into a lot of disciplines,

f
I mechanical, structural, electrical, chemical, and a lot of

22 scientific disciplines, such as geology, seismology,

l

i 23 meteorology, hydrology, and the concern was whether all these

- 24 different groups really coordinate their work and are
' Am Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 aware of what each is doing, so that the design comes out as a

.
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I well-coordinated design able to function with all its many f
O

2 systems and thousands of components.

3 I think that's the basic problem, if you have a big !
l

4 job to do, you have to break it up into specialized areas to f

5
,

get the job done. Then you are concerned with whether all

6|
-

the specialists worked together. properly.

7 We had again -- that is a legitimate concern. I

8 think it is a concern of all engineering managers. It's my
1

9 opinion that the NRC in formulating the standard review plan

10 demonstrated quite well the fact that the job of review, for

11 example, is many disciplines.

12 I think our effort in system interaction is the

13 attempt to cut across all of these disciplines and try to

Id bring in one place all of the significant and pertinent areas

15 that might be a cause of concern.

16 We have attempted again to limit it to more of the
'

17 physical arrangement of the. plant and we have left.out purposely

18 the human element, you might say.

"
Q When you say bring it into one place, I gather that

|
' 20 you mean that in addition to the various technical disciplines

21 and specialists that are in the review branch now, that

|
22 eventually perhaps there should be some place in the organiza-

23 tion that looks at the entire plant in an overall perspective

n
24V .from the standpoint of significant systems interactions

Ase-Federet Reporters, Inc.

25 issues. 'Is that what you had in mind? You didn't mean in lieu
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I of systems interactions, in lieu of the technical reviewers

O
2 that we now have, did you?

3 g 7,m not sure 7 understand you. Do you mean are we

# in system interaction proposing a group that would look across

all the disciplines? Is that what you --

6| Q Well, it's my understanding that at some point
t

7 when the study is over and that it's implemented, it will be

8 implemented to achieve certain objectives.
I

9 Now perhaps it is premature to even raise this

10 question, but in the testimony that you gave, before I asked
11

my last question, my recollection is that you referred to

12 scmething as being put all in one place and I gather that

13 what you were talking about is the systems interaction --

14
systems interaction function. And the question that I was

15 trying to ask was intended to be a very straightforward one.

1 16 How would that function be accomplished vis-a-vis

17 say the 21 technical review branches that we now have?
18 Would they continue to do their thing to perform their

19 function and there would be some other organizational unit
,

20 created to deal with systems interaction, as I commented on,

21 in trying to restate the question?

'
22 Perhaps it's premature to ask the question,

23 because I gather that what the final implementation of the
(m.y) systems interaction study will be is maybe too far off at
i 24

,

25 the present time, or maybe there are too many unknowns
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1
-

, _
involved. |

|"] 2 Do you understand what I am trying to ask' '

| |
'

3i
i A Yes, I understand. When we first defined our i

! ,

4 problem two years ago, we did speculate that there were two
S|

ways to resolve this problem:

6 One was to better define the areas of responsibility

7 of the 21 or so technical organizar. ions and the review plan,

8i so that their overlapping and interrelationships with other

9| technical areas was better defined.

10 'I The other way to solve it may be to have a separate

11

|
group who would take an overview of the power plant.

12 I
I Now two years later, when we're beginning to get

ry 13
-

I would(_j so.me of the results out of our work at Sandia,
14

speculate that we are going to resolve that by better

15
definition of the review plan, where it's needed.

16
It now beings to appear that whoever the major

17 parties were in writing up the review plan, they had a very
| 18 astute -- I don't know what word to use -- perception of how

19
to break up the review.

.

20
It appears that if there are lapses in the review

,

21 plan, they are not that significant, and they can be casily
22

modified.

23 That's my present opinion about where we're going.

And like I say, our preliminary results appear to indicateAce- el Reponen, g

25 that system interactions can be handled by modifications to
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I
x the review plan, and not very significant modifications, either.

, 4

~s 2 ,

Q You mentioned earlier when you were -- the date j
!

3i i

j on which you were appointed the task manager for this project, |
'

t

4
that was some time in 1977?

5|
| A Yes.
I

6|
Q And the effort was initiated when, in '77 or '78?

t

7'
A Well, as soon as I found out about this , by the

8j letters of June 1977 that we talked about a few minutes ago,

9| and the first inkling I had that the NRC was going to do

10
something active was when I was called in to Dominic Vasallo's

11

|
office and informed that I was under consideration to be the

12
task manager, and wanted to know whether I would agree to be

('i 13
1' the task manager.-

14
Q To the best of your recollection, and also to the

15
extent that you may have been involved and aware, what

16
accounted for the -- what, several years, perhaps four years

17
delay from the time that the Advisory Committee on Reactor

18
Safeguards raised the issue until an initiative was initiated

19
by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission? Do you have any

20
information or understanding?

21
Perhaps the question should not be addressed to you.

22
A Well, yes, it was a concern to me when I was

23
first assigned as task manager, was why did it take three

Ace ord Reponers, i . years to get something going on this.

25
Q Right.

I
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1

A My answers to that kind of a question were{}
2,

discussions with Dick DeYoung. At that time in 1977, Dick

3 DeYoung was appointed to be the lead supervisor for systems
4

.

+
.

interaction.

5 Apparently in my discussions with Dick DeYoung,

we had attempted several times to discuss this with the ACRS
7

to convince them that it really wasn't a problem that

8 required any more action than we were already taking.
9

We felt that our normal processes of review and

10
inspections of plants were sufficient to flush up system inter-

11
actions, or those areas of concern.

12 How many times we went down to the ACRS and what

() 13
the nature of all that discussion was, I'm not aware of,

14
except that we apparently had gone to them a few times to try

15 ,

to convince them that it really wasn't a matter of the utmost

16
concern here.

17
Q As far as you are aware, during this period of

>

18
several years, that is between 1974 and '77, were the

19

j Commissioners involved in the issuing -- in other words, was
! 20

there any briefing of the Commissioners, to your knowledge,;

| 21
about the issue of systems interaction?

22
| A No, I don't believe so.

23
Q To your knowledge, were there any directions from

,

) 24
the Commissioners? l

L Ace FM Rwrws, Inc.

25 |
A No. 1
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1
Q To your knowledge, were the Commissioners even :

7

|
,

2 informed that the ACRS had raised the issue of systems
'

I

f interaction?
i

A No, I can' t say that-- I don't have any evidence,

5 the Commissioners were ever involved in this. In a lotthat

0
j of comments the ACRS, in that collection of letters, referred
i

7| to interactions with regard to standard plant, and the Staff

8|1 and Applicants for standard plants had already taken a
|

91 considerable number of actions that could be classified as
|
i

10 response to concerns about system interactions.

11 | These came under different names called interfaces
12 | and in particular were concerned with coordinating the

,-
) 13 '

(./ technical work and design between the two parties generally

14 to a standard plant, that is the nuclear steam system supplier
15 and the balance-of-plant designer.

16 So I could say that there was some activity over

17 that period of years from 1974 till 1977 that in a loose way

18 could be defined as system interactions.

19
0 What, the concern about interfaces and standardiza-

O tion area?

21 A Yes, that was a very broad look at the coordinating

22 the efforts-of two very large groups. That is the designer

23 of the nuclear system and the designer of the balance of plant.

||| 24 But in effect it probes,that kind of interface study probes at
' Ace Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 a lot of potential interactions.
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1 i
- Q Off the record. i

|

2| [ Discussion off the record.] |
s_

:3|
bu3 MR. PARLER: Back on the record.' -

4
We are on the record now.

5
THE WITNESS: Go off the record.

6I
| [ Discussion off the record.]

7
MR. PARLER: Back on the record.

8;

j BY MR. PARLER:

9

Q What is your understanding of some of the

10
initiating reasons for the Advisory Committee on Reactor

11

Safeguards' concerns in the systems interaction area? You

12 .

have mentioned earlier some of the broad concerns that werei

13' '

1._) raised in regard to interfaces between the nuclear steam

14

supply system ard the balance of plant, and the review of

15
standardized designs. Do you have any comment on that?

16

A Yes, that's because that collection of letters that

17
we had referred to earlier, a significant number of those do

18
mention the interface problem between standard plant designers,

19

significant number of them are related there.

20
Le' me just extract one as an example. And these

21
were marked, these particular passages are marked, for example,

22
RESAR 3-S. I'm reading now from one of the letters from

23
the ACRS. .

24
A erj Reponm, Inc. Q ACRS letter?

25
A Yes.

|

|
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I Q Why don't you give the date of it? i

2 A That's the July 1~. 1976 letter..

3 Q That's one of the 15, right?

4 A Yes,- it's one of the 15. July 14, 1976.

5 Q That's all right, go ahead.
>

0 A That's a letter to Mr. Rowden.

7 Q Right.

8 A From Mr. Moeller, Dr. Moeller of the ACRS.

9 Q All right, that's good enough. Go ahead.

10 A In which he states -- the letter states that RESAR

II 3-S provides for those safety-related interface requirements

12 that are essential to designing the balance of plant to be

13 consistent with the assumptions used in the accident analyses.
'

Id He says since the utility applicant is responsible

15 for instituting the quality assurance programs necessary to

16 assure that all safety-related design requirements have been

I7 met, these matters will be reviewed in more detail with the

18 utility applicants on a case-by-case basis.

I9 The committee recommends that during design,

20 procurement, construction and start-up, timely and appropriate

21 interdisciplinary systems analysis be carried out to assure

22 complete functional capability -- I'm sorry, functional

23 compatibility across each interface for the entire spectrum

f3 24 of anticipated operations, and postulated design basis
Am Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 accident conditions,
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I
Q You said that this language you just read from was

2 marked. What does that mean, incidentally? I realize you are

3 talking about a bracketed mark in the margins. Was that .

# something that the ACRS uses to highlight a particular point,
5 or what is-it?
6 A No, I believe that's where Mr. Fraley marked

7 each of the letters to indicate what portion of the ACRS report

8 he thought referred to system interaction, and the words

9 " interface" and " interactions" got intermixed.

10
Q All right.

11
What is the present status of the systems interaction

12
issue as far as the Staff is concerned?

() 13 First of all, I gather that it is a generic item;

14
is that rignt?

15
A Yes, it is.

16
0 Is it considered to be a generic unresolved safety

17 .

Item?

18
A That is its category now, yes. The Commissioners

19
placed it in that category.

20
Q I gather from what you have said that during the

21 period between 1974 and 1977 when the dialogue between certain
22 Staff members and the ACRS was taking place about'the need

23 to conduct a study in the systems interaction area, that at

) 24
u.Q , least during those years, this issue or the issue of systems,,

25 interaction was not deemed to be an unresolves shfety item.
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I Is that correct?
,

( !
2 7 7.d have to interpret that. I have no personal

1

3 knowledce of how the Staff viewed that problem until I became

d involved in it in 1977.

S Q Do you say'that the Commission -- I assume you

6! mean the Commissioners -- placed this issue or the issue of

7 systems interaction in the category of an unresolved safety item?

8 Is that right? Or do you know?

9| A Well, let me try to go back here. Maybe I have

I0 my words mixed up a little bit.
,

11 We, the Staff, included system interaction as one

12 of approximately 40 Category A generic tasks, and then when

I3 we made our report to the Commissioners, our recommendation of

Id whether these should be considered resolved -- unresolved
15 issues as compared to generic matters that we would pursue,

16 but not in the category of an unresolved safety issue.

I7 The Commissioners took a different viewpoint and deemed that

18 system interaction, because of its broad implications, should
19 be ccnsidered unresolved safety issue, at least until we

20 had completed the first phase of our work, and then there

21 would be another judgment made as to whether it would be

22 continued as an unresolved issue or dropped from that

23 category. i

l
124

Q Do~you have that report that you referred to, |
Am oders' floporters, Inc, 1

25 the Commission, with you?
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1
i

A No, I don't have it with me. |f--)
' ' 2

Q I assume that you are talking about a Staff paper
3|; I

|
to the Commission, at least it's one that I have had referred |

! |
4

to me. It's SECY 78-616 of November the 27th, 1978, and on

5'
i page 10 of an attachment to that paper, there is a reference
1

6'
to the A-17 issue, that is systems interactions and nuclear

!

7|
' power plants, and in the paragraph describing that issue,

8
there are the words, "This issue has been determined not to

91
i qualify as an unresolved safety issue because it does not
i

10 | represent a possible major reduction in the degree of protec-|

11
tion to the public health and safety."

12
And the words on that Staff paper continue to say,

_

( ? 13
that, "We," that is the Staff, "believe the likely interactions''

14
that have significant consequences are being addressed by

15
both the designers and the Staff in its review, and that

16
Task A-17 will confirm this judgment. Accordingly, Task A-17,

17
systems interactions, does not qualify as an unresolved safety

18
issue."

19
Again those words are from the Staff paper, SECY

20
78-616, dated November 27th, 1978 from Harold R. Denton,

21
Director of the Office of Nuclear Reacto* Regulation, to

22
the Commissioners.

23
Now that would appear to you to be report from

9 the Staff to the Commissioners that you referred to earlier?
24

Am Mwal Rgmmrs. Inc.

25
A Yes, that's the report.
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I Q I gather from what you have testified to that |,_

! l
- 2 when the Commission reviewed the paper that I referred to, !

i

3 presumably they did not agree and they decided that this I

_

4 particular issue should be considered an unresolved safety issue;;
!

5 is that correct?

6 A That's correct. The Commission did not agree with

7 that.

8 Q I also understand that in connection with the

9| Staff's categori::ation and descriptions of these generic items,

10 | including systems interactions, which is the only one that

11 we are concerned with this morning, that the probabilistic

12 analysis staff was also asked to review the issue and comment
,,

k,] 13 on it. Is that right?

I# A Yes, they were.

15
Q Do you happen to recall, after you take the time

16 to refresh your recollection, what the probabilistic staff's

I7 analysis of the issue was from the standpoint of its safety

18 significance?

| A I believe that' the research staff categorized

20 systems interaction as having a -- being a substantial contributor
21 a potential substantial contributor to -- I don't know how I'd

'

22 characteri: e it -- core damage or safety, let's say substantial

23 contributor to nuclear safety problems.

24 But in discussionr with them, it at least was my
Ace mi Reponen. Inc.

25 opinion that their definition of system interactions was
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I somewhat different than my definition of system interactions.

acceptingtheresearcher'sdefinitionofsysteminteraction,!2 But
l

3 I could agree that of the residue or balance, you might say, j

d of risk, system interactions probably did predominate that

S balance.

6 That is to say that whatever small amount of risk

7 is still left, system interaction, by Research's definition,

8 predominated the risk.

9 Q Is that -- I see.

10 In an attachment, I believe it's page I-ll of the

II Staff paper that'I referred to earlier, in the Research's

12 write-up of this issue, the A-17 systems interaction issue,

I3 they say that, among other things, this:

Id "If the Task Action Plan proposed for this program

15 is conducted properly, it is expected that the results will

16 show that systems interaction dominates accident risks as

I7 they did in the reactor safety study."

18 Now are those the words that you were just explaining?

I9 To a layman, it isn't entirely clear what these words mean

20 when they refer to systems interactions dominating-accident

21 riskc. Could you comment on that, please?

22 g 7.m not too sure what they mean, either. If you

23 take -- all I can speculate is,1f that is permitted in here,

| /~'
| 24 to speculate --
: Ace-Foo ,e n co,tm, Inc.

23 0 Of course. Those are not your words. Those are
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I the words of the probabilistic staff in the Division of

2 Research in reviewing this background material for this
3

occasion. Those are words that were not entirely clear to me, 4

# so I'm asking you only in your capacity as the task manager.

5 Perhaps you haven't had the occasion in the past even to
6 reflect on those words.

7 So it's just your best judgment on what you think

8 they meant.

9 A In the sense that we are looking and define system

10 interaction, I couldn' t agree with the statement that those

11
kind of interactions dominate the risk. If I look at what I

12 believe to be Research's definition, Research staff's definitior,

of system interaction, then I'd have to say, well, whatever'

14 residual or whatever small amount of risk there is in nuclear
15 power plant is probably dominated by system interaction, and
16 that is that system interactions are going to be the contributors

17 to whatever small amount of risk there is.
18 But when I made a response to that concern, which

19 led to the Staff's position that systems interaction was not

20 an unresolved safety issue, the position that I took and

21 the position that I wrote up was ths.t if you were to consider
22 all system interactions that are possible, yes, I agree

23 with Research that they dominate the risk.
f%,

But if you consider the -- if you consider the
,

25
system interactions 1that are left after the Staff has

:

e- - - ,
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I conducted its review, then I would have to say that we fully

2| expect that those kind of interactions probably do no# '

|

3|| dominate the risk at all. |
i l

4| Let me try to explain that. For example, Research !

5|I might put at the top of the list of systems interactions
i

6 I turbine missiles. And I would agree that if a turbine were

:

7! to fly apart and spew its missiles all over in almost all

8 directions, it has a potential of interacting with many othe:.

9 systems.
I

10 | It might destroy or damage a significant number
l

11 -
|

of other systems in the strike zone. That is if the barriers
: -

12 weren't sufficient and <.he missile had enough velocity and

o
13 energy and all sorts of things like that.

Id But if we look at -- if we look at the review

15 of power plants, both the design of the power plant and our
16 review of those power plants, I would have to conclude

I7 examination of the review plan indicates that that interaction

I8 is not left undetected.

I9 In other words, we make a specific detailed review

20 of turbine missiles and plant alignment. So I would have

21 to say then that after the plant design and our review have

22 been conducted, the risk now from interactions due to turbine

23 missiles has literally vanished.
? OO 24 You might take another example. For example,

Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 floods are certainly a potential for causing a lot of
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1 undesirable system interactions, but the Staff and Applicant{)
2| specifically conduct a cons'iderable amount of analysis with |

i

3|! regard to floods. So that interaction disappears. i

4 I guess what I'm trying to say, that if you.take

5 all of the possible system interactions and compare all of

6 these against our review and our criteria, we would find
|

7 literally all of these are accounted for in our review.

8 So what we are looking for in this generic task

9 that we are talking about now, what we are looking for is

10 |I stuff that has escaped our attention.
I

11 If you look at those system interactions , then I'd

12 have to go back to our original statement. We don't believe

- } 13 that those are significant and that they pose an unresolved
1

14 safety issue. That's -- however, I cannot -- I don' t mean

15 to imply here that the Staff disagrees with the Commission

16 action in placing system interaction at an unresolved safety

17 issue, because I think that we would agree then with the

18 Commission viewpoint that since the -- since the problem has

19 auch broad implications or such concern, then I would have

20 to agree to put it as an unresolved safety issue, at least

21 until we make our first confirmation.

22 Q All right. You mentioned --

23 A Off the record.

)
, 24 [ Discussion off the record.]''

Acefederet Reporters, Inc.
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|
1

fI
J BY MR. PARLER:

,

I, j

2 |! O You mentioned earlier that the Commission- decided ,

I
i
'

3 to include the task A-17 to the list of unresolved safety

I
4 items.

~

5 For the record at this point, I gather that

''
6 that specific action by the Commission and the earlier Staff

!

7i paper that I mentioned, SECY 78-616, is reflected in Mr.
I

8 Samuel Chilk's, the Secretary to the Commission, memorandum

9
i of December the 13th, 1978. And the recommendations of that
I

10 | memorandum are in another Staff paper from Mr. Denton to the

II Commissioners that is identified as SECY 78-616A, dated
,

12 December 28th, 1973.

O,

13 That 's per that I just mentioned has the followinga

id -- or a write-up on the issue A-17 which I just handed to you,

15 Mr. Angelo.

16 As far as you are aware, these references that I

I7 have given and the dates are consistent with your understanding

18 of the directions that the Staff received from the Commissioners
I9 on this issue; is that correct?

20 A Yes, that is correct.

21 Q And these papers were concerned with the

22 preparation of an annual report to the Congress on unresolved

23 safety issues; is that right?

| V 24 A Yes.'

Aco-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 0 Now this excerpt that I handed you, Mr. Angelo,

;

I
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i

i

I from the SECY 78-616A, it does describe the backcround of the ,e
!

!

2| task A-17 which you have already covered in your testimony, !
iI

3| and this exceret at pages 25 and 26 to the Staff paper
|=

'

i 78-616A emphasizes, as you have already in your testimony,4

5 that adverse effects might occur because designers might not,
i

6| for example, assure that redundancy a.d independence of
i I

7| safety systems are provided under all conditions of operations !
J

8i where redundancy and independence is required, because the
!

9 |- functionalities night not be adequately coordinated.
I

10 Simply stated, the left hand may not know or

II understand what the right hand is doing in all cases where

|
12 it is necessary for the hands to be coordinated. But

13 nevertheless I understand that it is your understh.nding or

Id your view that even though this issue on systems interactions

15 is deemed to be an unresolved safety issue, that pending

16 the completion of work on the task, that what the Staff is

I7 doing in its review of individual applications is adequate.

I8 Is that right, sir?

I9 A Yes.

T.3 Q I gather that the reason for that essentially is20

21 stated on page 25 that was appended to the SECY 78-616A; is

22 that right?

23 A Yes, that is right. That statement -- the statement;

O
O # is that the NRC Staff believes that its current review

Acefederd Reporters, Inc.

25 procedures and safety criteria provide reasonable assurance

'
-
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i

1 that an acceptable level of redundancy and independence is |
I

2 provided for systems that are equired for safety. !
!

3 I think our results so f ar seem to still affirm that:
1

4 belief.

5; O You mean the results of the Sandia study and the |

6l other ongoing studies? j

i
.

'

7' A Yes. I don't want to prejudge what will finally

8; come out of this, but that is my indication, we have made
i I

9 every effort. |

10 I might add in conducting this task to keep Sandia

11 as independent as possible from this, you might say, judgment

12 that present precedures and criteria provide reasonable

(~)
\_/ 13 assurance, we have left them to conduct this task in a way

14 so as not to be prejudiced by what the Staff may conclude

15 or what the Staf f may feel about it.

16 And I think I feel quite happy and satisfied

17 that Sandia does conduct themselves that way. They have

18 maintained an independence of spirit in doing this job.

19 0 When do you expect to have the results of the

20 ongoing tack completed? If the answer involves certain phases,

. .

21 why don't you so indicate?

22 What I'm getting at is, I would assume that the
4

'

23 study would involve an analysis or report and the report is
n
(_) 24 one phase and then there would be another ph'se having toa

Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 do with the implementation of the results of the study.
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-,

us -

Would you; comment on that, please?( ;

2f A Well, that is the way we perceivedthe task to be ,

3 two years ago when we started out. We said that the first

|

phase would be an investigation of system interactions4

!

5 currently, and the second phase would be implement whatever
.

!
6 it was that we discovered in phase one. :

i

7| Currently we expect to finish phase one, the actual ,
f I

8i work will be finishec bv the end of 1979, and that would leave !

!

9, us a couple of months to put it together in a form that we
i

10 |
can communicate our findings to all the parties, including |

i

11 i the ger.eral public.
i

12 |I
It would allow at least until the end of March 1980

,s
/ i '

\' ',
~

13 to do that.

14 In the meantime, we are going to be thinking about

15 what it is we are going to do for implementation in what we

16 call phase two, but I have a suspicion that phase two

17 implementation is not going to be so great. I would imagine

18 that what's going to come out of this is follow-on work to

19 phase one, in which we would investigate some areas that we
.

20 are not now covering in phase one. But that's pure

21 speculation on my part at this time.

22 We really are reserving our judgment on what to do

23 in phase two, whether we do any follow-on studies to phase one
<

24 or implement phase one, until we have reached some review
Ace Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 and consensus by the technical people involved in the NRC.
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i
:

' I I really
'

('_S) !
' believe that the limited scone we are j

,

,

2| looking at here is really not going to pose a large problem
'

i ,

of implementation. I think the larger problem is whether |3i
!

4 based on results of what we get out of phase one, should we !

i
5, do additional studies like operator errors, design errors, I

I
I

6| and installation errors . I think that 's the --
,

!'

!
7 Q How about the classification of equipment and

8 components and perhaps even systems as safety or nonsafety

9 grade? How does that bear on the study?

10 A In the study we have made no distinction between

II grades of equipment, safety grade or nonsafety grade. Instead

12 we have defined safety functions that have to be performed

Os 13 and then we went out --

I4 Q For the entire plant?

15 A Yes, for the entire plant. And then we go out and

16 look at all the equipment that can perform that function,

I7 even if it is nonsafety grade equipment.

I8 For example, core decay heat can be removed

I9 by systems in the power plant that are nonsafety grade, as

20 well as by systems that are safety grade. So we are

21 essentially interested in whether there is any interaction

22 possible among all these systems.

23 Q And your interest in that regard, I gather, is
O
\ >
''s 24 - not limited by the application of the single failure criteria

Ace Federd Reporters. Inc.

25 that we -- that the NRC follows as a part of its regulatory

|
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,

I

I(') philosophy? ;

(_- ;
I

2 A No -- well, I'm trying to get the sense of your !
,

3|'
I

I
question. We are all aware of the single failure criteria as

i

4 we do our study, but that doesn't influence the way we do our i
1

i
1

5| study. We're looking at all the ways in which equipment can i

!,

l !

6 be faulted in various combinations. |

7 What we are finding generally is that it takes

8 more than a single f ailure to cause a safety problem. I

9 guess we knew that before we started the study.

10 0 What I'm trying to ask is whether your study is
I

II being bounded by principles that are already a part of the

12 regulatory practice.

O 13 One of them would be the single failure criterion.

I# Another is the one that I have mentioned, the classification

15 of equipment as safety grade or nonsafety grade.

16 Another would be that we don't look at accidents

17 beyond the design basis accident. That's the thrust of my

18 question.

I9 A Well, I think I have already answered that one

20 about the classification of equipment.

21 With regard to single failure criterion, we are --

22 let me try to explain something more that I probably should

23 have explained earlier, and that is that once we've identified
24 the combination of equipment that could negate or degrade the

AwFewd Reorwrs, W.

25 performance of the plant. in performing a safety function,

.
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i
t

- I we then go back to the review olan to find out whether that
;

4

2 particular kind of interaction is discussed in the review plan.;

3 If it is, our task ends there for that particular

4 interaction, to say that it hasn't been overlooked, that

5 particular interaction has not been overlooked in the Staff's
I

f6! review or in their design criteria.
|

7' If we find an interaction that is not addressed

8 in the standard review plan or perhaps not addressed satis-

9! factorily, then we would have to decide whether to include it ,

i

10 in the review plan.

II In that regard, we are not -- se disregard -- or not
,

12 disregard, we are not bounded by the single failure criteria.

13 For example, we have made a decision to carry more than the

14 single event in the system interaction.

15 In fact, we are carrying as many as three events,

16 independent events. Even though we decide that these

17 independent events are not caused by system interaction, we

18 , still retain them'in the study and most of the three-event

19 things we won't go back and look at the review plan with

20 regard to those three events, because we know ahead of time

21 that the review plan doesn't prohibit three independent events.

22 In fact, most of the review plan talks about

23 single f ailure as the criteria. No single failure shall -

'

24 prevent safety function.
Ace.Feder"! Reporters, Inc..

25 So, in a sense you might say that we probably don't
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I have to go back and check our review plan against criteria in

2 any more than a single event, because -- but there are a few

3 cases where the review plan does talk about more than one !

event, and that is in particular in the auxiliary feedwater#

!

5 !system.

6 Our present review plan requires that the system be i
I

7 designed for -- for example, no dependence on AC power. This |

8 presumes that we have suffered more than one dependent failure
I
i

9 and have lost both offsite and onsite power, for example.

10 So we will go back and check the review plan for

II two events; probably will not check it for three events. I'm

12 ' not sure whether I'm answering your question or not, but in

Q 13 that sense we are not bounded, we are not bounding the problem

l# by the single failure criteria in the sense that we are going
15 to look at and evaluate more than one event.

16 We will look at two or three events.

I7 Q How do you deal on the study with the role of

18 the architect / engineers? Are you assuming there is some sort

I9 of hypothetical plan or what?

20 A Yes, we have tried to -- not hypothetical plan. We

21 have taken the study in two categories, really. We do an

22 analysis on a generic basis, recognizing that somewhere along

23 the line the interactions can be dictated by a specific plan

2#'

arrangement --
i Ace Federd Reporters, Inc. ,.

25 Q What do you mean by a generic basis? Do you have
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i .Ii

I some sort of a configuration that you assume, or what?

2' A No, it's really safety functions that are generic |

3, in a plant. For example, removal of core decay heat is a
!

;

I
4 generic safety function to any nuclear plant, and the systems ,

<

i

5' that do that job are pretty much generic in their general |
|

6! configuration.
'

i

7| But then you become plant-specific in the physical :
I
i

8, arrangement of that equipment and the way it might be controlled.
|

9: So to take care of that, we have carried the study to an |
! !

10 | exemplary plant, in this case we've used Eatts Bar, but the !

I
ll i vehicle is mostly -- the vehicle of an exemplary plant is

12 mostly to demonstrate that our technique is a workable
J

13 technicue and can be applied to a specific plant.'

14 Q You say Watts Bar is the exemplary plant?

15 A Exemplary facility, yes.

16 Q Is that why you and others went down there last

17 Friday to collect detailed information on location and

18 operating characteristics of plant equipment needed for the

19 evaluation of fault trees for task No. A-17?

20 A Yes, that's the purpose. It's a demonstration bed,

21 if you want to say it, that we can actually take a generic*

'

22 problem like this and apply it to a specific plant and come

23 up with a workable result. It isn't meant to imply that you

Q!

24 can't -- that you have to go to a specific facility to solvej '
-

( Ace Feder:J Reporters, tric.

25 a generic problem.
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1 Q The work that you are doing, I would assume tihat

2 it might make a dif ference whether one is talking about !

'
3 some future plant that is being built for a utility, either

i I

4 public or private, that would have a considerable amount of ;

I

5| in-house engineering capability, and one that doesn't. ! ,

! I

6! In other words, if a company contracts for |,

! !
'

7! architect / engineering services, as contrasted to having those

8 services performed in-house, that would have a bearing on the ,

I

l

9| issue of systems interactions, would it not' '

i

10 A Well, yes. Where it is, the bearing, though, that

II we are attempting to find out where in the review plan we
"

12 may have overlooked or not recognized those kinds of things
k 13 that you infer in your question. It isn't that; for example,

Id we are trying to point where the reviewer or the review plan

15 should look for an interaction.

16 O The obvious points I would understand, but I gather

I7 from some things that I have read that one of the concerns

18 in the area of systems interaction are the hidden things,

I9 the things that people have not thought of, and I don't

20 know -- is that your understanding also?
.

121 A Essentially, yes. We are attempting to find out

22 where we have lapses or where we have overlooked items in

i 23 our reviews that could contribute to system interaction.

24 What I would like to ask you is, as a part of this0
| Am Federd Reporters, Inc.

| 25 study, are you collecting data to show what the experience
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|

(^T 'I has been in that regard? That is, hidden things, hidden
%)

2 issues, because of systems interactions, and look to see how
i

3| the data is, if you have a turnkey job, how the data is; if |
!

'
4 you have a utility that's involved that has a considerable

5 amount of in-house engineering and architect / engineering

6: capability; and how the situation is if you have the opposite

7 of a turnkey job? That is a small utility which depends very

8 heavily on outside engineering and architect / engineering support?
!

9 or is all of this sort of stuff irrelevant as far as you are

10 concerned?

II A Well, I think as f ar as safety is concerned, the

12 way we review safety and the way we apply criteria, that ist

13 irrelevant. We make no distinctions among who the parties'

14 are.

15 O But we may not find everything. There may be the

16 potential for hidden issues -- I guess common 1.y in the

17 vernacular referred to as boo-boos by architect / engineers,

18 et cetera.

19 A That may be true. There may be more or less

20 potential, depending on the parties involved.

bu4 21 But it wouldn't affect the way we are doing

22 system interaction or the way we would identify things that
..

23 slip through the cracks. We are s till trying to confirm the

O
24 roadmap that the NRC uses in its review of nuclear plants,''

Ace Federal Reporters, Inc.
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I
I roadmap. It's still the same roadmap, and what w'e are attempting

O to do here is make sure the roadmap has not left out some of thef2

3 pitfalls. |

4 Q That roadmap is the standard review plan?
i

5: A That roadmap is the standard review plan. |
| |

t

'
6i Q The work that Sandia Laboratories is doing in the

7 area that you are the task manager for, is that the only work

8 that Sandia Laboratories is doing with regard to the effective ,

9| ness of the standard review olan that you are aware of, or is-

|
10 there some other work that they are doing?

II A No, they are doing other work for Research related

12 to the standard review plan.

13 Q Do you know how that work relates to the task A-17?

14 A Well, somewhat. I'm not sure if all of it's

15 detailed, but we do know that we. are getting a considerable

16 amount of benefits from that work that they are doing in

17 the standard review plan, in the sense that some of the

18 same people are involved in both tasks. So we are able to

l9 gain the benefits of the very detailed work that Sandia is
1

20 doing on the standard review plan.

21 What it does is, it means that the people engaged

%

22 at Sandia in doing system interaction studies can much more

i 23 quickly now take the results of system interaction and compare

24 them to the standard review plan, simply because they have a
| Am Federd Rmrters, Inc.

25 very detailed knowledge of.the standard review plan,- .;,
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I probably more detailed than any single group of people I could()
i |

2 name. So we gain a lot of benefit from them, although the
'

i

|V

3' thrust of the work is slightly different. If you -- the |

4 thrust of what Sandia is doing on the standard review plan

|5| for Research is slightly different than what we are doing -

|

6 in system interaction.

I
7: Q Maybe I've missed your point, but what is that

8I slightly different thrus t , without any great detail? Could
!

l

9| you state that for the record? I gather that they are

10 ' looking at the effectiveness of the standard review plan for
|

Il Research, whatever that means , but maybe you don' t know.

12 In any event --

0
13 MR. PARLER: Off the record.

14 [ Discussion off the record.]

15 MR. PARLER: Back on the record.

16 BY MR. PARLER:

17 Q In any event, whatever the probabilistic analysis

18 section in Research has Sandia doing with regard to their

19 Sandia review of the standard review plan, and although

:

20 that company's familiarity with the standard review plan may

21 beshelpful, their research work with Sandia, as f ar as you
|

22 are aware, is not directly related to the systems interaction
,

23 effort. Is that right? That's a separate one?-

\s
24 A No, it is not directly related.

AceJederal Reporters, Inc.
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|

(' - 1 experience in Licensee Event Reports in connection with this j

k i

2 study? What's being done there? What use,is being given to

3 that information, operating experience? |

4 A The use we have made of that experience is to make

5 sure that we understand the kind of interactions that are
i

6| possible in the plant and the time of characteristics that i

!
7' equipment has that would lead to interactions.

8 For example, we can discern from Licensee Event

9 Reports which kind of equipment has the characteristics of

10 failures due to lubrication or failures due to cooling,

11 , failures due to power actuation, and that sort of thing.

12 Q Who is doing that work?

13 A Sandia. Well, we really relied on the Zion

14 interaction study, and made an analysis. Sandia has made

15 an analysis of the results of the Zion study.

16 Q Does the Zion study --

17 A That togk 9000 Licensee Event Reports and in a

18 sense it boiled these 9000 events down to about 260 that were

19 potential interactions, and then made another big step down

20 to about 70.
.

21 Now to go from 9000 to about 270 was quite a major

22 step. The next bunch down to about 70 was to eliminate

23 things like release from radioactive waste systems and

24 operator errors which we eliminated from our task.
Ace Federd Reporters, Inc.
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1
I

1 any place?p
'

2 A Yes, they are published in a report by Commonwealth ,

3 Edison called "The Zion Station Study. " I'm not sure of

I

4 the exact title of it.

5 Q That was the report that Commonwealth Edison
t

6; provided to the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards?
I |

7 A Provided it to the NRC Staff, to the Division of |
1

8 operating Reactors, and that report was made available to the
f

9| ACRS. !

l
10 Q About how long ago was that study put out? Do you

II have any idaa? Recently?

12 ! I believe it was published in June of 1978.A

13 June of '78.

.
Q And those were the Licensee Event Reports on the14

15 operating experience that Sandia is basically relying on

16 for the systems interaction study, or are they going beyond

17 that, or do you know?

18 A Well, I don't know if9you'd say relying on it, no.

19 We have made very limited use of it. The only use we have

20 made of the Zion study is to make sure we haven't missed some

21 sort of interactive characteristic among plants.

22 Q What I'm getting at is this: I gather that,
~ as

23 you have said, there is a Zion study which took a look at
b 24 Licensee Event Reports'. It is also my understanding that av

Ace Feder:2 Reporters, Inc.

25 . subcommittee of the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards
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|

, (~T 1 is working on a report on Licensee Event Reports. I'm trying j

\_/ ! )
2 to find out whether in connection with the A-17 study, there !

.

3, is yet another study looking at Licensee Event Reports. f

| \
4 I'm interested in such studies because certainly

'

:

5 after March 28th, 1979, questions have been asked about the !

|
'

!

6! adequacy of the evaluation of certain Licensee Event Reports '

i

7 for other purposes that have nothing necessarily to do with

! 8 the topic that we are discussing this morning.

9 So are there any other studies of Licensee Event

10 ' Reports that you are aware of, that are being undertaken in

II connection with the project A-17?
'

12 A No.

13 Could I add something?

Id O Oh, yes.

15 A I'd have to say that task A-17 really does not

16 purport or try to convey that the task is going to do any

17 discipline study of Licensee Event Reports. We really aren't,

18 doing that at all.
<

I9 Q In connection with this study, do you know

20 whether Sandia or anyone else is looking at how other countries:

21 approach the issue of systems interactions?
.

'

22 A No, I'm not aware of it. I've only had very

23 brief discussions with the Swiss delegation, and they wanted

(' 24 to know what we were doing in system interactions.'

Ace-FM. erd Reporters, Inc.
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;

I that other countries are doing specifically.

Q I suppose what I was trying to ask you is in2

i

3' connection with our study, the systems interaction study, |

4 was such an attempt made or ' is it being made -- I gather as !

l
5! far as you are aware, no?

6 A No.
;

7| Q I will hand you a document -- off the record.

8 [ Discussion off the record.]
9 MR. PARLER: Back on the record.

10 BY MR. PARLER-

II ! O I'm going to hand you a document, or I have handed

12 you a document from C. Michaelson. "C" is the first initial,
'

O I3 Michaelson, M-i-c-h-a-e-1-s-o-n, to M.'Eender, who is the

Id Chairman of the Plant Arrangement Subcommittee of the

15 Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards.

16 This document is dated January the 17th, 1979,

7 subject, remarks concerning subcommittee meeting on plant

18 arrangements, October the 25th, 1978.

I9 I'll mark this document for identification as
20 Exhibit 1068.

21 [The document referred to was

22 marked Exhibit 1068 for
.

23 identification.]

BY MR.. PARLER:
Ace-Federd Reporters, Inc.
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.
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|
-
|

,

r- 1 this document earlier? i

(~)T i
,

A Yes, I have received a copy of this from ACRS I

2{
'

I t 1

3' representative and from one other source. I'm well aware of |
'

|

4 the document. !
!

'

|

5' Q Are there -- I gather that this document, the | !
I
1

6! Exhibit 1068, is a report by Mr. Michaelson, a consultant
!
i

7' to the ACRS , to Mr. Bender, a member of the ACRS, who

8j presumably is head of the Subcommittee that, among other
!

9| things, is concerned with systems interaction? Is that right, i

10 sir?

11 A Yes.
!

12 | Q Is there anything about Mr. Michaelson's comments

O# 13 about the systems interaction study that you would like to

14 address yourself to?

15 If not, I will just include this document as an

16 exhibit and Mr. Michaelson's comments are there for anybody

17 that wants to read his memorandum to Mr. Bender.

18 A Well, we could, of course, take many hours to go

19 through a point-by-point discussion of all of these, but I

20 don't think that would serve much purpose now. I think that

21 I'd make a general statement that we are aware of all of

22 the concerns expressed by Mr. Michaelson and we make the

23 statement that we were probably not accounting for most of

h'- 24 his concerns. We are probably accounting for only a small
~ Ace Federd Reporters, Inc.

25 percent of his concerns.
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l Q I suppose a question that I would like to ask is |{}
2 whether the uncertainties as to what the ACRS wanted done in f

this area, that as I understand it existed during the period
3|-
4 1974 to 1977, when the task A-17 was initiated, whether

5 those uncertainties between the Staff's understanding of ,

i
6; what the ACRS wants and the ACRS' understanding of what it

7j wants, whether those things have been resolved.

!' 8 Off the record.
'

9, [ Discussion off the record.]

10 MR. PARLER: Back on the record.

II THE WITNESS: I think I know what ACRS wants. I

; 12 believe that I have a pretty good understanding of what the

13 ACRS wants, and I also understand that we are not going to
|

{ 14 give them more than 1 percent of what they're asking.
|
.

| 15 BY MR. PARLER:
i
,

16 0 You said 1 percent?

17 A I would estimate that we are going to answer 1

18 percent of 'their concerns with this study. But we hope in

I9 the demonstration of this 1 percent that the other concerns

20 of the 99 percent will have been, I suppose, adequately

21 * resolved. I'm not sure. I inferred earlier that the most

22 likely outcome of this task would not be implementation in

23 phase two, but it would be follow-on studies to include
,

' 24 some of these elements that we know we don't have in our
Am Feder:A Reporters, Inc.
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25 present study.
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I

I Q I realize that we are talking very generally with
!

2 these percentages here; in any event, I gather from what you
4

3| just said, that a large percentage of your understanding of |

4 what the ACRS vanted accomplished in this s tudy probably is

SI not going to be accomplished?

!

6! A That's right.
3

:4

7 Q Now what is --

8 A At least not in this first phase that we are going

9; through now.
1

10 | Q Why is that? Is that because of the things that
[

you mentioned at the 6utset of your testimony', a couple ofII
,

;

12 ' hours ago that were excluded from the study, or is there

13 something else involved? I'm not clear on that. .

Id Generally speaking, I realize that it would take

15 a lot of time to go through all the details.

16 A I think that we limited this study for several

17 The principal reason was that we thought we had a'

reasons.
4

18 feeling in 1977 that the principal concern of the ACRS was

I9 the physical configuration of plants in their -- as to whether

20 they met the presumed redundancy and independence of plant

21 - systems, safety systems.|

22 In that ' regard, I think our study takes enre of '

| virtually all of that concern. In other words , our study23

24 is really -- concentrates on the physical arrangement of
Am Feder9 Resr,rters, Inc.

25 the plant from the point of view of the independence and
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t

(} I| redundancy of safety systems.

2| The other reason we limited it was bec:ause we were
i

'

!3 faced with the task of trying to demonstrate whether we even
I i

I4 had a viable or believable approach to how to resolve the
|
.

5 question of system interaction. i

6! There was a concern as to whether we could even
I

7 develop a method of doing it, as the subject -- the questior.

8| was the subject is so vast and included so many things, that i

9||maybe there wasn't any practical way- of resolving that, and
i

10 ;

|
we had to demonstrate and I think we are going t4 succeed

11 !
i in demonstrating that there is a practical, virible, fe asible
i

12 method of solving the problem of system interactions on a global

13 scale.

14
Q Well, is what you are telling me and stating for

15 the record that if there is the kind of' demonstration from this

16
study that you've just covered, that in your judgment that

,

I
17~ should take care of a large part of what would now appear to be

'

18 the difference between what this study is doing and what

19 presumably the ACRS wanted done? Is it just a question of

20 placing realistic bounds on the study, or is it something else?

l'
A That was the real question, placing a realistic

22 bound on it, so that you could -- so that you could demonstrate

I 23 that at least within this area, we can address the question
|

(O> 24 ,

' *
Am Federal Reporters, Inc.
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;

'

I that we might be able to resolve all of the ACRS' concerns
!

2|| with what we will accomplish by the end of this year. I ;
4

i

f3 don't really believe that we are going to do that. However,

t|

4 I am still confident that you can take the question of system

|I

5! interaction and place it in a different category. In other i

f
6' words, not the unresolved safety issue that it is, but some

7 lesser e,ategory of concern.

I
3; I think we -- I'm hopeful that we can at least

! !
I

9! dem enstrate -- if we demons trated anything, that we can
!

10 | de.monstrate that.
'

'

i

11 We have taken a very disciplined and coordinated

I
12 look at systems in their performance of safety, and by what

() 13 we find out, we would be able to categorize those as still

14 an resolved safety issue or as an issue that still bears

15 some further look at, but isn't in the category of unresolved.

16 I guess that would be the most I would hope to

17 get out of this task by the end of this year. I really can' t

18 s peculate whether we are going -- what the ACRS will think it

19 is.
.

20 Q I wasn' t asking you to speculate in that regard,

21 and quite properly you shouldn't. What I was trying to find

22 out from you is the reasons for the apparent different views

23 and the approach that should be taken.

24 I gather that you have commented on that. Maybe the
Awemeo neomn. w.

25 ACRS anticipates.a much broader study than the Staff here
,
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I
(} believes is feasible or is realistic. Isn't that what you

i
,

2| have been saying? |
! !

3 I A Yes. I would have to characterize it that way.

4 Q And how the matter will eventually come out, no

5| one can say at this point; right?
I

6| A That's right. It can't be said at this time

!
7' how it will come out. 'I -- the question really is whether

8 the physical configuration of a plant contributes to system

9 interactions as much as the human element, you might say,

| 10 the operatcr contributes to it.

II You might say even though the designer has designed

12 a plant in such a way that the systems are independent and
'

O 13 redundant, and the things that occur in one system don' t affect

Id the other system, there is still a potential that the operator

15 can couple the systems.

16 You can look at the operator as a free,' roving

17 system all by himself. That is, he can discern things in

la the plant and he can manipulate systems in the way that the

I9 designer never-put into that system.

i

20 The designer, for example, may never have designed'

21 a plant and there isn't a single thing in that power plant
1

22 that would shut off two safety systens at the same time, but

23
.

tMe operator can do it.

' 24 The question really came on system interaction,
Ace-Federd Reporters, Inc.
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,on the physical configuration of the plant, or should you put |- I

t

2 it on the human element, the operator or the man who installs
a

3| the equipment wrong? He took the drawing by the designer, ;

I

d that was an absolutely perfect drawing, but he put the thing ,

!
I

5! in upside down and nobody discerned it. I
i

6i Q And the A-17 study is putting the emphasis where,
I
i7i on the physical arra6gement?

8 A On the physical arrangement. However, we are trying

9| to emphasize to people that by looking at the physical

10 ! configuration, we can find the places where the desi.gn may

II

j be sensitive to the operato 3 errors.

12 In other words, we will be able, hopefully, to

O'

13 discern where the operator is more likely to make errors.

I# Q Do you have anything else to add about the systems
|

15 interactions task? Anything that you would like to add
i

16 yours<>1f, either because a question has not been asked, or

I7 because of the way a question has been asked?

18 A Well, I would like to add one thing that I think

is important for everybody to understand and realize, that

20 regardless of any beliefs or notions that the Staff may have

21 about the adequacy of its reviews or the adecuacy of designs,

22 or whether we have overlooked important areas or not, that

23 what Sandia is doing has been not prejudiced by this at all.n
U >

24 '
I have made every effort, and I think the Staff has, too,

Ac.-F oers Reponm, inc.
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i

i

I of this task; that whatever they come out with isn't pre-

2f judged or influenced at all by our conclusions or statements
!

3 that we came to before we started the task, that said that, '

'
|

4| you know, we didn't believe system interaction was an unresolved
i

5f safety issue.

!
6' Q All right. Anything else?

! !
7 A That's all. |

8 Q Now .I'd like to show you a document which, as I

i

9' understand it, really was the initiator at the Staff level of

10 this particular task action A-17. It's a memorandum from
t

I

II | Roger S. Boyd who at the time was a Diroctor of the Division

I2 of Project Management, memorandum from Mr. Boyd to Edson G.

O'

13 Case, who then was the Acting Director of the Office of

Id Nuclear Reactor Regulations.

15 This document is dated May 1978. The precise date

16 is not legible. The subject, submittal of revised task

17 action plan.

18 I have given Mr. Angelo a copy of this document.

l9 ,Is my understanding of this document essentially

20 correct, that this is a document that established or

21 proposed to establish a task action plan for task action A-17,

22 for which you were the task manager? '
<

23 A Well, yes, there were some plan -- there was a

b'),

24'-
basic plan that was generated before this date. This particular

Ace Federd Reporters, Inc.

25 revision reflects Sandia's involvement in the task. Up till
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!

I then we hadn't decided who was going to do the task. |(]
2 O I see.

-

!
i

3 There was an earlier -- an earlier version; right?
i

!

4 A Yes. Oh, yeah. And this has been revised since f,

I
5 then, even. There's a later one, but it hasn't been approved. *

'

!6! Q Is the substance of this memorandum correct, as

7~ far as its description of the project and the leading actors

8 in the project, et cetera?

9f A Yes, the substance is correct.

I
10 | Q All right. Now you say there is still another

I

II | revision which has not been approved? Is that what you just
i

12 ' said?,

O
13 A Yes.

.

14 Q Would that make substantive changes to the task?

15 A Not substantive, no. It changes only slightly.

16 The participants, for example, in the NRC. And it does

17 recognize tha the work at Oak Ridge has not -- is not going

18 forward.

l9 Q But as far as the objectives of the task are

20 concerned and the basic approach, that is still the same as
_

21 described in this document which I just handed to you? Is

22 that right?

23 Take your time and look at it.

O 24 A That is true. That is right. Later versions of,

| Ace-Fedrsf 9 porters, Inc.
i

25 this, which are still going through to be approved, detail a
,
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i

I

(~T 1 little bit more the approach that Sandia is using to resolve' .
:

(_/
|

2|
the task, but the substance is still the same, except that i

!

3 later revisions describe a little bit more the work that |
I f

4 Sandia will do in a little more detail. i
1

5, I might add it's a little difficult to keep the
I
!

6! task action plan up to date. We've had additional revisions
!

I I

71 because 'since Three Mile Island, all the unresolved safety issues -

8 are now in a different organization, and different personnel

9 are involved in some of these tasks.

10 I would have to state, though, the sum and substance

II of what we are doing has not changed.

12 Q I want to read for the record an excerpt from page

13 2 of Exhibit 1069. This is in the introduction to the task

14 a ction plan in task No. A-17, and is under a section
.

15 entitled " Problem Description."

16 The language that I want to quote for the record

17 f rom the exhibit, 1069, is as follows:

18 "Thus, the design and analyses by the plant

19 designers, and the subsecuent review and evaluation

20 by the NRC staff take into consideration the inter-

21 disciplinary areas of concern and account for systems

22 interaction to a large extent. Furthermore, many of'

-

23 our regulatory criteria are aimed at controlling the

\~ 24 risks from systems-interactions. Examples include
'

Ace Federtl Reporters, Inc.

; 25 the single failure criterion and separation criteria.
.
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1 "Nevertheless, there is some question

2 regarding the interaction of various plant
.

,

3 systems, both as to the supporting roles such j

4 systems play and as to the ef fect one system can

5 have on other systems, particularly with regard to
|

6! whether actions or consequences could adversely

i

7' affect the presumed redundancy and independence

8 of safety systems."

9 That's the end of the quote.

10 At the time this document was written, Mair of '78,

II I gather from what has been said, that as f ar as the Staff
i

12 is concerned, or was concerned at the time, the issue of

O 13 systems interaction was not an unresolved safety issue. Is

14 that right?.

15 A Yes.

16 [The document referred to was

17 marked Exhibit 1069 for

18 identification.]

I9 BY MR. PARLER:

20 0 That decision was made by the Commission in

21 December of '78, as we earlier discussed; right?

'

22 A Yes.

23 Q All right. Now, do you have anything else about
(~h'' '# 24 systems interaction er task A-17 before we take a small

Ace-Federd Reporters, Inc.

25 break and move on to something else?

.
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I A No.,

,

i

2| Q How about Mr. Cox? Do you have any questions?
!

3 MR. COX: No.
|
I

4 MR. PARLER: Do youall mind if we take about a five j

5 or so minute break? ,

6| [ Recess.];
,

T.4 7I BY MR. PARLER:
bus

8 O Now it's my understanding that you don' t have any
i

other comments or information to provide on systems interaction';9

!

10 is that right?

II A That's right.

12 ' O Now we'll move ahead briefly on a completely

O
13 separate' topic. It is my understanding, Mr. Angelo, that

Id some time ago, as a matter of fact, almost three years

15 ago, you were appointed as a member of a group to review

16- and compile information on what principal architectural and

17 engineering criteria mean, and to develop decisional criteria

18 ta judge postconstruction permit design changes; is that

9 correct, sir?
|

20 A Yes, that is correct.

21 Q The document that is involved, I would like to

22 mark for identification as. Exhibit 1070. This exhibit is a

23 memorandum from R. S. Boyd, who was then the Director of

O 2# Division of Project Management, to Ben C. Rusche, who was
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 then the Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation and
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I the date of the memora'ndum is January the 25th, 1977.

2 [The document referred to was |
| 1

3' marked Exhibit 1070 for j

!
'# identifiention.]

5 MR. PARLER: Exhibit 1070 refers to another
f

6| memorandum, which I will mark for identification as Exhibit
!

I |r 1071. Exhibit 1071 is a memorandum from Mr. Rusche to Mr.
I

8' Boyd, dated January the 24th, 1977, subject, post-CP applica-

9 tion amendments.

10 [The document referred to was
II marked Exhibit 1071 for"

12 identification.]

13 MR. PARLER: Now as a result of your assignment

I# to the task force on post-CP applications amendments, I

15 gather, Mr. Angelo, that you worked with Richard DeYoung and

6 Bill Kane on the assignment, at least to some extent; is that

I7 correct, sir? -

IO THE WITNESS: Yes, that is correct.

BY MR. PARLER:

20 0 Were you involved in the assignment throughout

21 the w, 4. of the task force during the early months of 1977

22 to the best of your recollection,?
-

23 A Yes, I was involved in the early work. I was

24 reassicined before it was completed.
Ace Federd Reporte,s. Inc.

25
Q. So the recommended report of that task group on

! -

i

i
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(~} 1 post-CP applications amendments, you were not on the task ,

(- j

2 f orce at-the time of that reports right?
i

3| A I don't believe so. However, it doesn't look j
t

I !
i

4 changed much from what it was while we were working.

5 Q So you are generally familiar with the report

6 of the task force?

7 A Yes.

8 O Although you may not have been around at the final

9 date of its issuance; right?

10 A That's right.
{

11 0 The document that I have given you, to the best

12 ' of your recollection, does 'tthat appear to be, at least in
O

13 substance, the report of that task group?

14 A Yes.

| 15 0 All right.

16 I'd like to mark for identification as Exhibit
,

17 1072 a document from Roger S. Boyd, then the Director of

18 Division of Project Management, to E. G. Case, subject,

19 post-CP application amendments. March 7th, '77 is the date.

20 And this exhibit, 1072, does forward to Mr. Case the report

21 of the task group which studied the matter of identifying

22 the principal architectural and engineering criteria.

| 23 (The document referred to was
| C ,)

24 marked Exhibit 1072 for
Aco Federet Reporters, Inc.

25 identification.]
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1 MR. PARLER: In addition to this report, Exhibit
[us] ;,

l

2 || 1072 also indicates that the report has uncovered what may be a

!

3 need to regulate also on " changes to a major feature or ,

1

4! component." ,

' t

I t

i5 BY MR. PARLER:
f

6' O As f ar as you are aware, Mr. Angelo, to the best ;

7; of your recollection, has this report of this task group
i

8' on post-CP applications amendments, ever been implemented?
I

9I A No, I am not aware that it was ever implemented.

10 j Q Did you have the occasion during your brief involve-

Il ment in early 1977 on this task group to examine some of the

12 ! earlier efforts in that area, the area of proposed changes
7-

N)
13 to deal with the meaning of principal architectural and

14 engineering criteria?

15 A Yes, I examined the earlier documents.

16 MR. PARLER : I'd like to mark for identification

17 some of these earlier documents, which I have previously

18 handed to you.

19 I will mark for identification as Exhibit 1073

20 a proposed Federal Register notice dated March 31st, 1970,

21 canmencing at page 5317 through 5318.
s

22 Exhibit 1073, among other things, refers to

- 23 propos'ed amendments that were published on April the 16th,
-

24 1969, and it states that the proposed definition in Section
Ace Federd Reporters, Inc.

25 50.2 of the " principal architectural and engineering criteria

i
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,

!
I was not included, and the reason that definition was not

2' included," according to Exhibit 1073, is that it appears that
!

3 the essential elements of the proposed design of the structures,
,

i ,

4 systems and components of water-cooled nuclear power units,
,

5 referred to in the proposed rule, that is in the proposed

6! rule on April the 16th, 1969, would require further definition
1

7| involving additional study.

8 [The dc<cument referred to was

9| marked Exhibit 1073 for i

10 identification.]

II
~

j MR. PARLER: Another document that I will mark

12 i for identification as Exhibit 1074 is a document from Karl
'

O 13 Kneil, who was the chairman of a task force, and as the

14 chairman he forwarded to Roger S. Boyd, who was then the

15 Deputy Director, Division of Reactor Licensing, a task force

16 report on Staff review of post-CP design changes.

I7 [The document referred to was

18 marked Exhibit 1074 for

M
identification.]

20 MR. PARLER: This report was dated December the

21 23rd, 1975.

22 BY MR. PARLER:;,

23 0 I gather, Mr. Angelo, that the time that you worked

24 on a task force of the same subject in 1977, that you were
| AceJederd Reporters, Inc.

25 not aware that the earlier report that I just mentioned and

|

_ _
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() 1 marked for identification as Exhibit 1074, that that report

2 j! had been implemented; is that right? Pere you aware of the

3 status of this -- here is what I am talking about.
:

4; (Handing document to witness.]
!

S' A My understanding is that this early work was not j

!

l

6' implemented . .

l

7| Q All right. j

i
!

8 Also I'd like to mark for identification as Exhibit

91 1075 a memorandum from Roger S. Boyd, who was then the

! Acting Director, Division of Reactor Licensing, to Ben C.10

11 | Rusche, then the Director, Nuclear Reactor Regulation, subject,
I
f

12 | proposed method of handling post-CP design changes, dated
7 ,) ii
\s'

13 January the 7th, 1976.

14 [The document ref erred to was

15 | marked Exhibit 1075 for

|
16 { identification.]

|
17 BY MR. PARLER:

18 Q This Exhibit 1075 forwarded to Mr. Rusche the task

19 force report dated December the 23rd, 1975, which has been

20 ! previously marked for id7ntification as Exhibit 1074.

21 I'd like to mark for identification as Exhibit 1076

22 a demorandum from Mr. Rusche to Mr. Boyd, who at the time

23 was the Director of the Division of Project Management, a
-

I

~

24 memorandum, subject, post-CP design changes, dated June the
Ace Federal Recorters, Inc,

25 27th, 1976, which also deals with the December 23rd, 1975

! ,
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i i
,

' '(/, Il task force report.
!x_

2h (The document referred to was
!

3 marked Exhibit 1076 for
i ;

4| identification.] ;

! I

5' MR. PARLER: I'd like to mark for identification
,

I
6 as Exhibit 1077 a memorandum or a letter from Mr. Robert D. '

I

l
7 Pollard to Mr. Felton, who was the Director of the Division |

| I
i

8! of Rules and Records of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, a
!

9 Freedom of Information Act request, which refers, among other ;

10 things, to a proposed change in the principal architectural

M11 and engineering criteria in one of the" licensing proceedings

12 ) under review.-m
t : *

U
13 (The document referred to was

Id marked Exhibit 1077 for

15 identification.]

16 MR. PARLER: Off the record just a second.

I7 (Discussion off the record.]
I8 MR. PARLER: I'd also like to mark for identifica-

I9 tion as Exhibit 1078 a memorandum from Mr. Joseph Gallo, who

|

20 at the time was the Chief Hearing Counsel in the Office of

21 the Executive Legal Director, to Mr. Richard C. DeYoung, who

|
22 at that time was the Assistant Director for Light Water Reactors

7 -
23 Group 1, Division of Reactor Licensing. The memorandum is

:

24 entitled " Forked River Plant Modifications ," and the date
Ace-Federal Reporters. Inc.

25 is November the 17 th,1975. And this memorandum also

I
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|

[ s)
1|, discusses some of the considerations, particularly the legal

'

x ;

20 considerations involved, in the issue of what are the :

3| principal architectural and design criteria, and also some
! i

4| of the considerations involved in post-CP changes to an ,

i I

5' application.

I !
6. BY MR. PARLER: i

' '
,

7i Q Now, as far as you are aware, Mr. Angelo, from i

i
i

8i your participation in the 1977 effort in the area that we have
' !'

9 been talking about, again, as I probably have already asked

10 f you, are you aware that any of the recommendations of either
i

Il ! task force, the '75 task force or the '77 task force, have ,

I I

12 | been Unplemented?c~

k_J
13 A I'm not aware of any attempt to make a formal

Id implementation of these recommendations.

15 Q Do you have any other comment to make on this

16 | issue or the issue of post-CP amendments which I would like,

17 for the record, to indicate was not the issue that I discussed

- 13 with you previously, which -- that is this issue of systems

l9 interaction, which is the primary reason for your deposition?

20 But with that understanding, do you have any

21 comments on the basis of your recollection that you'd like

22 to make about this other issue that I have -- these documents

23 that I have just marked for identification deals with -- deal,s

(x.s 24 with? Apparently for some time now, well over a decade,
Ac..Feoere seconers, inc.

25 there has bean some efforts being made or some need perceived
.
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|

1 to have additional clarification in the area as to what is i

I

2| meant by principal architectural and engineering criteria.
i l

3| Presumably the need has been manifested because ;

i i

4| of certain things, such as -- in connection with a determination
I !

5|
that might have to be made as to what a construction permit ,

|i
6' means and if after a construction permit is issued, what I

7 requirements must be followed to amend the Preliminary

8 Safety Analysis Report.

I

9| I've covered those things to kind of like refresh

|

10 | your recollection, but with that background which I have

Il represented to you, do you have any general comments or

12 observations that you would like to make about this subject?

b 13 A Yes. I believe the question of what does the

la construction permit represent appears to Ice vanishing as time

15 goes on, in the sense that the Staff in their review of

16 an application for a construction permit, really solicits

17 by way of questions sufficient detail about the design to be

18 convinced and assured that they know what the principal

19 architectural and design features really are, as described

20 in the application for construction permit.

21 The question really was, was all of that detail

22 really principal engineering design, or was it -- some of

23 it merely detail to illustrate and not really a principal

24 feature. I think that was it.
: Ace Federd Reporters, Inc.

25 But the application presents a lot more information
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() If than you could call principal features. Principal architect /
!

2| engineering design features.

3, Well, I, at this point, you know, after looking

4 back over now these several years -- you wonder whether the
| |

5 problem is really the same problem any more. Maybe it's
I

,
'

6! different.
I

7 1 Q Do you have anything else to add about any of the '

8 i things that we have talked about here this morning?
!,

I9 A No.
,

10 | Q Do you have any questions, Tom? f
1

I! Off the record.

' 12 | [ Discussion off the record.],fs
L ') 1

13 | MR. PARLER: On the record.

I# In conclusion, let me say that this is an

15 ongoing investigation, and although I have completed the

16 questions I have for you today, we may need to bring you back

I7 for further depositions.

18 We will, however, make every effort to avoid having

39 to do so.

20 I will now recess this deposition, rather than

21 terminate it, and I wish to thank you on bahalf of the

22 Special Inquiry Group for your time and your cooperation in

23 being with us here today, Mr. Angelo. Thank you.

24 [Whereupon, at 12:50 p.m., the deposition was
Ace-Feded Reporters, Inc.

'S' adjourned.]

|
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Mr. Uilliam Kerr -

r
'

. Advisory Ccr.ntittee on Reactor Safeguards [
' U. S. Atcule Energy Co:=ission i

Washington, D.C. 20545 -

Dear Bill: .

This response to your letter of Deceber 5,1973, started as a
set of expanded co=ents on the Reg.latory Guide on Physical !

. Independence of Electrical Systems (now R.G.1.75). In re- e,

revicuing this do :=ent, it occurred t'o re 'that thir .luide in '.'

itself represented the product of a more or less i:,olated 7

activity which did not adequately interface with other t.ctivitics "
,

r in a total effort ev only em d "systest engineering." I think ;e
the need for this kind of engineering can be recognized and sc=c
stops taken to improve nucles.r plant designs in this sense. This' ''

. in the main purpose of this letter.
;

p Since we are now entering a stcndardination phase of nuclear
- plant design, it sec=3 nore important thcn ever to recognise the

'

r

plants as entitics with well-organized, tech *.ically coherent and,

,' balanced concepts of " nuclear safety."
|

._

.

The , designs I have seen and worked so far on 'have the ccamon
'

3

peficiency that they were not designed nor revieued with the !,

ftechniques of systcn engineering or "systen analysis." They *
*

vere handled by design and design ast,essment tes:ms brcken into I
the old " homogeneous" or ibnctional engineering specialtics of |

E civil," "clectrical," "=cchanicel," r.nd sinilar sep= ated disci- [
plines. The dTorts of these groups has been and still are coordi-

|nated by productica -nanagers who have the prime objectives of 6-

@/ jninizing costs and schedule dclt.ys. It follous that conflictn f.
t

in th2 design contributions of these groups have typically not been I
scarched out since significant findings .could only create problems [.in ecsts nnd schedules. If the designs passed the AEC scrutiny | |,

s-

) that was good enough.
I

'
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11r. Willicm Kerr Q. ';.
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April 30,17/4f y/
,

*

through convulsions as a {f,r

s encincering principlesAs you ven kncu, vc are still coing The designst

result of too late application of sys emin P.TR's have recuath under-f containment."

to Class III and IV failures "outside oto requirc=cnts compatible
of artin stcom and feedvater systems

.

Conc drastic changes to upgrade them t of some similar attention
[.~j', ~

'

e.: .
with system responsibility as a resul . c.*

-
,

to systcm engincering. ticns, in finding basc.,
ity, and in such activitics

In evaluating the various faulted condifor fire protection and industrial securimplied by this guide, there
I

I
1

losed MISLIT18.8'tive material."an increasing circuit reliability as

in the cer=non goal as set forth in the enc (Enclosurc 5) of. " limiting the mobility of radioaci ements for controlling the ~
r

' ,

! |
', H

t rialcand the'5inimising. the . , ' '
'

The subordint te goals or operating requ r(not wen covered in M5 lb. Faredecree of " mobility" of radioactive ma e p,,

The fire or securit'/r g of gross loss of control
.

t i al cugineer, has no feel for whatdefinc. |
more complicated to identify and doesn't know how conscr-

j
expert or, in this case the elec r che in preventing by his efforts and thusHe certainly must feel that i

i bility of his part of ',
vative he should be in his design.

"others" vill probably compromise the rel athe design and be may casily ec=prcaise more
conservative designs L.

M
b'

of others. scsts that intensive b
i dep2ndent engineering

The current emphasis on standard plants sug" system engineering" which br'idges the too- n
'

,

larita'so that the designers e

ibic parties could better under-*fowever, the shift to standarddisciplines can now be applied to fever p
.

f

jandanyotherinterestedandrespons. in responsibility, interest,stand what they and others are doing.
0

f f om

plants also suggests significani- shi tssystem engineering toward AEC and g r
E-

ing utilitics.
and capability to doother participants, copecially the usd rd" designs, the"

T.ven now, in the course of developing. stan ai ns any better than those
incentiven arc disappearing to produce des g

These

s ar.d minimally acceptable to AEC.the connotation and degree/ d

y. offered . by* the USS .ven ordes. tans do not use cy,n, tem enrLncering ini

5, reprencnted by the caciosed cc=ents.w standard nuclearfg

It secus reasonable t'o me that at least the neh higher level of systemf
Thesc ,,/. plant; designs should represent a muct und. current designs.

engineering than is npparent in pasco:en*nts arc intended to help the process.-', *
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for "O"i cin1. Use Only" '* -

I have marked thi s IcLter and the cc meninwork of the subcc::sitt:ce into
.

tol .1 jsince
,

and an sending citailar3y nacked copics I understand thatthe cg:".;rnLE. cone c;ctends beyond the
j md I have discussed carlier. vill attend tho' closed seccion of the su cterial to be

b o:x::ittee.

areas C1
!!r. ' Ion Ippolitoand I have enclosed an c>:tra copy of the ma

~ ,

i to. U'*

foruarded to him or any other as you deem appropr aon liny 8 3
't, . . -
a

4-
,

.
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'( Infer V ich si' ffh
'

T0: M. Bender, Chairman ted pu c iiscl< 4re.
'

Plant Arra ements Subcommittee t 'n ' ir us( a rey w
*

FROM: C. & p ,

* /

REMARKS CONCERNING SUBCOMMITTEE MEETING 0'N PLANT ARRA Ff|MM}- l

SUBJECT:
OCTOBER 25, 1978 nnn

UUK L
The following remarks are concerned with the present tions which were made
at the subject subcommittee meeting. I hope they will add further perspective
to the important problem of systems interaction and aid the subcommittee in
their deliberations.

I. REMARKS CONCERNING PRESENTATION BY JACK HICKMAN AND WALLY CRAMOND ON THE
SANDIA STUDY OF SYSTEMS INTERACTION

Sandia seems to approach the problem of systems interaction by identifying
which systems are important to safety and then trying to determine the
safety significant interactions that might occur involving these systems

- and evaluate their effect on the performance of required safety functions.
' , .

This is a logical way to approach the problem if its pitfalls are
recognized and appropriately accommodated. In order to limit the scope of

work to a manageab,le size, the study is being narrowed to events during
normal plant operations and off.-normal-incidents of moderate frequency.
The apparent intention is to develop a methodology that can be applied
later to other plant conditions. The objective seems to be to develop a-

broadly applicable methodology as qukkly as possible and use it to verify
.tha' the NRC Standard Review Plan and industry methods of handling the

.' systems interaction problem are adequate.

As a further clarification of scope, Sandia is apparently concentrating
on systems interaction that might significantly reduce the ability to

g(l) shut re..n the reactor, (2) remove decay heat, or (3) protect the
',/ reactor coolant system and prevent a LOCA. These are certainly the prioritysafety performance objectives for any plant involved in a non-LOCA event

irrespective of interaction effects.

I have no real concern with this basic approach to the problem, as opposed
to alternative ways. It is clearly straightforward and, therefore, amend-
able to methodical development, but I can forsee certain difficulties and
limitations such as discussed below:

1. Interactions are considered to arise from the existence of
commonalities. Some of these_coImonalities are easy to see
but others are deeply hidden in the design or arrangement and
are difficult to identify until after they expose themselves.

-[- Unfortunately, the exposure is often associated with a safety-
significant event. One commonality of concern is associatedH -

n
: 'yH-
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with " environmental conductors." These are conductors which
are capable of transferring adverse environmental influences
from one area to another during an event. Such conductors
may appear obvious such as for the case of the back flow of
hot air, vapor, or combustible gr.s through a ventilation duct
following a fan failure. In other cases, the conductor may be
subtle such as when water flows through an electrical conduit
to a remote electrical board following the failure of a water-
cooled component. These environmental conductors need to be
identified if the fault trees are to be complete.

2. fiormal plant operations include maintenance and testing. Associa-ted with these operations is the requirement to use off-normal
system alignments and procedures such as prescribed by the planttechnical specifications. These alignments and procedures need !

1

to be examined to determine if unique interaction possibilities
are established. Since the number of maintenance and test
possibilities and their various allowable combinations are large
and plant specific, it is not clear how this could be factored/into the study. However, because a significant fraction of
total plant operating time will involve such operations, it is
not clear that they can be disregarded.

3.
If the Sandia study is to include incidents of moderate frequency,
it would appear that some consideration needs to be given to I

system interaction possibilities associated with operator
errors, such as malalignments, which are normally treated as plantupset conditior.s. Since the number of possibilities for such
errors is limitless, it may be difficult to handle as a require-
ment; but it is not clear that it should be disregarded. ,

I

4. The failure mode of a component can have an important influence
on the extent of interactions which might result during the event.
For instance, severe ancing in electrical switchgear curing tail-
tre would produce electromagnetic radiation which may interact
adversely with solid states control modules in the area. !

The !

rupture of a water line associated with a component could produce
a water spray on a number of adjacent components. The leakage
of a hydrogen cover gas line could lead to a flash fire or ex-
plosion with extensive interactions. Such effects are difficult
to predict and account for in a study, but appear to be associatedwith normal plant operation. It is not clear how such spacialcouplings will be handled. ,

1
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5. The importance or effect of spacial coupling should be
determined, in part, by the susceptability of the components in-
volved to whatever the challenge might be in the space.
For instance, a spacial coupling based on the development of a
water spray during component failure cannot exist if all potential
targets are resistant to spray. Similar arguments pertain to
other spacial challenges such as elevated temperature, flooding,
electromagnetic radiation, and steam releases. Unfortunately,
detailed information concerning such environmental effects on
components is often lacking.

6. It is not clear as to what extent and how possible single active
component failures will be included when looking for possible
interactions following~a given initiating event within the
scope of study. Such single failures are generally included in
the plant safety analysis and might involve spacial or physical
couplings through otherwise unrelated systems. How will these
interactions be handled?

7. Interactions may result from degradations in the quality character-
istics of essential supporting auxiliary services such as
electric power, cooling water, and control air. The consideration
here is not a loss of these services but their degradation. Large
variations in voltage, frequen ty, w'ater pressure, etc. can adversely
affect the performance characteristics of components and systems
and introduce interactions which can affect many systems. It is
not clear how the Sandia study will uncover such interaction
possibilities.

)
:

8. The total los, J essential support'ng auxiliary services such
as electric pr - cooling water, anJ control air is also an im-
portant consi6 . ion, but, in some cases, the interruption
effects are mor. ,iramatic if only a selective loss is incurred.
For example, if electric power is lost to control instruments
but not to control logic, the logic will attempt to respond
to the failure mode of the instrument (upscale, downscale, ionor
as is) and produce unusual control responses. Misinformat
may also be supplied to the operator; it is not clear that the
Sandia work will expose interactions of this kind.

9. Essential supporting auxiliary services are also subject to
interaction effects resulting from automatic transfers, load
shedding, or load additions. Such maneuvers have a potential
to overload essential services throuch failure to isolate
or the addition of unwanted loads. Some of the load shedding
in cooling water and control air systems may involve non-qualified
loads. In many cases, the normal supply for the service is non-

i
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9. qualified with some type of automatic transfer to the quali-
fied source. The ultimate effect of overloading might be a
degradation in the quality characteristics of the auxiliary ser-
vice or a partial or total loss of the service. Any one of these
effects may produce adverse interactions which need to be in-
cluded in the study. It is not clear that they already appear
in the fault trees. Interactions between the auxiliary supply
services should also be considered.

10. It is not clear that the Sandia methodology will take account
of the cause and effect relationships which may develop sequen-
tially as a result of interactions occurring during an event.
If the interaction effect of one cause creates another cause
and interaction effect~ etc.
evaluated in proper seq,uence., then the interactions should beThis certainly complicates the
fault tree and its programming.

11. An accidental actuation of systems such as fire protecti or
containment spray should be treated as a plant upset conottion
and evaluated for possible adverse interaction effects. It is
not clear that this will be included in the intended scope ofstudy.

12. Reactor vessel head removal and refueling are modes of normal .

operation and should receive attention relative to oossible
adverse interactions. Head removal is of special concern since
it represents a duration of jeopardy during which pressurization
is not possible (e.9,, head bolts may be loose) ar.d the steam
generators are no longer functional as heat sinks. The reactor
core cannot communicate effectively with the steam generators
by convective flow or an evaporation / condensation process.
The core decay heat must be removed by the decay heat removal
system. A failure to do so could 'ead to dangerous modes of
heat removal. The unique nature of the plant alignment, physical

~

configuration, and operational procederes during this time could
give rise to unusual interaction possibilities that might other-wise escape notice. During and after head removal, the inter-
action studies should also extend to systems involved in the
handling of heavy objects which could be dropped into the open
core.

13 . Apparently hunan interactions with systems will be included in the'

Sandia fault trees, but I can foresee a real complication in model-
ing man /machir.e interaction situations such as operafor response
based on misinformation, or operator reacting to can'"Icting
information.

.
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14. An area of unusual interaction complication is the interface
between the process systems and their control and protection
systems. Involved here are interfaces with both qualified and |

non-qualified controls and with the human operator. Some of the
networks involved are very complex and would be difficult to
adequately model in a fault tree. Many of the networks must be
treated as " black boxes" for manageable simplicity. The wide-
spread use of solid states control modules further complicates
the problem because their spacial interfaces are susceptible
to environmental changes. Also involved is the plant computer
and the plant solid states control system with its many human
and process interfaces and multiple opportunities for spacial
and physical interaction. Of particular concern is its potential
vulnerability and fast adverse response to human error during on-
line maintenance (e.g., dropping an indicating light bulb).
It is not clear how and to what extent Sandia will include such
items in their fault trees.

|
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II. GENERAL REMARKS CONCERNING NRC PROGRAM FOR IDENTIFYING SYSTEM INTERACTIONS
. ,

This whole question of system interactions is rather complex and the possible I
,

| breadth of consideration could be virtually limitless. Fault trees could be
developed to include almost any concern, but, somehow, the scope of such a
study mu:;t be confined to reasonable limits. My various comments concerning

j the Sandia work are intended to help identify the potential scope of this
proble.n and thereby exemplify the shortcomings involved when striving for'

simplicity. They should not be interpreted as a recommendation for an expanded
j scope and they are not intended to detract from the high quality of the

work being done. The work being performed by Sandia appears to be developing ,

; along rigorous academic lines with well defined bounds based on resource |

; limitations and NRC safety priorities. However, the methodological procedures
being developed do not appear promising at this time as practical tools for a

, f plant designer or reviewer. They already seem rather complex to use and pro-
j bably have limitations which, if overcome, would only add to their complexity.
.

! I can forsee the Sandia methodology as a useful means for an in-depth study
| of adverse interactions on a limited scale. However, the work likely to be

required in developing the unique features of the fault trees for an entire
specific plant will probably make it a prohibitive technique for routinei

review purposes. Certain plants may share some common fault tree branches,-

but a large number will be plant specific and will most likely require con- .

siderable work to assure reliable evaluation results. Of course, it is still
j important to find out how far such a methodology can be developed and applied
j to produce realistic and useful results.
;

The system interactions of particular concern during plant design and safety
eview are those shich are difficult to predict and find by simple inspection,

and which are safety significant. For these, appropriate experience is one of
.

1j the best tools available to the reviewer. The problem is, however, that it
is usually difficult to acquire the appropriate experience. This might

j be done through a prolonged exposure to the nuclear plant design review process
with special emphasis on developing an in-depth understanding of how the'

| plant responds to various postulated events and how the safety systems function
i for aach case. If during this exposure various adverse plant interactions
j are uncovered and resolved, the experience acquired thereby will tend to

sharpen the reviewer's ability to uncover additional, but similar, interactions '

and eventaully develop a higher degree.of sophistication and sensitivity!

to the more subtle interaction possibilities. This is likely to require a l
prolonged work exposure and may not provide the needed experience unless the
mission of the reviewer is to seek out such interactions and he is provided
with dedicated supervision and resources with which to do the job.

While striving to acquire appropriate experience, there are some important,
4 - assists available to help expedite the process. _For instance, Licens e Event '

eports can provide valuable insight into the kinds of interactions which,

/
.
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might occur and,thereby aid the reviewer in uncovering similar possibilities
in other plants and enhance the learning process. Experiences acquired
durirg plant preoperational and startup testing can prove invaluable in
developing the needed depth of understanding of how the plant and safety
systms behave and, to some extent, help to uncover interaction possibilities.
Acad mic studies and tools such as provided by Sandia may also prove helpful
in the training process by providing a theoretical basis for how some of the
int'eractions come about and yield additional examples of what to luck for.
Hot,ever, in my opinion it takes a proper mix of these various activities
tr, develop the appropriate experience needed by the designer and reviewer-

to assure an adequate treatment of the systems interaction problem. The
methodological techniques such as being developed by Sandia should not be
considered as the principal tool. ,

Having acquired the appropriate experience, it is essential to conccentrate
it in a dedicated organizational unit whose mission is clearly systems
interaction oriented. It is from such an experienced unit that we could
expect the development of better and more practical methods for handling
the interaction problem. These methods might include additional analytical
techniques, but a .:. ore promising output might be the publication of system
interaction case studies based on actual experience and exemplifying the kinds
of interaction problems that have been uncovered and how they are handled,
uch case studies could be distributed like the " Operating Experience

Bulletins" and would help to develop a competent experience base throughout
the industry. The costs involved in pulling together the appropriate experience
into an adequately staffed unit will probably exceed the reasonable expecta-
tions of most utilities. It appears that the NRC is in the best position to
provide the needed continuing effort (either in-house or under contract).

i

!
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III. REMARKS CONCERNING PRESENTATION BY JOHN ANDERSON ON ORNL WORK

ORNL seems to approach the problem of control system / protection system inter-
_

actions by looking for the direct interactions between these systems and not the
su6'tle ones. They are looking at failures and degradations, and evaluating
their effects. They are not using formalized fault trees. As an alternative

-

to the Sandia work, this is also a logical way to approach the interaction
problem and should provide useful results. It represents another input
to the activity mix needed to develop an appropriate experience base. It may,
however, be limited in its depth of consideration. I have no specific
commen'*.s on the ORNL work.

-
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IV. REMARKS CONCERNING PRESENTO.TIONS BY JERRY VELLENDER
AND CORDELL REED ON ZION SYSTEM INTERACTIONS STUDY

!

The Comouwealth of Edison Co. Zion System Interactions Study was based !

o'n a review of over 9,000 Licensee Event Reports of which 267 were considered
to be applicable to Zion and 67 of which were selected for detailed consid-

'

.-'
eration by Fluor Pioneer, Inc. The study concentrated on interactions relating
to failures that could interfere with shutdown heat removal. The technique
was to look at each LER and determine if it had impaired or degraded non-
accident heat removal. If so, it was determined if it could happen at Zion
and what corrective action might be needed. I would like to make the following
observations and comments concerning this study.

1. Although the work performed by Fluor Pioneer could be considered
an indeperdent review of the 67 LER situations selected by
Commonwer.ith Edison, it should not be considered an independent
review Of the systems interaction potential at Zion. This could
only be claimed if Fluor Pioneer had performed the data reduction
on the 9,000 LER's and selected the appropriate ones for detailed
consideration.

i

2. The data reduction was based on looking for those LER's which produced
system interactions considered adverse to shutdown heat removal.
It is my understanding that if no adverse interaction occurred, the
LER was not selected for detailed study. This might be a reasonable
decision where the equipment and plant arrangement are sufficiently
s milar to those at Zion. It is not reasonable or correct if
certain differences should exist, For instance, if the LER under study
is related to a flooding event for which the equipment involved is

; already designed to accomodate, no adverse interactions should
result at that plant and the LER would not be selected for additional
study. If, however, the comparable equipment at Zion is not designed

.
for flooding, then an adverse interaction might be experienced and

| the LER should be selected for further study to make this determination.
Other types of potential interactions are also sensitive to equipment,

' design and layout differences which need to be considered. It is
not clear how many of the nearly 9,000 LER's reviewed and discarded
might be included in this category and should have been selected
for further study. Unless suitably clarified, it should be con-
sidered a basic shortcoming of the study.

3. An examination of LER's amounts to an examination of the historical
record. The corrective actions taken should assure that history will
not repeat itself, but it does not assure f reedom from other adverse
systems interactions. Some of the most serious interactions may not
have taken place yet at some plant, or there may be interaction sit-

I

.
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)

uations unique to Zion that remain to be exposed. The
.

Zion study is certainly well done and useful as a contri-l

bution to the needed case studies, but it should be recog-
nized as very limited in scope if the desired objective'

is to uncover the full spectrum of potential adverse inter-
actions at the plant before they become self evident.

! 4. It was pointed out'as a major conclusion in the Fluor
Pioneer report that generic studies such as requested by the
NRC for pipe breaks had already resulted in modifications to
Zion which substantially reduced adverse interactions to such

i events. If this is the case, then I am somewhat surprised
that the systems interaction study uncovered a problem with |

. entry and accumulation of water in electrical boxes. I would '

I have thought that water released as sprays, jets, or cascades |
during the pipe break studies would very likely enter some
of these boxes and flag the drain hole problem for corrective
action.

5. Since the control air system at Zion was not included in<

the list of systems for consideration, I assume it is classified
as non-essential. If so, it is an important example of a

i non-safety system which may have a potential for safety-related
system interactions which should be evaluated. PWR's of the: ,

! Zion class usually make widespread use of air operated valves
j for process isolation and control for both the NSSS supply
- (Westinghouse) and the BOP (AE design). On loss of control

air, these valves revert to safe positions as determined by
| an appropriate analysis. Such reversions may introduce safety-
| significant effects when one considers the number of valves and
j other control components undergoing simultaneous change, and

the multiple loss of process control due to the control air,

! . failure. In some cases, both trains of redundant equipment I
i may be involved and more than one unit in the plant. The-

acceptability of this loss must be evaluated using plant specific
information and certain assumptions concerning manual operation.
Special attention should be given to the effect on such im-4

i portant essential functions as auxiliary feedwater control, RCS
chemical volume and control (makeup and letdown), and the,

continuation of acceptable performance for environmental'

control systems which are predominantly air operated (for
dampers and process control). The loss of environmental,

control may interact adversely with such items as instrumen-
tation and control (particularly where solid states modules ,

are used), and electric power system components (e.g., motors, '

transformers, and switchgear control). In my opinion, the 4,
' control air system should have been includet-for consideration !

even if classified as non-essential. !
l

.> |

|
.
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6. Other non-essential systems of concern and related to systems
interaction are the non-IE electrical power (AC and DC), in-
strumentation and control, and plant computer systems. Although
none of these systems are considered essential, they do inter-
face strongly with the plant operator. Certain initiating
events in these systems during normal operations can lead to
extensive displays of maloperation, misinformation, and unwanted
responses which must be interpreted and corrected quickly by
the plant operator. If left uncorrected, they may lead to safety-

,

significant. degraded conditions. It is not clear that such non-
essential systems were included in the interaction study.1

Although perhaps less critical than the control air system,
I believe they should have been considered.

,
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V. GENERAL REMARKS CONCERNING NRC PROGRAM FOR REVIEW OF LICENSEE EVENT
MEPORTS

The NRC program for review of LER's is an important aspect of the systems - ''~
interaction work, but its present scope within NRC is unclear. Perhaps
the subcommittee may wish to ask for a short presentation on this subject
at a future meeting. For now, I would like to make the following observa-
tions for your consideration.

1. The LER's are an important source of real world information which
should receive careful evaluation from the viewpoint of uncovering
possible systems interactions and providing a feedback of information
to the designers and reviewers. The Zion Interaction Study is an
example of how this information might be evaluated and used for :
corrective actions. Eventhough it is "after the fact" information,
it is still useful. Additional and more comprehensive work of this

|

type needs to be done if the nuclear industry is to benefit fully
from this past experience. In my opinion, the NRC is in the best
position to have these studies performed (either in-house or under
contract). They have the resources and recognized access to all
information and facilities, and are in the best position to monitor
the entire industry and thereby predict generic difficulties.
According to the NRC people, some work on the LER's is being done
within NRC, but is does not appear to me that it is adequately
dedicated to a determination of possible adverse systams interaction.

2. Perhaps the problem of evaluating LER's for systems interaction
could be somewhat eased if the preparer of the LER were required
to indicate whether or not a system interaction was involved in the
event before giving the details. This should not add significantly
to the work of preparing the report and it would make the sorting

-

'

a lot easier. The main problem is assuring that the preparer of the
LER understands the concept of " systems interaction." It would be
necessary for the NRC to define the concept with suffiicent clarity
to assure consistent usage. This may not be easy, but progress
is being made and the concept should become clearer as the principles

i

and examples are developed.

3. As the situation now stands, it appears that the nuclear industry does
not have or intend to have an organized effort to review and evaluate

|LER's for possible systems interaction as was done in the Zion study. !

The NRC is reviewing each LER but the scope of this review is not clear.'

This may mean that valuable experiences are not being adequately
utilized from the viewpoint of the systems interaction program.
Perhaps the subcommittee could benefit from presentations by the
industry on how they view the problem and what they would propose to
be done.

;
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JOHN ANGELO

PROFESSIONAL OUALIFICATIONS

LIGHT WATER REACTORS BRANCH NO. 1

DIVISION OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT _

I am a Senior Project Manager in Light Water Reactors Branch No.1

of the Division of Project Management, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

I am responsible for the evaluation of nuclear safety aspects of nuclear

reactor facilities and serve as the' project manager for technical eval-

uation of nuclear power reactor license applications.

I was born in Old Bethany, Pennsylvania. I am a graduate of the

University of Idaho and received a Bachelor of Science in Electrical

Engineering in 1949. I have done graduate engineering and science study

at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Union College and George Washington

University and received a Master of Science in Engineering from Union

College in 1963.

From 1949 to 1958 I was employed in the Large Steam Turbine-Generator

Division and the Apparatus Sales Division of the General Electric Company

progressively as a Performance Test Engineer, Turbine Supervisor, and

Development Engineer. From 1960 to 1962 I was employed as a mechanical

engineer with the Nuclear Power Division of ALC0 Products, Inc. with respon-

sibilities for the design and analyses of hydraulic, thermal and mechanical

systems and components of nuclear power reactors. I continued these duties

in 1962 with the Nuclear Power Division of Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing

Company when that company purchased the nuclear business from ALC0 Products.

.
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In 1963 and 1964 I was employed as a mechanical engineer with the

U. S. Army Engineer Reactors Group at Fort Belvoir, Virginia with broad

responsibilities for design, operations, maintenance and safety reviews

of nuclear power reactors for military applications.

I transferred to the Naval Nuclear Power Unit at Fort Belvoir,

Virginia in 1964 as Director of the Technical Support Department from

1964 to 1967. From 1967 to 1972 I was Branch Chief of the Nuclear

Engineering Branch of the Naval Facilities Engineering Command in

Arlington, Virginia. In these two positions with the Department of the

Navy I had supervisory responsibilities in nuclear, mechanical, electrical,

and chemical engineering as applied to the design, development, operations,

maintenance and modifications of ..uclear power reactors and radioisotope

power generators. I had direct responsibility for nuclear safety analysis

and reviews.
|
'

In January 1972, I accepted an appointment as Project Manager with

the Directorate of Licensing and have been assigned responsibilities for

the safety review of Beaver Valley Power Station, Byron Station, Braidwood

Station, Fluor Pioneer Standard Balance of Plant, and have assisted in the

project management of several other projects. In June 1977 I was assigned
|

| as Task Manager for Generic Task A-17, Systems Interaction in Nuclear Power

Plants, with responsibility for thc development of the task and its technical

accomplishment.

I am a registered professional engineer in the State of Massachusetts.

.
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E. G. Case, Acting Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

,

GERESPCNDENCE REGARDING SYSTEMS INTERACTIOil ANALYSIS

Attached in accordance with our discussion is a package of corres--

pondence related to the analysis of systems interactions that have
been recarmended by the Coranittee.

O.
.

R. F. Fraley
Executive Director

.

Attachments:
1. Ltr. to L. V. Gossick frm. M.-Bender dtd.

6/17M 7 re. Review of Systems Interaction
2. Memo to E. G. Case frm. R. Fealey dtd.

5/12/77 re. Reliability of Power Supplies
3. Memu to E. G. Case frm. R. F. Fraley dtd.

4/26M 7 re. DC System Reliability
4. Ltr. to L. V. Gossick frm. M. Bender dtd.

3/15M7 re. Reliability of Power Sopplies
5. Ltr. to L. V. Gossick frm. M. Bender dtd.

3/15M7 re. Auxiliary System Reliability
6. Memo to L. V. Gossick frm. R. F. Fraley dtd.

1/19M 7 re. Topics for Discussion During *

| ACRS-NRC Meeting
l 7. Ltr. to M. A. Rowden frm. D. W. Moeller, dtd.

12/17M 6 re. GESSAR-238 and GESSAR-251
8. Memo to L. V. Gossick frm. R. F. Fraley, dtd.

ll/lM 6 re. Analysis of Systems Interactions

(Continued on next page)
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9 Ltr. to M. A. Rowden frm. D. W. Moeller, dtd.
10/22/76 re. 'three Mile Island, Unit 2

,

10. Ltr. to M. A. Rowden frm. D. W. h ller, dtd.
7/14/76 re. RESAR-3S

11. Ltr. to M. A. Rowden frm. D. W. Moeller, dtd.
6/11M 6 re. SWESSAR-P1

12. Ltr. to W. A. Anders frm. D. W. Moeller, dtd.
2/11/76 re. SWESSAR-P1

13. Ltr. to W. A. Anders frm. W. Kerr, dtd.
9/17/75 CESSAR-80

11. Ltr. to W. A. Anders frm. W. Kerr, dtd.
3/14/76 re. GESSAR-238

.

,15. Ltr. to L. M. Muntzing frm. W. R. Stratton, dtd.
11/8/74 re. Systems Analysis of Engineered
Safety Systems

__. __

cc: w/atts:
L. Crocker, DPM
R. Heineman, DSS

,

cc: w/o atts:
M. Bender, ACRS
J. Ebersole, ACRS

*

S. 7.awroski, ACRS
.
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June 17, 1977
.

Mr. Ice V. Gossick
Executive Eirector for Operations
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission '

Washiagton, DC 20555
.

SUBJECT: REVIEN OF SYSTEMS INTERACTION
.

bear Mr. Go,shick:
,

During the recent review of the operations of the Zior. Station, Units
1 5.nd 2, a question was raised regarding the scope of the systers in-
teraction review recommended by the Committee in its report of June 9,
1976.'

In order to provide clarification of its intent with regard to systems
interaction evaluation, the ACPS offers the following two exanples of
possible studies:

.

1. Examine the physiedl configuration of safety systercs (a) in
relation to their presumed " redundant" divisions or channels,
(b) in relation to their supportive sub-functions, and (c) in
relation to non-safety systems and features, for actions or
consequences in one that have a direct or indirect deleterious
effect on another. Such configurations might allow failt.ces
or local hostile conditions to unduly interfere with the mini-
num functions required to remove decay heat af ter shutdown.
Particular attention should be given to the potential for

|
" cascading" failures leading to a terminal event which inter-
feres with some aspect of the shutdown functions.

2. Examine interrelated functions and actions as they relate to
operating practices, such as the recent action which caused
the burn-out of a diesel-generator during a loading test.
'Ihis would inelude reevaluation of Technical Specifications to

,

| ascertain whether undue degradation of minimum shutdown heat
removal capability may be occurring because of unrecognizedm

(") indirect connections between systems. Another exanple would
be the mechanical maintenance of a valve or puap in one train

.

0

._. _. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Lee V. Gossick -2- June 17, 1977
,

.

I

i

concurrent with electrical maintenance of swi.chboards or relsy ,

panels in the " redundant" train which fp inactive but supposed
to be immliately available. .

.

ncerely yours,

111 '
i M. Bender

Chairman

'

.

j

O.

.
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May 12, 1977
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_

E. G. Case, Acting Director
Office of No.: lear Reactor Regulation

RELIABILITY OF POW.R SUPPLIES .

.

References:
.

'

(1) Memo from M. Bender, ACRS Chair =an to L. V. Gossick, EDO,
-

. ' " Reliability of Power Supplies," dtd. March 15, 1977-

(2)- }Lmo from R. F. Fraley, ACRS, to E. G. Case, NRR, "D.C.
System P.eliability," dtd. April 26, 1977

O '

The attached report from Mr. E. P. Epler. ACRS consultant,
-

.
.

Provides information applicable to the reevaluation of D.C.

Power supplies requested in' References (1) and (2) above.
.

R. F. Fralcy
Executive Director

Attachment:
Letter from E. P. Epler to J. C. Ebersole
& D. Okrent dtd. April 12, 1977, re. D.C.
power supply

cc:
R. Heineman, w/att.
R. Boyd, w/act. ,.

<
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..

Edson G. Case Acting Director
*

Office of Nucleat Reactor Regulation

D.C. SYSTEM RELIABILITY
. ,

'

During the 204th ACRS meeting rerbers of the NRC Staff recorted to.the
Committee regarding the reevaluation of the battery supplied D.C. pcwer

'

systdm for Three Mile Island Nuclear Statica, Unic 2 in response to theSeveral Contaittee machers expressed'

ACRS Report of October 22, 1976. with the basis for the Staff pcsition
concern (Transcript pp 320-9333)
and suggested that this c.aevaluation be conducted in accordance with the
letter from Mr. M. Bender, Chaire.an, ACES, to Mr. Lee V. Gossick EDO,O Reliability of Power Supplies.'

NRC. dated March 15, 19,77, Eubject:-

.
.. .

.

. R. F. Fraley
Executive Dire or

L. Crocker, DPM . |cc: - .

J

R. Boyd, UPM .

R. DeYoung, DPM
R. E. Heineman, DSS

-.

dhe

.
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* a 88eog UNITED STATES
-m.

f, .g
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

.

.r. g
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS~~ |:

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20G554 .

s

% *** * * / Harch 15, 1977

.

\ .

.

Mr. Ice V. Gossick
'

.- -

Executivc Dircctor for Operations
-

..

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Corrmission *

Washington, CC 20555^
,

.

Subject: RELIABILITY OF POWER SUPPLIES
~'

. .

Dear Mr. Gossick:

%e ACES r or: rends that the, NEC Staff review ~ and evaluate the probability
of loss of all AC power as a . function of the duration of such power loss,
and develop criteria and a sprific app oach to exarining 'che capability
of nuclear power plants to withstand such loss, an part cf the standard -- i
..NBC review for construction permits and operating J censes.

De estimates of probability of loss of AC power in WASH-1400 should be

O . reviewed with a view toward detemining whether AC power reliabilitycan be estimated generically or should be evaluated on a case-by-case
' basis.

5tends also that the NPC Staff eva?.uate the reliabilityC-~

The Conmittee reco:

of typical minimum vital DC power arrangements and adcise the Co::nitteeof the bases for judgments conc'ernir., their adequacy, and the possibilities
fo; significant irprover.ents in ,the reliability of such systems.

We ACPS is willing to work with the Staff via an appropriate Subco: -ittee
in the evaluation and resolutica of these matters.

Sincerely yours,

-

M. Bender
01 airman

, r..

4
4

,

PDDRBRGINM |a
-

o.

O
t-

A.

y*-

,,

* ii
* '
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p *,, UNITED STATES
|V; - p, NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION |

* 7, v. j ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
g WASHWGTON. D. C. 20555

****'
March 15, 1977

'

.

.

*

,

I

.

.

.

-
.

Mr. Ice V. Gossick -

Executive Director for Operations
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Co:miission
Washington, DC 20555

' Subject: AUXILIARY SYSTEM RELIABILITY-

Dear Mr. Gossick: ' ~ ~

q h e ACRS believes that it is important to nuclear plant safety to
y understand better the reliability of those auxiliary systems necessary

to establish and maintain reactors in the cold shutdown condition after,

loss of such primary full power heat sinks as steam generators and the
main condenser.

Such auxiliary systems, which include Retctor Auxiliary Cooling Water
Systems, Station Service Water Systers, and the Ultimate Heat Sink,
generally are in continous duty in all modes of reactor cperation and
current practice allows these systers to tn " redundant" two-train con-
figurations. Eis results in dependence en a single system whenever cne
tra:n of such a system fails or-is shutdown for maintenance or other
purposes.

As an exanple, to 'better understand the current situation, t'Te ACRS
~

requests that the NRC Staff perform an evaluation of the reliability of
the typical minimum configuration allowed for the Station 3ervice Water
System and any alternate back-up systems, in order to quantify better
the adequacy of design and to ascertain the potential for substantive
inprovements in overall safety by design changes for future plants.-

|

Sincerely yours,

/'
. \. *

M. Dender.

C Chairman-

.

.

t 9 _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
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January 19, 1977 ;
'

;

e

4

Lee V. Gossick
Executive Director for Operations

TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION DUEING ACRS-NRC MEETING
'

- During' the 201st ACRS meeting, c: embers of the Committee identified the' .deserving further discussion'with the NRC
,following. matters as itemsStaff. . Time has tentatively been set a.-ide during the 202nd Committee

: n L.-
i

meeting to discuss these items to the' degree that the NRC Staff is pre-.

*

. pared to'do'so. ~

-

Study of the probability of steam generator tube failures in PWR1.
plants and the conseqc 2nces of such failures on the course of ac .
cidents such as LOCA-ECCS transients, and steam line break acci-
dents. ,

!

Evaluation of the raliiological consequences of:steaa line break.
- -

A comparison shouldi - 2.
accidents for the various types of PWR plants..

be made of the B&W once-thrbush steam generator'with similarlyThis evalua-sized Westinghouse and Combu : tion Engineering units.
tion should include an analy' sis of the reduction in fission product
removal resulting from the reduced inventory of wate'r in a once- '

through secan generator and consideration.of any specific design I
features or operating limits which may be appropriate to compen-

.

f
,

sate for this reduced decontamint. tion factor.

Study of the probability and consequences of the loss of feedwater3. control and resultant flooding of the superheater section of B&W iConsideration should be given to: 'once-through steam generators.
(a) the af fects on core reactivity resulting from a rapid reduction |

in primary system tenperature by the rapid increase in primary to
-

secondary heat transfer; (b) the effects on steam driven equipment . . !
.

such.as main and auxiliary feed pumps and the dynamic effects oni

system piping by the sudden introduction of water slugs into the-

steam system; and (c) the potential for and consequences of secon- |
dary system overpressure resulting from a turbine trip or loss of l

offsite power resulting from the transient caused by this rapid '

O increase in. steam generating capacity.

P002 BRElBL .-

~

,

|
,

.
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,.

.

.. j
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Lee V. Cossick -2- January 19, 1977 --

.

.

4,. Evaluation'of the thermal stresses imposed on the reactor pressure
vessel by a steam line break cggravated by flooding of the super-

. heater section of the BMT once-through steam generator. An analysis---- --

. . . _ _

should be made of the decrease 'in the primary coolan't inlet temper-
-

-- -
~

's o'.. sture resulting from such a trataient"and the uffect it would havasee.
on stresses in the pressure vessel.

In.the event flooding of the steam generator /is' considered an in r'
- or ': '

dependent event, verification should be provided 'that the feedwater
" ''.. ..

.-

,_

.. control systen will function properly during a steam line break
-

=

transient.

C' ' ' ''

. . - 5. Evaluation and applicatio'n of Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) ~ -'" '
reactor safety research program results and' FRG regulatory require-

7'" "n-

. ments .to the NRC regulatory process." The FRG has an extensive safety
-resear.ch effort in progress and is rapidly developing an extensive'

- body of information, criteria and regulatory requirements which are . -
-

applicable to light water cooled reactors of -the' type being licensed-
"'

n
.

in the U.S. Consideration should be given to. a systematic program s - -

() for exchange of information and consideration of this infor=ation as
it applies to the NRC regulatory program.

6. Evaluation of fuel handling accidents inside containment. During the
. ~' ''

revicu of ths Operating LicenseF for' th:e North- Anna Power Station. -

, , , _ _ _

. Units 1 and 2, a question was, raised regarding evaluation of a fuel --- --

' " -

handling accident inside containment. The Committee concluded that
this issue could be resolved on a generic basis prior to the first
refueling at this station. It is our understanding that a 'similar ques-
tion has been raised of the Commission by the Union of Concerned Scien-

tiscaists and has been referred to the NRC Staff for evaluation on a gen- -

-
eric basis. -The Committee is interested in r report on the~resultY of'' ''~"
this evaluation or, if it is incomplete, the schedule for its cocple- -

tion.

Please let me knew to what degree the Staff will be prepared to discuss
these items during the 202nd ACRS meeting so appropriate arrangements,can
be made..

30'ORORS10l.
R. F. Fraley
Executive Director

D T-.
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December 17, 1976
000c*

.

.

\

.

.

Honorable Marcus A. Pcwden
Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Co.T:r.ission

-
.

Washington, DC 20555 :

GENEPAL ELECTRIC STANDARC NUCLEAR STEAM SUPPLY SYSTEMSSubject:
(GESSAR-238 NSSS and ,GESSAR-251) 1|T {1 j

Dear Mr. Rowden: (3[ t

9-11, 1976, the Advisory Cou--- or.h General
-

'At its 200th meeting, December
Reactor Safecuards cc:pleted its review of the applications by t ed dized
Electric Conpany for preli~tinary design approvals for. the stan arin the General Electric Standard

Cq nuclear steaa supply systems described
These systems

Safety Analysis Reports, GESSAR-238 NSSS and GESSAR-251.November 11-13,
were also considered at the 199th meeting of the Cornittee,fa

The review by the Concittee was facilitated by the meeting o
.

.

d with
Subcorrnittee with representatives of the General Electric Company an1976. br6 n.

members of the Nuclear, Regulatory Conmission (NBC)- Staff on Novem eThe Comittee also had the benefit
.,

~'

and 7,1976, in Los Angeles, California.
-

of the documents listed below. with
These GESSAR systems consist of Bhit/6. nuclear steam supply systems'3800 FM for GESSAR-

thermal power ratings of 3579 FM for GESSAR-238 NSSS andThey do' not include the con:ainment structure, the reactor bu
ilding , -

utside the . .
the fuel' building. the auxiliary building, or.other structures o251. licant.

nuclear systems, which are the responsibility of the utility-app
h prin-

GESSAR-238 NSSS and GESSAR-251 have essentially the same design, t eMany aspects
cipal differences arising from differences in power level. i wed
of GESSAR-238 NSSS and GESSAR-251 are the same as those previously rev ei Reoort

by the Comittee in the General Electric Standard Safety Analys sThe Coccittee's report on the GESSAR-238 Nuclear^

for a nuclear island.
Island was issued on March 14, 1975.

| damage to a
The Committee and the Applicant discussed the possibility of
heat exchanger of the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) system by over-pressurization or by hydrodynznic forces that could conceivably resuThis hypothetical condition

lt

from valve malfunction or operator error.is associated with the steam condensing mode of operation of the RIIR or
f s,

I (,,) The Contnittee
when the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling system is in use.blem, applying their usual

i

.recontends that the NRC Stiaff review th s pro
.

_______ _ _
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Od Honorable Marcus A. Powden * -2- December 17, 1976

.

criteria of asstrning malfunction and operator error, to determine wh. ether
such conditions can occur. The review should include particular stody
Qf the initial phase of steam entry, during which water initial-ly present,--'~ - -

or inadvertently accumulated, must be expelled frcm piping into and .
.

through the heat exchanger. -

The Cotsittee recomends that GESSAR-238 NSSS and GESSAR-251 incorporate
- appropriate systems to mitigate the consequences of an ATAS event. - -

Safety related interfaces between the reference system. and the balance
of plant are identified in these GESSAR's. It will be necessary for the

'

-

NBC Staff to assure that all of the safety-related requirements are ful- r:

filled when an application for a construction permit is filed. The Com- -

mittee will review this matter in more detail when applications for ';.
- construction permits referencing these systes are received. : --

|

The Carlttee recomends that, during the design, procurement, construc-
tion, and startup, tLT.ely and appropriate interdisciplinary system analyses "-

be carried out to assure cc:plete functional conpatibility across each
. interface for an entire spectrum of anticipated operations and postulated
3 design basis accident conditions

'

Other generic problems relating to large water reac, tors ar'e discussed
in the Cc:mittee's report dated Acril- 16, 1976. Those problems relevant

- to large boiling water reactors should be dealt.with appropriately by __.

the F2C Staff and General Slectric Cc :pany as solutions are found. The - r

relevant iteTs are: II-3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11; IIA-2, 6; IIB-2, 4;
IIC-1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7.

~ *

The Comrittee believes that, subject to the above comnents and to successful .
conpletion of the necessary R&D programs, GESSAR-238 NSSS and GESSAR-251 - -

can be successfully engineered to serve as reference systems.

Sincerely yours,

~

s
Dade W. Moeller
Chairman

,
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, - Honorablo Marcus A. Rowden -3- December 17, 1976

.
.

_ References
.

,

- 1. ~238 Nuclear Steam Supply System.GESSAR and Ayndments 1 through 4.

2. Report to the Advisory Comnittee on Reactor Safeguards in the Matter -

of General Electric Safety Analysis Report GESSAR-238 NSSS (Docket No.
STN 50-550) Published: October 1976 by the U.S. Nuclear. Regulatory
Comission.

3. 25L General diectric Standard Safety Analysis Seport (251 GESSAR) and
Amendments 1 through 21.

4. Report to the Advisory Co:mtittee on Reactor Safeguards in.the Matter
of Genera' Safety Analysis Report GESSAR-251 (Docket No. S."N 50-531)
Published: October 1976 by the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission.

5. General Electric Co.mpany letter dated February 13, 1975 forwarding
proprietary information regarding fuel asse.Tbly and core design.
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November 1, 1976
,

..

N

.

L. V. Gossick
!Executive Director for Operations
.

ANALYSIS OF SYSTEMS INTEFKTICESI
-

The ACRS has established a subco::nittee,to look into the effe<.ts of
syste a interactions in nuclear pwer plants. Among the topics to
be considered, at a futu"2 necting, arei

1. Probability and consec;uences of multiple tube ruptures in a B&[once-
through steam generator with concurrent loss of condenser function.

2. Operability.of rotching machinery following a seimic event.
'1his would include consideration of loads, deformations, etc.,
of shafts, bearings, seals, and no::zles (flanges) and''any ~

potential problems of starting.a machine that was stationary - -

during the shock loading.

3. Method of bringing a M7R frcm a high pressure condition to low
pressure cooling assuming the use of only safety grade equi;raent.

4. . De effect of EUR locp isolatio6 falMeifosure during a IJU on' ' ' ~ ~ ~

ECCS performance.

5. Ability of equirrent and cocoonents in containment to perform their
intended function uhen exposed to a LCCA enviro: rent after a periodi

of aging and maintenance that involves the opening of sealed
enclosures. .

6. Consequences of the inadvertent release of hydrogen into the plant
due to the failure of such things as the hydrogen charging lines
for the main generator cooling or reactor coolant chemical control
systems, etc.

7. Adequacy of provisions to provide physical separation of Component
pd Cooling Water Systems which are vital to the performance of

engineered safety system components.
.

'

- ,m'
. .

'
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* L. V. Gossick 2- November 1, 1976-

.
..

Please lot e.e know of an estimted date when your Staff can ba orepared
.to discunn the items noted above so that an appropriate m2eting can
be scheduled. John C. :tKinley (Ext.1371) will coordinate detailed
arranga:ents for this meeting if your Staff requires additional infor- -

raation.

(#
R. P. Fraley
Executive Director

.

cc:' ACPS M2 bers -

S. Varga
L. Crocker-

-

R. PeYoung
R. Boyd

~~ ~~

R. ileineran
B. Rusche

~

] E. Case
R. Minogue.

.

*
..
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS.
e

.

NUcLLAft REGULATORY COMMISSION
.

O,, VWMHING TON. D. C. 2%55

October 22, 1976' .

.
.

..
,

'.

..
,

Honor: hic l' arcus A. Rowden ..

Chairman
U. S. Nucle ~ar Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

-
-

-

REPORT ON TilREE MILE ISLAND NUCLEAR STATION, UNIT 2
SUBJECT:

Dear Mr. Rowden:

nuring its 198th meting, October 14-16, 1976,- the Advisoiy Comittee
.

on Reactor Safeguards, completed its review of the application of the
'-

.

11etropolitan Edison Company, Jersey Central Power and Light Company,
and Pennsyhania Elect"ic Company (Applicants)~ for a license to operateThis project was also con-Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 2.
sidered during a Subcomittee meeting held in Harrisbt;rg, Pennsylvania,

O on September ?'i and 24, 1976. Rambers of the Corrnittee visited the
facil,ity on September 23, 1976. During its review, the Corr.ittee had'

the benefit of discussions with representatives and consultants of tha
Applicants, Canaral P iblic Utilities Service Corporction, the Babcock
and Wilcox ' Company (B!h!), Burns and Rowe, Inc., and the'Huclear Regula-

The Committee also had available the
tary Comaission (!!RC) Staff.The Committee reported on the appli-cation for
documents listed below. 12, 1968, anda construction permit for Unit L on January 17 and April

14, 1973. The Comnitteefor an operating license for Unit 1"on August
reported on the application for a construction permit for Unit 2 on
July 17,1969. ....

The Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Units i and 2, is located on ,

'
;

fhree Mile Island near the castern shore of the Susquehanna River,
! About 2380 peopleabout 12 miles southeast of liarrisburg, Pennsylvania.'

liye within a two-mile radius of the site (the low population zone).The nearest population
The minimu.a exclusion distance is 2000 feet.
center is flarrisburg (1970 popula, tion 68,000).

Several changes have been made.to bring the Babcock and.Hilcox Emergency
Core Cooling System (ECCS) cvaluation model into conformance with the
requirements of 10 CFR 50.46, and Appendix K to Part 50.

Analyscs of

a spectrum of break sizes appropriate to Three Mile Island, Unit 2 haveThe-

been completed using the approved B&W generic evaluation model.
.

e'
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C lionorable Marcus A. Rowden
* .

- 2
,,

October 22, 1976

|

results of the analyses for the reactor coolant pump discharge break, !believed to be th. " worst" break, show maximum allowable linear heats

generatica rates as a function of clevation in ihc reactor core ran~ging
. from 15.5 to 18.0 kilowatts per foot. Corresponding calculated post- " .:- accident peak clad teu,neratures ranqt from 20020F to 2146 F. The fiRC :~

Staff has identified additional information that it will require to'
complete its rt: view and the Applicents' submittal is expected by the
end of 1976. The Applicants propose to use both in-ccre and ex-core,

instruTentation to assure eccuracy of reasurement of core power distri-
butions. The corre.ittee believes that the proposed monitoring methods
may be acceptable, but that an augmented startup program should be
employed, and that satisfactory experience at 100% steady state power -

acid Juring .ransients at less than full power should be. obtained. This
experience should be reviewed and evaluated by the ilRC Staf prior to
operating at up to full power in a lo.ad r llowing mode. The Connitteeo
wishes to be kept inforn.:d.-

A question has arisen concernirg asymmetric loads on the reactor vessel
and its internal structures for certain postulated loss-of-coolant
accidents in pressurized water reactors. The Staff has. required theO ^99 5 cants to suvair further information in oreer to ccmalete its essess-1

ment of this matter. This issue should be resolva' in a canner satis-
-

factory to the NRC Staff:-

The question of whether Unit 2 requires design modifications in order
to comply with !.%SH-1270, "Techwical Report on Anticipated Transier.ts -

liithout Scram for !!ater-Cooled Power Reactors", remains an outstanding
issue pending the NRC Staff's coipletion of its review of B&',1 generic
analyses of anticipated transients without scram. The Committee recca-
irands that the l'RC Staff, the Ap slicants and B!.'i continue to strive for -

. an -arly resolution of this utter in a rientier acceptable t'o the' I!RC
Staff. The Coauittee wishes to be kept informed.

Emergency plans have l'ecn develcped to allow plant shutdown and mainte-
nance of safe shutdown in the event of a maximum probable flood. Such
a l'ostulated flood wuuld top the levee surrounding the plant by several
fee t. Included in the plan is the faster.ing of uater tight steel panois
in ticontays and other openings of safety related structuras. The Com-
mittee believes that the details of this plan, particularly relating to
re-entry into the station during the post-flood period, need to be more
cicarly delincated.

!
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b lionorable f tarcus A. lloriden i October 22, 1976

. ,

-

|m
|

. ,

1

Thc Comitt'oc supports the flRC Staff's program for evaluation of fire |
'. protection in accordance viith firancli Technical Position APCSil 9.5-1, |

Appendix A, " Guidelines for Fire-Protection-for Nuclecr Po.-:ar Plcnts"... ~ ' '

The Comittee recomnends that the illlC' Staff'give high priority to the-
compledon of both cvnor and Steff evaluations.tahd to recomendations :
for Three Mile Island Unit 2 and other plants nearing completion of

~

construction in order to maximize the opportunity for improving fire
protection tihile arecs r.c still accessible and- changes are tore feasible.

The Committee notes that long-term post-accident operation of the plant
to maintain safe shutdovia conditions may be dependent on instrumentation
and electrical equipr.ent yiithin containment which is susceptable to
ingress of steam or waterlif the hermetic seals are either initially
defective or should become defective as a result of damgu or aging.
The Comittee believes that appropriate test procedures to confir :

,,

con,tinuous long-term seal capability should be developed.

'The Co=ittee rccor.cends that further review be'mcde of the bcttery
supplied DC pov er system to assure that non-essen'ial loads do not
interfere with its safety function. The Co=ittee re'comends that
further review be made to assure no unacceptable effects such as release
of hydrogen into thc. plant can occur from the failure of a hydrogen

,

charging line. The Cc:h.ittee also recomends that studies be cada to -

assure that failure of an' instrunient line cannot cause pient control- : .

.

_ lability problems of signific?.nce to public safety. i

_

The management organization prbposed by the Applicants to delineate
the safety related responsibilities of the off-site and on-si'.e personnel
of the Three Mile Island Station left open questions as to he.: these
responsibilitics are to be discharged during' normal working hours and
ourin; evening, night, and weekend shi fts. This r.:atter should be re--

solved to the satisfaction of the !!!!C Staff.

The fiRC Staff is still reviewing various issues related to accidents
leading to loss of fluid in tha stcau generator secondary side, such
as steam lina brecks. The Cow.ittee wishes to be kept'inforized o'f
the resolution of these issues.

The Co:rnittee recomends that, prior to coE:ercial powar operation
of Three Mile Island U.iit 2, additional means for evaluating the cause
and likely course of various accidents, including those of very low

P00R BRGEo
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O. llonorable Ihrcus A. Rowd0n -4- Oc'tober 22, 1976
*

;

probability,'should be in hand in order to provide iuproved ba.c.s for
"t tin.nly decisions concerning possibin oft-site emerncncy m::asur:s. The

Committee wishes to be kept informed. . . . .

.

The .Ce. af ttee believes that the A plicants and the. f!PO Staff shoulc
further revicu the Three Mile Island Huclear' Station for measures that
could significantly reduce the possibility and consequences of sabotage,
and that such tr:easures should be implemented where practical. -

i

Other generic problems relating to large water reactors are discussed
in che Cornaittee's report entitled " Status of Ganeric Items Relating
to Light Water Reactors: Report No. 4", dated April 16, 1976. Those
problets relevant to the Tliree Mile Island Station should. be dealt wicn -

appropriately by the !!RC Staf' and the Applicaircs as solutions are found.-
The relevarit items ar.e: II - 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9,11; IIA - 1, 4, 5, '

.

6, 7, 8;.IIC - 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.
.

The Advisory Cccaittee on Reactor Safeguards believes that, if due~

regard is given to th? items mentioned above, and subj.v.t to satisfactory
completion of construction and pre-operational testing, there is reas:.i-
able assurance that Three Mile 1s. land fluclear Station, Unit 2 can be.

operated at power levels up to.2772 T7.it without undue rich to the he?.ith- 6
and safety of the public.

Since' rely yours,' *

k OC. -(
*

Dade W. Moeller
*

Chairman

References,

1.' Three Mile Island ??uclear Station, Unit 2 Final Safety Analysis
Report (April,1974) with laandments 1 through 44.

. .
.

2. Safety Cvaluation P.eport (t!UP.EG-0107) related to operation of-

Three Mile Island Huclear Station, Unit 2, dated September,1976.

-
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y .r. g NUCLEA'R REGULATORY COMMISSION

p ) f*.. j ADVISORY COMM)TTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
( WASHINCTON, D. C. 20555

'

July 14, 1976.g,

.

.

. s
.

.

.

|

Honorable Marcus A. Rowden -
.

Chairman -

US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20355

Subject: REPORT CN WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION REFERENCE SAFETY
ANALYSIS REPORT, RESAR-3S

Dear 14r. Rowden:
.

At its 195th meeting, July 8-10, 1976, the Advisory Committee on Reactor
Safeguards completed its review of the Westinghouse Electric Corporation's

\q application for a Preliminary Design Approval (FDA)
>

for a standardized
./ nuclear steam supply system consisting of a pressurized water reactor as

described in its Reference Safety Analysis Report, RESAR-3S. .A subcom-
mittee meeting was held with representatives of the Applicant and the,
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Staff in Washington, DC, on June 16,
1976. The Committee had the benefit of discussions with representa-
tives of the NRC Staff and the Westinghouse Electric Corporation. The
Comntittee also had the benefit of 'theMocuments listed below..

RESAR-3S is a Westinghouse standardized four-loop, single-unit nuclear
steam supply' system with a core thermal power of 3411 MWt. Systens within - -

4
,

the secpe of RESAR-3S include the reactor core, reactor coolant system,

and supports, chemical and volume control system, emergency core cooling
system, baron recycle system, residual heat removal system, fuel handling
system, and associated instrumentation and controls for these systems.
RESAR-3S is similar to the nuclear steam supply system of the ,SNUPPS
projects, reviewed in ACRS reports of September 17, October 16, and
December 11, 1975. The ACRS report of September 18, 1975 reviewed the
Westinghouse nuclear steam supply system RESAR-41. Significant features,
other than those associated with the higher power level, which were
incorporated in RESAR-41 but are not in RESAR-3S, include longer fuel
assemblics, a rapid refueling system, an emergency boration systen, an:1* -

the use of three independent injection trains in the emergency core
cooling system (ECCS) .
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Honorable Marcus A. Rowden -2~ July 14,1976-

RCSAR-3S has been designed for application to an envelope of plant sites
which includes provision for a Safe Shutdown Earthquake. with a maximum
horizuntal ground acceleration of 0.4g.

- RCSAR-3S provides for those safety-related interface requirements .. .

that are essential to designing the balance of plant to be consistent
with the assumptions used in the accident analyses..- Since the utility- - : .

applicant is responsible for instituting the quality assurance programs ,

necessary to assure that all safety-related design requirements have
been met, these matters will be rc tiewed in more detail with the utility-

-applicants on a case-by-case basis. The Committee recommends that during .

design, procurement, construction, and startup, timely and appropriate .
_

interdisciplinary system analyses be carried out to assure complete .. ..

functional compatibility across each interface for the entire scectrum
of anticipated operations and postrlated design basis accident conditions.

-For multiple reactor units at a single station, the Committee anticipates
- - -that safety-related items in RESAR-3S would be separately provided for

each reactor unit.

An issue to be resolved prior to preliminary design approval for RESAR-3S
A involves the possibility of a single failure leading to the loss 6f the
',d residual heat removal system. The Comittee recomends that this matter

be resolved in a manner satisfactory to the NRC Staff and wishes to be
kept informed.

The Committee reco = ends that Westinghouse emphasize analytical and experi-
mental programs to substantiate the conservatisms in the current Westing-
house ECCS e' valuation model and to establish the accuracy and uncertainties _.

in their best-estimate calculations. Timely progress recorts should be
provided on the performance of the 17x17 fuel, the control systems, im-
provements in the best estimate analyses, test verification.of analy.tical
methods, and reliability studies undertaken to establish meaningful
improvements in components, systems, and arrangements for ECC systems
and the dependent auxiliaries necessary to sustain the heat transport
systems. The Committee recommends that if studies establish that ECCS
improvements, such as obtainable frca higher reflocding rates, can be
achieved, consideration should be given to incorporating them.into RESAR-3S . . . _

Further review should be made on the adequacy of the RESAR-3S provisions
for the maintenance, inspection, and operational needs of the plant through-
out its ser vice life and for eventual decommissioning. In particular,
the Committee believes that the NRC Staff and the Westinghouse Electric j
Corporation should review methods and procedures for minimizing, and, if
necessary, for removing accumulations of radioactive contamination so
that maintenance and inspection programs can be more effectively and safely( } carried out.b -

' ,

|

.

.
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O - rab1e Mercus A. w en 3- aou u me
.

Se Comittee believes that Westinghouse and the NRC Staff should con- -

tinue to review PISAR-35 for design changes that will further improve
protection against sabotage.

.

Generic problems relating to large water reactors are discussed in the -

Comnittee's report dated April 16, 1976. The Committee believes that~ ,

'

procedures shou 1d be developed to incorporate approved resolution of ~

these items into RESAR-3S.
"

Se Comittee believes that, subject to the above connents, RESAR-3S
. can be successfully engineered to serve as a refercrce system.

Sincere 1y yours, .

-

.

'

Dade W. Moeller
.

Chairman

REFERENCES

'

1. Westinghouse Electric Corporation, " Reference Safety Analysis-3S
(RESAR-3S)", Volumes 1-8, July, 1975.

2. Amendments 1-10 to RESAR-JS.
'

3. USNRC, " Report to the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards in
the Matter of Westinghouse Electric Corporation Reference Safety
Ana1ysis Report, EESAR-3S," May 25, 1976.
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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION/[g
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS |- .

, #ff f WASHINGTON. D. C. 20555
f\ y g -

June 11, 1976~,
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Bonorable Marcus A. Rowden
Chail.e2.n
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory CmmMsion

.

Washington, DC 20555 ,

PEPCRT ON SWESSAR-P1, S'IONE AND WFBSTER ElGHND CORPOPATION
BAIANCE-OF-PLANT DESIGN AS APPLIED 'IO COMBUSTION.E?GENG,Subject:

.

INC. CESSAR-80
,

Dear Mr. Rosden:
.

the Advisory Certtittee on. Reactor
,

At its 194th meeting, on June 3-5, 1976,

~Q
Safeguards reviewed the application of the Stone and i%bster Engineeringi

Corporation for a Preliminary Design Approval of its SWESSAR-P1, a stand-ardized nuclear balance-of-plant (BOP) design' that would interface with a
- '

~

single unit Combustion Engineering, Inc. CESSAR- 80,prcisurized-water-
nuclear steam supply systert (NSSSI. . A.similar review for a WestinghouseO ~ ~ -

RESaR-41 design was conducted at the 190th meeting of ~the Cerrtittee and11, 1976. Se description of
was 'iscussed in its report of February11, 1976 report is applicable to
SWESSAR-P1 provided in the February
CESSAR-80; the latter was reviewedind a report provided by the CocmitteeDuring its review, the Cormittee had th'e benefit of'
discussions with representatives of the Stone and Webster Engineeringon September 17, 1975.

Corporation and the Nuclear Regulatory Cornission (NPC) Staff._ 2e Com-
*

mittee also had the benefit of the documents listed.
'~

ne arrangement of SWESSAR-P1 provides extensive physical separation ofcritical safety-related equiprent to protect against coamon mode failuresHowever, cco-
associated with fires or other operational contingencies.
plete design details for SWESSAR-Pl'have not been developed and the conceptCon-
has not yet been applied to a complete nuclear power plant desid;n.

.

sequently, further review of the physical separation arrangement should
be made prior to the Final Design Approval or when SWESSAR-P1 is proposedfor a nuclear power plant for which a construction permit is being sought.
De Comittee wishes to be kept informed. -

A meter of =>r concern in the Nac Seaff s review has been the sereer-O related interfaces between the SWESSAR-P1 BOP design and the CESSAR-80
NSSS design, on one hand, and the custom-designed site-related stiructures@e responcibilities and requirements

defined

O ~and components, on the other hand.relatea to the SWeSS^R-P1/ CESS ^R-89 interfaces have been eartia117
-

.
.

*$ . .. ,
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Honorable Marcus A. Howden -2- June 11, 1976
,
-

in sthe Safety Analysis Paports for these two standardized designs. W e Com-
mittee believes that these interface requirements are satisfactory for a
Preliminary Design Approval, but expects the NRC S_taff-and the Applicant - - -----

~

- to continue to examine them further in connection..with the proposal to use. ..

these designs for an actual plant when i': is reviewed for a construction "
~

permit. The interfaces between SWESSAR-P1'and the site-related features
are defined in the SWESSAR-P1 Safety Analysis Paport, but have not yet been
subjected to the test of a complete design for a nuclear powr plant. We -

NRC Staff should review these interfaces in greater depth when a construction
permit application is received. .

.

%e Comittee~ recomends that, during the design, procurement, construc- -v-

tion, and startup, timely and appropriate interdisciplinary system analyses
be performed to assure complete functional c mpatibility across'each interface 2_m

-

fot the entire spectru:n of anticipated operations and postulated. design basisj _
accident conditions. -

"he coordination of interdependent irtstrumentation and controls in the nuclear.
island and in the balance of plant will require' attentica at the time when

O- SNESSAR-P1 is used as a partion of a nuclear power plant license application.t
Rese matters should be included in the NRC Staff's standard review plans.'

,

~ he proposed or'ic.ntation of the turbine-generator-with-resoect -to the nuclear- m
island is suitable for a single unit; installation. For multiple unit power
plants the location and. orientation of the units should be spch as to yield = . . _

acceptably low probabilities of damage by low-trajectory turbine-generator
missiles, or suitable missile shielding should be provided.

We SWFSSAR-P1 and the CESSAR-80 NSE3 designs, as do many others, utilize the
' concept of' Wo-track continuous duty systems which perform ditical~ service- - -

functions. In some cases the probability of failure of one of .these systems ;

. is not low. The failure of the second system to start or run may cause j

progressively damaging consequences. We Comittee recomends that failures
of this kind be evaluated-to determine if the necessary reliability exists
for these systems and whether remedial measures are appropriate. _. , .

Although ShT.SSAR-P1 and CESSAR-80 include provisions; for protection against
,

industrial sabotage, the Comittee believes that further steps can be takeni

beyond those provided. Prior to the use of SNESSAR-Pl/CESSAR-80 as a portion
of an application for a nuclear powr plant license, the Utility-Applicant
should be required to demonstrate that acceptable industrial sabotage pro-.

visions will be incorporated into the plant design.
O
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Bonorable Marcus A. Powden -3- ~- June.11, 1976
*

t'

The SWESSAR-P1 desi,gn includes some provisions which anticipate the main-
tenance, inspection, and operational needs of the plant throughout its service -
life, including cleaning and decontamination of the primary coolant system,

~ and eventual decomissioning. However, when SWESSAR- Pl.:is used as a portion m ,-

' cf a nuclear power plant license application- the Comittee believes that . - ,

* '
the NPC Staff and the Applicant should further review methods and procedures.--:.

-

.

~ ~ for removing acct =ulated radioactiva contamination whereby maintenance -;

and inspection programs and ultimate decomissioning can be more effectively : r.

and safely carried out. -- -- c.: -

Generic problems related to large water reactors are discussed in. the Comit-
tee's report dated April 16, 1976. Taose problems i.elevant to SESSAR-P1
and CESSAR-80 should be dealt with appropriately by.the NRC Staff and the ,

Applicant as solutions are found. . -

- 2 e. Advisory Comaittee on Paactor Safeguards believes that the items men-- ^ ' .5

tioned above can be resolved during the scandardized plant licensing process .,

and that, if due consideration is given to the foregoing and to the recemen->

dations in the Comittee's report of September 17, 1975- on CESSAR-80, Preli v -

inary Design Approval for SWESSAR-P1 to'be used in conjtnction with CESSAR-80 .

O can be granted in accord with the spirit and purposes set forth,in the Comis-
sion's policy statement on standardization of nuclear power plants as described-

in WASH-1341, "Programatic Information for_ the Licensing .of Standardized .-" _ . . . . ,

-' - Nuclear Power Plants" and in conformance with the Regulations of Appendix 0 . . . . .

~ to Part 50 and Section 2.110 of Part 2 of Title 10 of the Code cf Federal
Regulations. -

.
_

' Sincerely yours, ,
,

'

Dade W. Moeller

P00RORBIUL
- * " ' - " "
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** ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

] February 11, 1976 .

.

'.
.

Honorable William A. Anders
Q1 airman -

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com.nission
Washington, DC 20555

- Subject: REFOIE CN SWESSAR-P1, STONE AND husm.x ENGINEERDU CORPOPATION ,

BAIANCE-OF-PIANT DESIGN

Dear Mr. Anders:

At'its 190t.h' meeting on February 5-7, 1976, the Advisory Comittee on Reactor
Safeguards reviewed the application of the Stone and Webster Engineering ---

Corporation for a Preliminary Design Arproval of its SESSAR-P1, a stand-
ardized nuclear balance-of-plant (Bol') design. SNESSAR-P1 hrd previcasly

O been reviewed at Subcommittee meetings held in Chicago, Illinois, on August 1,
1975, and in Washington, DC, on January 22, 1976. During its review, the,

Comittee had the benefit of discussions' with representatives of.the Stone
and Webster Engineering Corporation and the Nuclear Pagulatory Comission

~

-(NBC) Staff. -@e Committee also had the benefit of the documents listed.

@e SWESSAR-P1 BOP design would interface with single unit pressurized-
water-reactor nuclear islands of standardized design such as RESAR-41
and CESSAR-80. @ is review is limited to RESAR-41. S e interface l

!requirements with other standardized. nuclear island designs have not
yet been established.

@e SWESSAR-P1 containment is a conventional reinforced-concrete-steel-lined
building with a flat base, a cylindrical shell, and a hemispherical dome.
It is surrounded by an annulus building extending about one-half the height
of the containment building. Se contairanent and the annulus buildings .are . .
supported on a common base trat. "he annulus building contains portions of
the engineered safety features ..nd some auxiliaries. @e turbine generator

* is housed in a separate turbine cuilding with its axis oriented radially
with respect to the containment structure. Separate buildings are provided

,

to house the diesel generators, the control facilities, and the radioactive
waste disposal equipnent. ,
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Honorable Willian A. Anders -2- February 11, 1976 -

-

,

~~ A set of design parameters has been established for SWESSAR-P1 which
-

enable it-to be applied to a range of sites without site-specific-design ' '

.. L : . . . treatment.of many features, te_ design.was. reviewed. for. a power level. '~

- ' -' of 3800 MWt and would accept seismic loadings squivalent to 0.-307 -)
- -

horizontal' ground accelerationrfor ther safe .shutdowniearthquake (SSE) . :*-dcr-m er
and 0.15g. horizontal ground acceleration for the. aperating basis earth- : _. . .: 1. s- -.

- quake (OBE) . SWESSAR-P1 would be usable under'meteorologic conditions -'-"

prevailing in 22% of the more th:n.40:: sites reviewed.in. this context by . .i
--

2 x.

the NRC Staff. An optional extension of the annulus- building to enclose mm-
- - the entire-containment structure would permit SWESSAR-P1 to acemmiate -

Imetecrological conditions at most sites thus far licensed. Other site =r .-*

conditions such as tornado design requirements, missile resistance, flood'
u. .

- -- design limits, and postulated pipe rupture effects inside and outside ~w-
containment are comparable to those now being req' tired in licensed nuclear " "-- "

- - - power plants. Se rema.ining related^ design features.such as offsite power,- =r
ultimate heat sink, and condenser cooling water supply and return, would
be' individually selected to suit the site on whicti SWSSAR-P1 is used. T:n

' '"

- m: Be. arrangement of SWESSAR-P1 provides; extensive physical separation of. .. . : =.

critical safety-related equipnent to protect against common mode failures0, associated with fires or other operational contingencies. However, com-
- plete design' details for SWESSAR-P1 have not been developed and the concept --- ~

, , .
has not yet been applied :to a complete. nuclear power plant design.

.

r---- Consequently,"further revi~ew of the physical separation arrangement should - r--

be..made prior to the Final Design Approval or when SWESSAR-P1 is proposed. ,..
,

for a: nuclear power plant for which a construction permit is being sought.r r
,

he Comittee wishes to be kept informed.' --

A matter of major concern in the NRC Staff's review has been the safety-
- related interfaces between the SWESSAR-P1 EOP design and the RESAR-41 '.__
- - NSSS designr on one hand, and -the custom 4esignea site-related structures---- ---

;

and components, on the other hand. % e responsibilities and requirements
related to the SWESSAR-RESAR interfaces have been defined.in detail in the
Safety Analysis Reports for these two standardized designs. B e Committee

| - believes that these interface requirements are satisfactory for a Preliminary _ .
. Design Approval, but expects the NRC Staff and the Applicant to continue'

to examine them further in connection with the proposal to use*these designs
' for an actual plant when it is reviewed for a construction permit. We

interfaces between SWESSAR-P1 and the site-related features are defir.ed in
' -' 'the SWESSAR-P1 Safety Analysis-Report, but have not yet been subjected -

to the test of a complete design for a nuclear power plant. W e NRC Staff
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Honorable William A. Anders -3- February 11, 1976 .,

.

-

m

2e Committee recomnends that, during the design, procurement, construc-
tion, and-startup, timely and appropriate interdisciplinary system analyses :,

be performed to, assure complete functional corpatibility across each :.n ---

interface'-;for'the entire spectrum of anticipated operations and postulated a r.." ''
~

design basis accident conditions.

he coordination of interdepende..t instrumentation and contirols in the nuclear- .."

island and in the balance of plant will require attenticn at the time when m-
SNESSAR-Pl' is used as a portion of a nuclear power plant license application. - .

- Bese matters should be included in the NRC Staft's standard review plans. .n f.

h e proposed orientation of the turbine-generator with respect to the' ~ . .

~;" nu lear island is suitable for a single unit installation. For multiple n-

unit power plants, the . location and orientation of the units should be -f ,

such as to yield acceptably 1cw probabilities of damage by low-trajectory
turbine'-generator missiles, or suitable missile shielding should be pro-
vided.

Although SWESSAR-P1 includes provisions for protection against industrial
sabotage, the Comittee believes that further steps can be taken beyond

.

those in SWESSAR-P1 and in the.. custom. plant designs about which the ACES has -- --

previously expressed concern. Prior to the use of, SWESSAR-P1 ' s a portiona
of an ap' lication for a nuclea'r power plant license, the Utility-Applicant .p
should be required to demonstrate that acceptable. industrial sabotage ..

provisions will be incorporated into the plant design. -
--

@e SWESSAR-P1 design should include provisions which anticipate the
maintenance, inspection, and operational needs of the plant throughout
its service life, including cleaning.and decontamination of the primary

- -- 'coolant system, and eventual decomissioning. In particular, the' Comittee
believes that the NRC Staff and the Applicant should review methods and )

'

procedures for removing accumulations of radioactive contamination whereby
maintenance and inspection programs can be more effectively and safely
carried out. ,

. Generic problems related to large water reactors are discussed in the .j

|Comittee's report dated March 12, 1975. Rose problems relevant to
.' SWESSAR-P1 should be dealt with appropriately by the NRC Staff and the |

Applicant as solttions are found.
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Bonorabl3 William A. Andera -4- Fcbruary'11, 1976
.

O. -

.

'me Advisory Comittee on Peactor Safeguards believes that the items
|

mentioned above can be resolved during the standardized plant licensing
sprocess and that, if due consideration is given to the foregoing, Pre-
liminary Design Appcoval for SWESSAR-P1 to be.used In conjunction with. --

RESAR-41 can be granted in accord with 'the 'spkit and purposes set forth :: ~
in the Comission's policy statement on standardization of nuclear power' . > " ~-,,

plants as described in WASH-1341, "Programtutic Information for the *'

Licensing of Standardized Nucle:s Power Plants" and in conformance with -
'

the aegulations of Appendix 0 to Part- 50 and Section 2.110 of Part 2 --

',

of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations..

Sincerely yours,

AA- *

;

Dade W. Moeller' ~~
.

thirmart

_Peferences

1. Pressurized Water Reactor Reference Nuclear Power Plant Safety AnalysisO aevore (SwESSAR) ena amenaments 1 throush 20.
-

! 2. Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation letters: --

a. April 8,1975 - Contaircent arid Siihr empaf6nent Analysis
b. April 18, 1975 - Subcompartant Analysis
c. April 29, 1975 - Schedules
d. April 30, 1975 - Steam Pipe Break Analysis .--

'

! e. June 4,1975 - Implementation of NASH-1341
f. June 5, 1975 - Supplementary Ieak Collection and Release System
g. September 5,1975 - Paactor Cavity Nodulization Study
h. September 5, 1975 - Schedules - '

i. September 11, 1975 Electrical System
j. Septe:rber 29, 1975 - Boron Recovery System
k. October 2, 1975 - Interface Data
1. Nevesber 13, 1975 - Supplementary Ieak Collection and Release System

'

m. Nover.ber 21,197S - Resolution of Outstanding . Items . . - - - - - - - - - . .

n. November 26, 1975'- Electrical, Instrumentation and Control Systems.

o. December 9, 1975 - Soil-Structure Interaction

.
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Reference - Continued
s

3. Report to the Advisory Connittee on Reactor Safeguards in the Matter of .

Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation Standard Safety Analysis Report *c .

IWR Rcference Nuclear Power Plant SWESSAR-P1 (and its relationship to i -

the RESAR-41 Standard NSSS Design) Docket No. S'IN 50-495, Published:
,,

October 1975, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comnission, Office of. Nuclear
Reactor Regulation..

4. Supplement No.1 to the Report' to the Advisc,cy Ccumittee on Reactor ~ ':-

Safeguards in the Matter of Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation
Standard Safety Analysis Report IWR Reference Nuclear Ibwer Plant *

SWESSAR-P1 (and its relationship to the RESAR-41 Standard IGSS Design)
Docket Lo. Sm 50-495, January 1976, U. S. . Nuclear Regulatory Comnission, . .r;.e

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.
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ADVISORY COMMirit.t:; ON REACTOR SAFEGUdRDS*

n
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION. 1

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555 j-

|
-

September 17, 1975 I
,

.s

lionorable William A. Anders -

..

01 airman .

*

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission*

Washington, D. C. 20555 ;

t'' Dear Mr. Anders:

Subject: CGIBUSTICN ENGHEERDXi STANDARD SAFETY ANALYSIS femr - CESSAR-80r . .

At its 185th Meeting, Septe.Ther 11-13, 1975, the Advisory Comittee on
-

*

. reactor Safeguards comple .ed its review of the Application of .Cerbustion ;7 :ae~

-

Engineering, Inc. for a. Preliminary D2 sign Approval (PDA) for its Standard M i
Reference System-80, Safety Analysis Report CESSAR-80. Subcc=mittee meetings
were held with representatives of the Applicant, and the Ecclear Pegulatory.

,

Comission (MRC) Staff in Windsor, Connecticut, on February 28 and March 1, -
~

1975, and in Washington, D. C., en May 23 and July 25,1E-75. @e full '

.-

Comittee ers. with representatives of the NRC Staff and the Applicant at
O, its IS4th Me: ting August 14-16, 1975. %e Comittee also had the benefit

_of the documents listed below._ .. ... .

'

2e Reference' System-80 design consists of' the nuclear steam supply system
-

(NSSS) with a rated core power of .3800 MN(t), the NSSS control system, reactor
~ protution system, engineered safety features actuation system, chemical-ard& -

volume centrol system, shutdown cooling system, safety injecticn system and u__-

fuel handling system. Combustion Engineering will provide at the eptionr

of the user, certain other safety-related syste:rs which are .outside the scope
of the Rafs ence System-80 design. Wese non-standard.systers vill.be dealt.:
.with in the w ar's Safety Analysis Reports.

'Ine Reference System-80 has been designed for application to an envelope
of plant sites which encompasses all sites approved ~to date for Combustion
Ehgineering MSSS. CESSAR-80 provides seismic response spectra for all

- major components, and equipr.ent and piping systems, and other information
-

,

, required to ensure that the balance of plant is designed to protect the
,

Refereace System-80 from all site-related hazards. AE:rplication of the
|. Reference System-80 desigt. will require an evaluation of each site to

,

confirm its acceptability within the CESSAR-80 envelope. Ebr enltiple'

. reactor units at a single station, CESS.'LR-80 requires that each important
safety-related itcm of the Reference System-80 design be provided for
each reactor unit.i

'

e.

.

l

'
.

_ _ _ _ _ - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _
-

_ _ _
,
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Honorable William A. Anders -2- September 17, 1975

"' bCESSAR-80 will provide safety-related interface requirements information
essential to the. design of the balance of plant consistent with the assumptionse .e

.:. - used by Combustion Engineering.in its. accident dnalyses. Since the utility- nhr
applicant:is responsible for instituting the quality assurance programs ihf' --

- necessary to assure that all safety-related design requireunts have been . '" . r -.

. met, the Cc:nittee-will review these matters in more detail with the utility ..t. _. ..

applicants on a case-by-case basis. We Co::::littee reco:nrrends that, during --

the design, procurtrent, construction, and startup,. tinely and appropriate
interdisciplinary cyutam analyses be carried out.to assure complete functional * -
compatibility across each interface for an entire spectrum of cnticipated
operations and postulated design basis accident conditions. .,

- > - We HRC Staff t.'as identified several outstanding-issues which will require r~"
resolution before the issuance of the FDA. We Conmittee reco:nnands that
these matiters-be resolvec in a INinner satisfactory to the Staff. W e Com- -:-

mittee wishes to:be kept informed on the resolution of.the following issues: .v.

1. We emergency cor.e cooling syste:ti evaluation.
'

- - 2. We analysis of the effects of anticipated transients ~ ~

without scram. *

. 3. Generic review of the.effacts of failures.of reactor pump - . . . . _ _ -. _ _ . .

wlubrication oil and compon2nt cooling water supply systems.- - --- - --

2e most recent ACRS reports on nuchear power stations utilizing Combustion
Engineering NSSS are the December 12, 1974 report on the application to constru--
the 2570 M1(t) . St. Lucie Plant, Unit Wo. 2 and the June 10, 1975 report on.
the applicatiorr to operate the-2570 MW(t) . Str Lucie Planti UnitTo.'l.'~ 2e- '
Committee report on the 3390 MN(t) . San Onofre Nuclear Power Generating Station',

| Units Nos. 2 and 3, selected by the Staff for reactor system design cc=parison
| with the Reference System-80 desicn, was issued July 21, 1972. Generic matters
| which include possibic pt.r::p overspeed during a loss of coolant accident, transics
_ . . _ associated _with . inadvertent operation of the emergency core. cooling. syste:n ..._. ..._ .

or chemical and volume control system . charging ptrnps, and analyses of pastulated-
ruptures of the steam generator feed line, should be dealt with appropriately
by the Staff. With regard to the rupture accident, the Conmittee recomands-

| that the Staff perform an independent check on the calculation of steam generate )
: blowdown force effects. It is expected that these items will be resolved 1

| in a manner satisfactory to the NRC Staff following the F M and prior to the I

Final Design Approval (FDA). During the interim period, the Committee will |'

i n continue.to review these items on a case-by-case basis as well as through !

|
U other appropriate Subcommittee and full Cornaittee metings.

~
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. lionorable willian A. Anders -3- Septe:nber 17, 1975

we peak linear heat generation rate is reduced to 12.1 kw/ft in order to
irret the ECCS final acceptance criteria of Appendix K,10 CFR 50. We Com-

' mittee recognizes that conservative restrictions.used in the imC-aporoved . .. -

1xn; odel and the use of a generalized contairrent envelope yielding low . r : -- :

conttiin ent pressures may be factors contributing:to the imposed I. eduction mm'

' in the fermissible linear heat generation rates. 2e- reduced limit
--

-

Iq.cen restrictions on modes for plant operation and becomes dependent
' on in <iore monitoring systems for verification that limits are not exceeded.r *.

%e C.~nittee recommends that for a standard reactor of this size, larger
- naf ety :argins, such as obtainable from higher reflooding rates, should . ., .

tv d onstrated. Programs underway by Combustion . Engineering, Inc. , .

incliale analytical and experiental studies aimed at providing the e ..
.

technical base for ECCS nodel improvements, as well'as stbdying possible -

ch;.n ;. n involving augmented ECC systems. We Comittee believes that these . . .
prcrira n constitute a sufficient basis for proceeding'at this time and '"-=-

that tiv demonstration of larger safety margins should be part of the first
mior renised version of the Reference system-80 design uhich, as stated
by Ccchustion Ehgineering, Inc., is likely to be submitted for review in
about. .t,.o years. -

.

6

- %c C<wiittee needs to complete its review of the suitability of the new
. . .. 16 x .th fuel and nodified c; ore reactivity controls of the Paference_ Systent .1 _.

. 80 d :i.:n which are now scheduled for initial proof. testing at Arkansas. ..

Nuclear Che, Unit No. 2 and at St. Lucie Plant, Unit No. 2. Se Comittee
alto n>wl., to cc-.plete its review of the new core protection calculator - --

syntni and the computer-based core operating limit supervisory cystem which
will in incorporated into the Paference System-80 design in the event they
are ratecennfully demonstrated at Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit No. 2. Se
Connit.tre needs to be assured of the dependability of in-core neutron flux

. sennor:1..for. control of reactors oprating at. low core pmer. peaking facters. .

For t hi:: Pirpose the Committee recc:nmnds that the Staff and the Applicant
contin :.* to gathat perti".ent information from operating CE reactors.
%<r Gur it tee will continue its review of these matters as appropriate
docoa, atation is submitted and the improvements sought can be evaluated.

11gr Gcmit tec recognizes the importance to safety and improved designs - -.

of d< veloping cc:.putational mthods to provide best estimate analyses
' of I/> /s arvi other postulated accidents. We Comittoc encourages the

' Agil ie ..nt. a Kl the NRC Staff to accelerate their efforts to this end.
, ,

%e Gemittee wishes to be kept informed.
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Honorable William A. Anders -4- September 17, 1975

.

De CESSAR-80 design should include provisions which anticipate the -

maintenance, incpection, and operational needs.of the plant _throughout... .... .n- . . _.

its service life, including cleaning and deconta:nination of the primary- -w"''

coolant system, and eventual deco:::tiscioning. In. particular, the Cct tittee : ..-

believes that the TIC Staff and Cc:rbustion Engineering, Inc.', should review -

methods and procedures for removing accumulations of radioactive contamination
.whereby maintenance and inspr.ction progra:rs can be more effectively and - -

safely carried out.

D e Comr:tittee believes that Combustion Engineering and the tEC Staff should .. ...

. continne to review the Reference System.-80 for design changes that will . .

further improve protection against sabotage. -

@e Cowtittee believes that methods that seek to develop reference s"ste,s >3

through standardizatica and through replication need to be coupled with
ongoing programs that will perrtit design changes to. reference syste:s .

which improve safety and which, d en justified, will be implemented in --

a tim 21y manner. Use of reference systems should lead to more efficient. ~ '

and effective licensing' reviews. Programs such as CESSAR-60 will contributep\ to this process. A transition period will be required in which the Cc;rtittee
will still give attentica to.the items noted, on a case-by-case basis.

'Ite'Com:nittee believes that,' subject tio the above comrents and successful
completion of the R&D progrc~rs, the Combustion Engineering Reference System-80
desig: can be successfully engineered to serve as a reference system. -

| - _ . . _ Sincerely yours, _ . . . . _ , . .
.

; m
Willia:n Kerr
Chairman

. .
,

.
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Honorable William A. Anders -5- September 17, 19-

.

%

REFERDICES 'IO THE CES3AR-80 LE' ITER:
-

~

1. Cbmbitstion Engineering Standard Safety Analysis. Report for System-80 (CESSTO*
, ..

with Amendmnts 1 through 36 '

'

2. leport to the Advisory Co::mittee on Reactor Safeguards from the Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation, dated July, 1975

3. Supplement 1 to the Report to the Advisory Cortmittee on Reactor
Safeguards from the Offica of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, dated
August 8, 1975 --

4. Ietter, dated Ibrch 24, 1975, Combustion Engineering, Inc., to DRL '

concerning information on the fuel transfer tube-

5. 'Ietter, dated March 10, 1975, Combustion Engineering, Inc. , to DRL
concerning radioiodine spiking effects on accident releases

O -

s. Iceter, deced zenuary 15, 1975, co=bustion Engineerine rnc., to DRL
'

concerning viewc on Anticipated Transients Without Scram
.

e

9

9
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS --

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
,

| WASHINGTON, D. c. 20655

I
*

I March 14, 1975 ,,

s
s .

1 -

,-

Honorable Uilliam A. AndersJ

gg
hh gChairman

I'.S. liuclear Regulatory Comnission
Washington, D. C. 20555 Un Uluu,

GENERAL ELECTRIC STAllDARD SAFETY AllALYSIS REPORT (G".SSAR-238)
~

. ..;' Subject:
"

Dear lir. Anders:' .

'

At its 179th lieeting,11 arch 6-8,1975., the Advisory Cocnittee on Reactor ' ' -
Safeguards coupleted e revieu of the General Electric Standard Safety _..

Analy' sis Report (GESSIA) . GESSAR-238 provides the safety infor=ation
-'t-

for a reference system consisting of a single EUR-6/!! ark III nuclear
systen, uith a rated core the mal pouer of 3579 in!(t), and of the

Q associated systems including t*:a reactor building (the shield buildin's .

and contain=ent), fuel buildins, au: ciliary building, diesel generator .
-,

buildings, control buildj.ng, raduaste building,, and the of f-gas sy.ste=.
-

Subconmittee neetings were held with representatives of .the General.
-

_

Electric Company and the Nuclear Regulatory Consission (URC) Staff on
July 1,1974, and September 11, 1974, in Uashington, D. C. , on. !!ovember
9, 1974, in Bloomington, t!innesota, and on January 13, 1975, in

--

Washington, D.C. The Committee -also had- the benefit of the docu=ents _ . .

listed belou.

Site envelope paraneters are included in.GESSAR and.applicat?an.of.GESSAR.'

will r'cquire that specific site ovaluations be made to confirm the
4

acceptability of the site within the GESSAR design. The~use of GESSAR
j for multiple reactor units at a single station vill also require revieu

of the safety-related conponents of plant duplication and layout.
,

_.

i
' . Safety-related interf aces between ti. reference. systco and _the balance . .. . .

--

of plant are specified in GESSAR. S Ice the utility-applicant is

responsible for instituting the qu.111ty assurance programs necessary to
assure that all safety-reinted interfaces have been identified and that

.

all safety-related requircaents ar.1 being fulfilled, the Committee will'
-

revicu these matters in nore detail with the Applicants on a case-by-
case basic. The Concittee recommends that, during the design, procure-
ment, construction and startup, timely and appropriate interdisciplinary
systen analyses be carried out to assure complete functional compati-Q

'

bility across each interface for an entire spectrum of anticipated
-

operations and postulated design basis accident conditions.
3 i-
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The NRC Staff has identified 13 items requiring resolution prior to
, issuing their Prolininary Design Approval (PDA). The Coenittee believes
that all of those natters should be resolved in 2 nanner satisfactory to

'

, the NRC Staff. The Committee uishes' to be keit inforced regarding the -

3 -trisolutira of the following items:

1. Seismic capability of the offgas system.
'

2. Provisions to satisfy the single-f ailure criterion for the RER
system.

AdditionalrequireNentstobeimposedifcontinuousventingof -3.
the containment is ucs.d.

,

DQDRcyliMU4.
-

.

id u4. Evaluation of the perfor=ance of these
'systeos using evaluation nodels meeting the requirenents of .

.O
. 10 CFR 50.46, Appendix K.

The latest ACRS reports on nuclear generating stations utilizing the , ,

'

,

BWR-6hiark III systens uere the December 12, 1974"re' ports'an the Allens ,' "'.,

Creek Nuclear Generating Station, Units 1--and 2,;and the Perry Muclear'
. ,, ,

Pouer Plant, Units 1 and 2. In these reports, the ACP.S has recom= ended
~

that the ongoing R&D pro?,rans be'' used to ftilly resolve issues involving- -

the Mark III containment design p,rior to cocpletion of the affected
portions of the plant. Further, hdditional generic matters, uhich

include anticipated transients uithout scram (ATI.*S) and possible punp
overspeed during a loss of coolant accident, should be dealt with
appe npriately by the IEC Staf f. . It~ is ' exp'ectied. that these 1'tems sill
be resolved in a canner satisfactory to the NRC Staff follouing
Preliminary Design Approval (PDA) of GESSAR and prior to Final Design
Approval (FDA). During this interim period, the Cocmittee will continue
to revieu these iteos on a case-by-case basis as well as throtigh other
appropriate ,ACRS Subcommittee meetin?,s.and full Committee meetings.

The Committee has not reviewed codifications uhich are expected to be
nade in the Bi!R/6 Sx8 fuel. Such codifications and any other proposed-

changes will be revicued when the . appropriate documentation-has been
submitted and the improvementis sought can be evaluated.
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The introduction of new features in the instrumentation and control - --

.

-systens has been submitted throu.h the specification of functionalg

designs and design criteria which the !!RC Staf f has. found to be- adequate . ;. .

for the PDA. As in previous reports on related catters the Co=nittee .
. -.

recommends that the HRC Staff determine the necessary environncncal and
( reliability tests, inclur.;ing in situ tests uhere desirable for qualif1-*

, cation of the new syscens. In another matter.relat.tng to a periodic _ . _ . . f ..-- - - -

testing provision, the General Electric Compqny has co=nitted to.a study 7 -

'-

of the improvement ~of the testability-of the autoe.atic depressurization"" .:c--

On all these issues involving instrucentation and control, the s .n ., . .'

systen.
Committee vill use the case-by-case basis to ascertain progress of the .

- vork until the GESSAR design han progressed to: the stage where Final o tr.e
'

Design Approval is acnieved.

The Committee will need to review the development and proof testing of. _; .

the fast scran systca, and t;he inplementation of the proposed Reactor ._

Manual Control Systco along with the provisions for ganged rod with- - - , - ~''

,

drawal.
.

The Committee believes that the.Ceneral Electric Company and the !!RC .

Staff should continue to review GESSAR for design changes that vould .-.

further inprove industrial security features.- -

The'GESSAR design should include provisions which anticipate the
O, maintenance, inspection, and operational needs of the plant throushout

its service life, including c1 caning.and decoptanination of the primary ,

' coolant systcc, and eventual decoanissioning. . In p' articular, the ... . ..

Committee believes that the !!RC Staff and the General Electric Comp'any .

should revieu nethods and procedures for.renoving accuculations of' ,-

" ' radioactive contanination whereby maintenance and inspection prograss --i

can be more effectively and safely carried out. .

The Committee believes that methods.that sock to develop reference
. systems through standardization and.through replication need to..be.__, , ,

coupled with ongoing prograns that vill permit changes uhich "caprove
safety and which, when justified, vould be implemented in a timely

Use of reference syste=s should' lead to core efficient andmanner.
effective licensing reviews. Programs such as GESSAR uill contribute
to this process. A transition period uill be required in which the
Comnittee trould still give considerable attention. to the . items noted.- . . . _ ,:-

on a case-by-cr.se basis.

The Cotmittee believes that, subject to the above comments and to'

sucenssful completion of the R&D prgrams, GESSAR-238 can be success-
fully engineered to serve as a reference system. .

~

. Sincerely yours,

*

William Kerr
'

' Chairman

Referaces atta'ched.
-
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Honortblo William A. !.ndara -4-
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'1. BUR /6 Standard Safety Analysis Report, Volume 1 through 7. ..

'

2. Amendnents 1 thrcugh 28 to the Standard Safety Analysis Report.

S.'.GeneralElectricCocpanylettersandEeports:

' July 31, 1973 letter forwarding proprietary infomation ina.
support of the infomation made public in the safety analysis
report.

b. August 31, 1973 letter foruarding pr.oprietary fuel data.

c. Septecher 28, 1973 letter foruarding proprietary information
*'regarding core power distribution.

d. December 2'8, 1973 letter regarding interfaces and electrical
systens.-

e. November 6, 1974 letter regarding physics verification and
number of . safety / relief valves >. .

'

f. February 19, 1974 letter regarding ATUS.

4. AEC/NRC Staff lett.ers and reports: -

,

a. October 11, 1974 draft Safety Evaluation Report.

b. November 13, 1974 Safety Evaluation Report.

c. December 7,1974 Supplement No.1 to the Safety Evalunion
Report. .

d. January 30, 1975 letter regarding reevaluat5 ion of the high
pressure dryvell test.

e. , February 21, 1975 Supplecent No. 2 to the Safety Evaluation
*

Report.

f. March 4, 1975 Supplement No. 3 to the Safety Evaluation Report.
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L. M. Huntzing '*

.Director c? Regulation

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS OF ENGINEERED SAFET SYSTEMS

With the current effort to standardize the design of certain types of
nuclear power plants, the Committee' believes that atten-ion to the
evaluation of safety' systems and associated equipment from a culti-O aisc1 11=erv veint of view to ident117 gotentiat17 undesirab1e9
interactions between systems becomes increasingly important. The
attached illustrative e.vamples represents an initial and not necessarily
complete listing of some problem areas.

The Committee would appreciate the Regulatory Staff reviewing these
comments and discussing their ideas with an appropriate Subcommittee.
Based on these discussions a mutually beneficial procedure for handling
such issues may be developed.

*
.

W. R. Stratton
Chairman ACRS

Attachment:
List of Illustrative Examples -

.

~

cc: P. Bender, SEC '

' E. Case, DL
.
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Illustrative Examples of Ouestions to be answered by
- Systems Analysis and Ouality Assurance

.

The following comme ts and questions are suggested for consideration as I
additional guidance in the review of Engineered Safety Systems:

1. Comment: Designers and architect-engineers frequently delegate !
responsibility for systems analyses to teams with functional
engineering specialties such as " civil " " electrical," " mechanical,"
or " nuclear" wi.h the team effort coordinated by managers responsible
for controlling costs and avoiding schedule delays. With the same
standard design applied to a number of plants, an int.ensive systems i

analysis effort which integrates the functional engineering specialties,
is feasible. The scope and approach of the related Quali:.y Controi.,
Quality Assurance effort should be commensurete with the Project
Design effort. Cont,'dcration should be given to identifiable multi N
disciplinary analyses of safety-related systems and associated systems,,

as part of Quality Control in design, procurement, construction, a
operation, and maintenance activities.

O Ceneral Question: .

What are the respective roles played by Project Design and Quality .

Assurance / Quality Control in the multi-discipline analyses of safety
systems and associated systems?

2. Comment: As an aid in identiffcation, safety related syste=s and
associated equipment may be categorized as follows:

a) Those systems or items of aquipment which must be de-energized-
on demand (to a zero energy state) with extremely high reliability
to:

(1) Perform a safety function;
,

(2) Prevent fire or other damaging consequence.-
'

b) Those systems which must be capable of long-term active operation,

to preserve control over radioactive materials (examples are fuel
and environmental cooling and lighting and communications services).

c) Those systems not directly related to a safety function but whose
malfunction could have safety consequences because of secondary

p effects. It should be noted that such systems may not ord.inarily
be included in t!ic set for which " conditions of design" arev
defined. *

.

~
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Question: In the design of such systecs, is an interdisciplinarys

systems analysis performed to assure redundancy and separation
appropriate to the category of the systeq? Does it consider all

,

modes of normal operation, operation following any of the design
basis events plus additional incidents such as pipe failures, loss I

of all a~ctive inputs to the system, and operation of part of the
'

active components combined rith the faflure of others'(for example,
'the operation of a large and critical motor in a space where the

'ventilation has failed)?
i

*
!

3. Comment: In additior. to systems and equipment, space allocation end
arrangement are crucial to safety. Both Unit and Station systems
must be analyzed to assure adequate independence and separation of
all vit.al function,s. The analysis should consider the possibility
that adynse " feedback" or other effect from one unit may leave other,

.

units without adeq.uate redundancy.

Such an analysis should help to provide a basis tor establishing
reliability, redundancy, and separation requirements. It should also

Q provide information concerning the degree of separat on necessary toi

protect against mechanical damage, fire or sabotage.<

Questions:

a) Are design efforta and syctems analyses directed to a'oid
concentration of vulnerability from various causes in one safety
class structure, room, or aone?

.

b) Are field located and field run equipment and systems examined
to see if localized vulnerability has been created?

c) Is space allt. cation a conscious responsibility in desi a?b

d) Are field inspections of space occupied by safety equipment
and systems made by the cognizant design engineer to assure
non-encroachment?

e) Do changes in space allocation or arrangement require special
approval?

|

| 4. Comments: Control systems may require communication lines, (electrical,

| pneumatic or hydraulic) that traverse significant distances and pass
'

through several compartments..

po
P00R ORGINAL--=

a) Is attention given in system design to physical locations of,

"ficid-run" impulse or static lines, including lines that provide
information regarding ECCS functions, and other clectrical-
mechanical-hydraulic-pneumatic control systems which perform -

- - _ _ -_-. __.
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safety functions, to assure that an unacceptable interactio'n
between ther,e and other systems is avoided?'

.

b) Is specific attention given to assuriEg that field location follows
~

that specified in the design?

5) cor: ment s: Electrical systems and equipme.nt should be. analyzed to
'

assure that over-current or other fault protection is st.fficiently
reliable and redundant to assure appropriate limitation of damage

potential to other safety systems.

An example is the electrical power supply to primary system pumps.
Failure of the circuit breater.; could recult in damage to the electrical

penetrations and loss of c.,ntainment under post-LOCA conditions.
.

~
Questions: QQ M N|

11 U ! UllWLL-

a) Arc the circuit breakers for electrica r circu ts that pass
through containment penetrations set to trip in the event of arcing

p faults within.the 1,anetration?

W
b) Arc such circua.ts designed with ground. fault trips to protect the

penetrations?
,

c) Arc ground fault trips provided o'n all power circuits within the
physical safety complex to reduce the fire hazard?,

d) Are emergency lighting systems and internal co==unication systems
safety grade?

e) Arc control and power cables of widely differing voltages and
currents intermixed in cabletrays, raccways, or conduits?

f) Arc magnetic forces and molten copper considered in specifying the
separation required between cables?

g) Arc differences between laboratory test conditions for flame
resistant cabic insulation, and conditions that could exist in a
cabic way under faulted conditions, considered in defining
separation requirements?

h) In determining the adequacy of separation, is consideration given
to " foreign" sources of damage such as vehicle impact, use of
welding equipment, explosive gas accumulation, or acts of sabotage?

v
,

1) In fireproof, rather than fire " retardant" insulation required in
| vital areas? Iu potential damage from radiation exposure from
| nearby componenta, such as air filters and charcoal adsorption
' .bidn, taken into account?

,

bb'
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j) Is the timing of loss of offsite power considered in the prediction
s

of the consequences of an accident? (for example, the most dis-

advantagecus t'me may be just as motor operated valves are about
to open or large pumps are almost up *to operating speed) .

,

6. Comments: Some ventilation systems may not be given attention as
engineered safety features, however, situations may arise in which
they can have important effects on safety.

Questions:

a) Are auxiliary systems such as containment or reactor building-air
cooling systems anal /:ed t: see 17 their failure can lead to the
failure of safety systems?

'

.

b) Are dynamic as well as static differential pressures on
containment ventilation ducts and isolation dampers considered?"

-

c) Are local effects of flow pressure gradients resulting from pipe
ruptures analyzed for phenomena such as the collapsing of ventilatic.
ducts, which could result in closing vent areas?

.,

d) In evaluating the, adequacy of the protection provided to operators
in the control room following a LOCA, is consideration given to the
possibility that a ventilation (or large electrical) penetration of
the containment has failed and is leaking the containaent atmosphere
into the adjacent space?',

7. Comments: Experience has indicated that fluid systems deserve special
attention in both static and dynamic situations. Particular attention _

should be given to stresses resulting from valve action, pomp starts,
and water slugs, including backficw and check valve action, as well as
flow action under severe accident conditions or fault modes.

P00R ORGINAL- ""
a) Is consideration given to the effect of fluid system dynamics on

*mechanical stresses in components and equipment?

b) Are the consequences of the failure of check valves to close
Properly in various fluid systems examined for normal and faulted
conditions?

O c) Is evaluation made of the possibility and ef fcces of crushing and/or'

V rupturing one group of control rod drive hydraulic lines during a
LOCA7 Are combinations of r'uptured and crushed lines also considered'

|

| d) In PWRs are the conscquences of mdltiple steam generator blowdown
'

| considered?
I

-

- m
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e) In the evaluat!.on of a system's ability to perform its required
service is con ideration given to potential flooding effects
resulting from roof drain obstructiorf (potential roof collapse) . -

rupture of non-Class I cankage, continued operation of a *.eaking
system, or reverse flow through noresl or ruptured pipe that
could be siphoning liquid from some storage source?

f) What controls are placed on the use of " plaster" or glass wool
type thermal insulation within containucnt, that could foul or
possibly cause failure of ECC systems?

g) Is an analysis performed to detertaine when pool boiling would
occur, if during refueling (with the reactor vessel hecd removed)
both of the two canal cooling syste=s become disabled?

|.

What would be irs consequences? How long would the operators have
to restore cooling?

O 8- c -e=c rire = 7 a ve ===== 1 cea esee ce= ia re ctor 7 te== e
deserve special attention.-

n,n, q

Questions: .'

a) How are fires analyzed for potent'ial effects on safety?

b) Are the storage of flammaSle materials in vital spaces and the
passage of flammable gases or liquids through vital spaces
prohibited?

c) Are safety enclosures, including doors, for diesel generators
designed to withstand a diesel runaway, fire, or combined fire-
explosion?

d) Does analysis of electrically generated fires consider the
following for each power circuit: -

,

1) The change of a circuit short or overload in a circuit within
a safety class structure? '

2) The chance of a branch overload or short circuit followed by |
,

'

failure to cicar the fault? |,

3) The chance of fire from circuit overheating at or below normal
current load?

.

| 4) The possibility that fire will propagate to:
,

a) Disable one vital electrical division if ,the circuit is ,

not aircady in a vital division?-
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b) Disable two or more vital divisions in a local area
,

where minimum allowable separation is employed?s,

5) The potential consequences of combustion of fumes from fire
.

**in confined spaces?
,

9. Comments: After careful analysis anc cesign it is essential that
operation or tests in the field follow the resulting. specifications.

.

Questions:

a) Does environmental qualification allow for or test for the
possible lack of discipline in field installation which may
result in a field installation that is significantly different
from the qualification test setup? Do the qualification tests .

represent a condition of long term (multi-year) normal operation
followed by short term, very severe environ. mental conditions?

b) Are special instructions for operation and maintenance
id.entified af ter being developed by a disciplin= ' systems() analysis? Exa=ples of such instructions are "use no flame",
"no traffic area", "do not operate if ...," "no welding-

without prior approval of fire protection personnel", "do not
use mercury-containing instruments", "do not overtorque", "no
substitutes for this material".

.

.
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^O
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$
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.

TASK ACTION PLAN

TASX NO. A-17
.

. .
-

TIT 1.E:
-

Systems Interaction in Nuclear Pcwer Plants'.

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY: " Division of Pro,fect F.snagement -

LEAD ASSISTANT DIRECTOR: R. C. DeYoung, Deputy Director, CPM

TASX MANAGER: John Angelo
.

1. Problem Description
.

The design of a nuclear power plant is acccmplished by groups of

engineers and scientists organized into engineering disciplines such a;,,

I

civil, electrical, mechanical, structural, chemical, hydraulic, and.

.

nuclear, and into scientific disciplines such as geology, seismol.ogy,
.

and meteorology. The reviews performed by the designers includa inter-

disciplinary reviews to assure the functional compatibility of the

plant structures, systems, and components. Safety reviews and accident '

analyses provide further assurance that system functional requirehents
.

will be met. These reviews include failure mode analyses to assure

that the single failure criterion is c:et.
! ?00RORGE1.

The NRC review and evaluation of safety systems is acccmplished in
.

accordance with the Standard Review Plan which assigns primary and

secondary review responsibilities to organizational units arranged by *

plant systems such as containment systems, reactorhystems, etc., or by
-- -- - -

, . . . . . . . . . . -

. .
,

.
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disciplines such as mechanical engineering, materials engineering, and $

-

}d
~

structural engineering. Each element of the Standard Review plan is
m

assigned to an organizational unit for primary responsibility and, 3'

,
'

. --

where appropriate, to other units for secondary responsibilities. g;
,

-

! %. -

-

i y
Thus, the design and analyses by the plant designers, and the subsequent j

!

review and evaluation by the NRC staff take into consideration the !
-

,

!

interdisciplinary areas of concern and account for systems interaction !

:Y.<i
-

| ,to a large extent. Furthermore, many of our regulatory critaria are ;

aimed at controlling the risks frem systems interactions. Examples ).h
include the single failure criterion and separation criteria.

,

[@w%.
.

4 +Nevertheless, there is some question regarding the interaction of y,cr n '= - pjn
various plant systems, both as to the supporting roles such systems

;

play and as to the effect one system can have on other systems, par-
-

;
,

ticularly with regard to whether actions or consequences could adversely M

affect the presumed redundancy and independence of safety systems. -

aa,

'

The problem to be resolved by this task is to identify where the
,,

present design, analysis, and review procedures may not acceptably
,

' account for potentially adverse systems interaction and to recocn:end ao
p q

- -

:! G,t
the regulatory action that should be taken to rectify deficiencies, in__ ,

,_
y... ..,

;fg4
: the procedures. '. .. :_ .

i
'%S.-

. .
'
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2. Plan for Problem Resolution

The plan for resolution of this task is to develop a method for
.

conducting a disciplined and systematic review of nuclear power

plant systems, for both process function couplings of systems and'*

i space couplings, to identify the potential sources ard types of-
.

systems interactions that are determined to be potentially adverse.

A set of criteria that will be developed early in the execution of

this task to bound its scope. It is anticipated that a matrix of
'

systems and interactions will be synthesized generically for a

nuclear power plant and verified fo a selected facility. This

matrix could be displayed as plant logic and system rodels, for

example, somewhat analogous to techniques that have already been

developed for similar !.inds of studies and analyses. The Standard .

) Review Plan will then be measured aga' inst this synthesized matrix
'

to determine the completeness of the review procedure. From this,

~

comparison, any necessary revisions to the review procedures, f,

)
including necessary revisions to Standard Review Plans, Regulatory j,

~ 'Guides, etc.. will be developed and recomended for implementation.
,

'
i

.

: The plan will also include the development of criteria and procedures
,,

~

i to assure that applicants inco~rporate appropriate systems interaction
__

conside' rations into their design and review process.
(.

~
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Phase I will include .

The plan is to be accoa;11shed in two phases.

the development of a systematic review process for plant systems and

interactions and the verification of the Standard Review Plan against

the results of the systematic review. This phase, is expected to be.-
'

cc=pleted in 12 months following the assignment of canpower and
.

-
funding resources. Throughout this phase any results that indicata a

_

need for immediate regulatory action will be identified and appro-

priate recc=endations mad, to management. A final report sumarizinge

the results of Phase I.will be issued at the completion of the phase.-

Phase II will be acccmplished within apprcximately 12 months after the

completion of Phase I. This phase will include the preparation of

follow-on actions that are necessary to implement the results of this ,

task. All of these follow-on actions will have been identified during
-

>0 ehese t. Tae roiiew-on ect4 ens inciude any eecessary rev4sions to the

Standard Review Plan, Regulatory Guides, or other regulatory actions.

Since it is not possible at this time to specify what the nature,
-

..

extent or scope of these follow-on actions might be, the detailed

scheduling of Phase II cannot be ccmpleted until most of Phase I work'

.

has been accomplished.

.
.

.
The plan will be accomplished by the coordinated efforts of three

groups: (1)aSystemsInteractionWorkingGroupcomposedof - -

.

(
-

individuals selected from organizational branch units within the .
'

-

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) that are impact'ed the cost 3

-
.

4
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by plant systems interactions and accident analyses working with a i i 'd I

j p
Task Manager, (2) a group within the Office of Standards Cevelopment

f .

'

(,050) teorking with a Project Manager in the. Sngineering Methodology It N 4
|| I

Standards Branen of OSD, a'nd (3) a group working for Sandia Laboratories
>

_ under contract to CSD. Further details of this arrangement and the
.

?h'

,.

teark to be acccmplished by each group are provided in Secticns 3, 4 and
hg--

6 of this Task Action Plan. Attachment 1 shows the lines of administrativ
-

,

,

Q?;+ e

and technical control that are proposed for the execution of this task. t.y.
,

.

Jyj
,

:A.*e

9.?.fh'

The major elements of this Task are described in the folicwing paragraphs:
[.[;

f |p$$h}'(a) Sandia Laboratories will, through the accomplishment of the work

described ir Section 4 of this Task Action Plan, develop a system-
,_

( ij
atic review process for systems interactions.

Sandia Laboratories -

will verify and demonstrate the review process for an exemplary
. -

.

facility and will assess the Standard Review Plan against the!

systematic review process. All of this will be accomplished a 1
' '

.

during Phase I of the Task.
In Phase II Sandia laboratores will,

as detemined to be appropriate and necessary, transfer the
.

,

) :
techniques of the review methodology to NRC for further use by

the NRC staff and will provide assistance in the follow-on actions
- d

. -
-

,

*

., qI
indicated by the results of Phase I of the Task.

~

| G.5
Sandia Labora , V. ',,

tories will report the progress of work at periodic intervals as
. ..

...

. . .. MIf '

- |

indicated in Section 7 of this Plan.
-

-

. _ p'" 4
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v
(b)

The HRR Systms fa:eraction Norking Group will r
- dl

h$'

eview and evaluate Itha work performed by Sandia. Laboratories and '

in speciaifzad technical areas to supplement thwill provide assistance \%g.

e technical capa-
bilitics of t!ia group at Sandia Laboratories y
Iritaraction 'Jork# The NRR Systems.

1g Grou? uill also provide the evaluati h-

l #3 f 8

to fana the f .chnical basis for NRR canagema t d
on needed

the acceptability of the task effo'rts b ecisions regarding .Wn

M}U.y Sandia Laboratories.
~

N.
The NRR group, thrcush the Task Manager

l
! +;04

to the Office of Standards 03velopment (0, will transmit its findings0 Af
50).

!!%,

0.)
M Office of Standards Cevelopment will administe h [NI

b %, 2

the centract wit'i Sandia Laboratories th
r and manage y i

g
rough its assigned Project -!!;1 nager.

OSO oill also provide technical review
direction of the work perfor.ned by Sandia Lab

, evaluation and
!! -

junction with the technical overview by the NRR S
oratories in con- fiQit

ysten Interaction ||S4IMrking Grcup.

It is recogniz:d that this joint effort by HRR
y '

,

and 050 uill require careful cocedination betw
MMager at OSO and the Task Managar at NRR hl

een the Project' q

f a:s.yg,
x

.

I~
I,(d)

NRR cocninn'c I: ranches will parlors a revi
y

accompfishedbySandiaLaboratories.ew of each task
J v

The review cements and
evlauation will be forsarded by cach of the eifi

j> . -w
'

to the NRR Task Manager. , a. int branches

All such core ^5 m be further \j $
. .emy;w{., .:.

li! QQ,G
-
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- considered by the NRR Systems Interaction Working Group to resolve ;j
'j,

any conflicts. The NRR cognizant branches include all of the ,-''$
branches within the Division of Operating Reactors, Division of [I I

3
.. .

.' Project Management and the Division of Systems Safety. The f,

NRR cognizant branches also includa the following branches in'the'-
_

'

Division of Site Safety and Envirorc. ental Analysis: Accident - '

Analysis Branch, Effluent Treatment Systems Branch, Radiological l
s

Assessment Branch, Geosciences Branch, and Hydrology-Meteorology
,

Branch. . .
,

$$
z
h

Eight of the most heavily impacted NRR cognizant branches have an assigned

member on the NRR Systems Interaction ',lorking Group. This Task Action [$,

$
Plan allows these branches to make input to the task through the assigned $
branch representative or separately from the NRR Systems, Interaction

Working Group at the option of the individual branch chief.
D

To acccmplish this Task and to establish a uniform basis for review by 9
b

cognizant review branches it will be necessary to develop criteria for jy
I 5bounding the extent of systems interaction. The criteria must define fp

the items that will be retained in the matrix of systems and interactions; -

.
. @

otherwise, the matrix will become unmanageable and the review will not 4
f. .

proceed on a uniform basis. The criteria will serve as the basis.to y

Meliminate systems inteiactions of little or no safety significance. These
: .AT.

criteria will be developed early in the execution of the task in order to g,

give purposeful direction to the task and to its re' view. . T

7

-
,

?
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:%.*7.One of the end products of this task will be additions, where $g
necessary, to the Standard Review Plan to assure that our review -

s.

procedures adequately address considerations for systems interaction.

Another end product will be a recoc=endation that a Regulatory Guide or ~

j. -

other appropriate documentation be issued to provide guidance on the' )
1.7

criteria, procedures, and information required related to applicants' PT
I$

- analyses and review of systems interaction. 4
..

.' ;. 4'

1

4 -9

During the accomplishment of this task, consideration will be given to Id
the use of the end products for operating reactors. The method of

accomplishing this objective will be by review of the task by the indi- N'S

vidual assigned from the Division of Operating Reactors (DOR) to the
'

NRR Systems Iateraction Working Group. Since some of the elements of cg..
r

this systems interaction task are common to the elements that have baui 9h
'. and will be used in the Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP) currently

'

being conducted by 00R, the assignment has been made from the SEP Branch. s.. i
'This individual will make his reco.mendations to Division of Operating =

Reactors management. p-

i

i

[ .~ .q3. NRR Technical Orcanizations Involved I
-

. .

The conduct of the task shall be the responsibility of NRR. The j t
*

, i
strong OSD contribution will be recognized by having an OSD repre- Wt

. . _ _

'

sentative assigned as Project Manager working with the assigned.NRR .. ..A.s- .

Task Manager. Technical interface between OSD and NRR shall be ! W
I'

conducted by the Task Manager for NRR. The Task F4 nager snail also
i'

-.
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retain the responsibility through the Technical Activities Steering ,

' y
, .

Comittee for meeting objectives and schedules established for the
.

task.
, ,

The Task Manager, through the lead supervisor, shall also be j

respr;ible for defining and revising, as necessary, the objectives
band ;chedules as wuld be done for any other Category A Task. -- - p
'j.

x
The technical branches of NRR that are most affected by systems inter-

}s.

actions have each appointed a principal person to act as a point of 3y
contact between the Task funager and the branch and to be the . primary hmtechnical representative of the branch. For all other branches within %

16%
NRR, the Task Manager will act through the Branch Chief. The branches Sg
most affected by system interactions are:.

'E
-

j$.

Auxiliary Systems Branch 'ij
L-
fInstrumentation & Control Systems Branch 5

power Systems Branch h;
=

m79
Containment Systems Branch

Effluent Treatment Systems Branch

Accident Analysis Branch
| Ag(;

Reactor Systens Branch $_ . . . _ _ . __ _ . _ .. g
; Systematic Evaluation Branch

~
~

g,

!..... ... ..
- - :w.

The representatives of these branches shall fom the NRR Systems
-

;

Interaction Wcrking Group working with the Task Manager and, as the ~' S
'

} $occasion demands, working directly with members of 'OSD or Sandia fi

.,

t
,I

S
k
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' 7DLe
t.abora tory. This group will provide consultation or direct technical '

:

contribution on selected problems in their areas of expertise. An

adequate amount of time should be allocated by the branches to,

enable these people to perform this activity. For present planning -

purposes, it is estimate about 20% time input of one ran per branch
:

for the more heavily impacted branches to about 10% time for lesser
impacted branches. :

-

|: ,

Based on an estimated time of twelve calendar months to acccmplish m,

Phase I, and an estimated time of twelve months to accceplish Phase II, |
g

the following allocations of canpower requirements for the principal .epu

L
branches which have assigned personnel for the NRR Systems Interaction

7
Working Grcup should be made: ~

IM
mOJP

Man-Months -

Phase I Phase II Total
.

-;

,

Auxiliary Systems Branch 2.4 1.8 4.2 !**

Instrumentation & Contro1 .
-

Systems Branch 2.4 1.8 4.2
,

_ ,Sg
Power Systems Branch 2.4 1.8 4.2 -

Containment Systems Branch 1.2 0.9 2.1 ~~

Effluent Treatment Systems 7 .,

!

JE{b.'i
i . Branch 1.2 0.9 2.1 *

!
g 1, |;

Accident Analysis Branch 1.2 0.9, 2.1
~ ' ~ ~

, ' hihr ~~
aeactor Systems Branch 2. 4 1.8 4.2 :Q.

>

;

Systematic Evaluation Branch 1.2 0.9 2.1 i

rmi i4.4 w.a 15.2 ;

hp9 tr6 EW
*

.
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In addition to these individuals, virtually all tech i
- @

7 di
n cal branches

within 055, DSE, 00R, and OFM will be req'uested to revie
w and critique Ymthe end products of Phase I and Phase II efforts a d 4,

en
provide a ncminal Mn

level of time for consultation in selected areas g-

The requirements of
.. specific branches will vary as a function of their involvement h

.

,

r.with ~7 I!w"systems.

This time is anticipated to require about 15 mn.conths
-

and -
yg'

will vary from one-half man-week to four mn-weeks per branchH i
L ..This

time wili be expended over the shan of the task at th
.

{
.

e specific mile-
I!stones indicated in paragraph 7 of this report.

An overall estimate h.
of this review effort is shown in Attachment 2 to this plan

,

Mt

@ie
.

f

In addition to the review and critique by cognizant revi
. I-1 -g
3

ew branches
within NRR, the assistance of the AD for Reactor Safeguards 4

.-

h., 00R, will
be requested for consultant assistance to aid in using th

i
,

e techniques 'ifor plant. and systems reviews that was developed by th
~ ':

- for Industrial Security. e workshop group
,

'
. m2

,

dG4
Technical Assistance Recuirements [Nk';

This task will be accomplished by assistance from Sandia L b -ii i W
!

'g!!a oratories
working under a contract' that will be administered by the Offi. +

;
.

ce of
. 1; ,-Standards Development.

,

The contract will cover a two phase effort ' >; -

expended over an estimated time of 24 months. .f!
(I. iThe first phase will i"

include Task l through Task 13 as described below -{ P
The first phase is y;. -

estimated to be completed in 12 months at a cost of $440 000
'

i.. ..

The, .
-

*
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. . .)second phase is estimated to be accomplished in 12 month
* -,

7 y
cost of about $200,000. s at a potential id

This estimate for Phase II represents an 22
*

~ .
" upper-bound" estimation. ff
results of Phase I.

' Actual requirements will be dependent on the
u

' @

. The specific tasks to be accomplished by Sandia Laborab
<

!
ories are

described in Attachment 3. ' 4:

Since one of the major tasks is to define A i
the scope of the program in more definitive detail '3 '

,s

s, the tasks described
in Attachment 3 should be treated as reflecting th ..

she initial thoughts
, Sof Sandia Laboratories,

phe
At appropriate points during the execution of this t

ask, and as the
results become available, the results of the ongoing te h i .J_ . .

-

c n cal assistance a

program with Dak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) now bei jg
by 00R will be used in the task. ng conducted

In order to accomplish this objective, i $2
-

cognizance of the ongoing technical assistance program will b|'tP 5
e developed

and maintained by review of published information | ht
, attendance at Mr

meetings, and conferences with personnel who are activ
in DDR and ORNL. e in the program ji '

: i
_ a't R

>

[ .( .- j-
The scope of the-task at ORNL is (1) to identify and eval .i "8.

uate the
safety significance of possible interactions between control a dk h

;

protection systems, (2) provide reccert.endations for possibl
@bl,n '),

,

e design
n

3 ibh: y12
,' p -

i'.

g _ ;
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i

modifications or operational requirements
-

w ,,

, (3) perform a detailed |'
analysis, including a failure mode analysis, of auxiliary 1.,.

E2d2L g {!control
systems specified by the NRC for the purpose of identifying[$ a qs, - .
dependence between these systems and the reactor prote ti

.

any
- 4

c on system, ptr j

(4) assess the possibility of control system fafiares
''

i
,

! >resulting in ia challenge to the reactor protection system, and (5) evaluat
'

e the ; #

significance of adverse interactions between protection and cont.

| F- ,

-

i fi[
rol ,

systems, and the capability of the' reactor protection syste '

i

%.,
;

.

2
mitigate the consequences resulting from these interactio. I

ms to
; ."'

tns or frem gcontrol systems failures. y

!

NMi
Manpcwer and funding estimates for this task at ORNL

.

3 p%9
are 15 man-conths

')i' of support effort during FY 1979 at a cost of $50 000
-

.> Q'
T&+=%. , .

[O
5.

Jnteractions with Outside Greanizations
N

i #

'$' .r8'[3This task is closely related to one of the generic it
_

t
--- -

ems identified by p @*
. . . -

the ACRS and, accordingly, will be coordinated with th _ g4
t

'

e Connittee asthe task progresses.
h:5-sBft

\

ISg Ij

Meetings are anticipated with NSSS vendors
P

, A/Es, and utilities to _ !. .

P %

assess the extent to which these organizations conduct revi
"

analyses for systems interaction, and to keep these organiz ti
. %%.M}J1

h-

i ews and
(

a ons - F'~" 4,

..
.

e$ -
-

wm$ :13 -

.
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informed of our developments. a
It is not intended, however, to conduct $M

a formal review process through these organizations. !RhThe intent is M"
to develop a free exchange of information so that the task can tak e...

e
advantage of existing methods of review. H,

e.

h,

p
d

Con =on.<ealth Edison Ccmpany has performed and will implement a soma. Ap
-

what limited systems interaction study for the Zion Station. y
The

Conconwealth Edison Ccmpany study will consist of a detailed review of'f
,

-

(
Licensee Event Reports of those events which have occurred that involven

undesirable systams interactions. hg
Both pfysical and electrical inter- a

7"'
actions will be covered in the event review but will be approached on $$
a case-by-case basis rather than frcm a more general standpoint.

We ' y
agree that this study should proceed, recognizing that it may or may .m

not be the final effort for the Zion facility since additional
. fbg;
Idtechniques may be developed at a later time. .gg
.

, _ .

6.
Assirta.'ce Recuirements frem Other NRC Offices

The Office t,f Standards Development shall manage the contract effort

and shall also provide technical input to the task effort to (a) 5
h

supplement the contract effort, (b) direct and evaluate the contract 7

'

y-

effort, and (c) interface with the technical and management efforts by9
@
5

j M
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NRR.

It is estimated that this effort by OSD will t y%,

t

months during Phase I of the task otal 14.4 man- Qb
. - estimated and is dependent on the results of PhThe Phase II effort has not been\ 7"(3

.

*

ase I. ~

g

Assistance will be requested from the Prob bili
7

.

Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research stic Analys.fs Branch. &a

in the detailed development and executio, to provide consultant assistance
h

.

9g
It is estimated that this total assistance fn of this task action plan.

,

- 4
$1

man-month of effort. rca RES will be about one- !6

valuable insights in'to the task because of its iIt is anticipated that this group can provide
@

Ead
Q

Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400) nvolvement with the ?:DA

#f#
requested to review and critique the results of thiAdditionally, this group would be5)

:
.

d

s task action plan. .

R,3(g
..

!

37.
-Schedule for Problem Resolution
The following schedule is proposed for exec ti

_

s

. _ . . . $,4

(a) u on of this task- IAssignment of NRR Personnel to the #
i

~ g
Systems Interaction Working Group ~ i %Ka

MARCH 1, 1978 .41
,

i i
(b)

Definition of Specific Tasks for
!

^

;

)

Contract Assistance
. ,

,

1 5APRIL 1, 1978 , a
~

1

(c) Contract Awarded
'

, y,t,

1 X
MAY 1, 1978 %:Y-

'

Tc
1 m .

.

: ! fa ''
J' Q.

%hk15

I
-

i
1 ,

.

5 ,fa *5
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e(d) First Contractor Report Submitted.
AUGUST 1, .1978 93

,;

(c) Revieu Coments to Task '
''W3

s-
' ~

4
Manager from All Cognizant Branches TAUGUST 30, 1978

(f) Second Contractor Report Submitted - '"||
g,

| T'5^
I $ii

.
DECEMBER 1,1978 %.

?.h' : cf
(9) Review Coments to Task Manager is

fj,
Ilfrom all Cognizant Branches

DECEMBER 30', 1978
,

:; F4
s .?&

(h) Third Contractor Report Submitted
FEBRUARY 1, 1979

L
- W

Ys

(i) Review Coments to Task Manager ii m
'I Mis

from all Cogn.zant Branches ~

FEEEdARY25,T979-
~ ' ~ ~

~

w
(j) Fourth Contractor Report Sub.litted .

. ').

MAY 1, 1979
_ g

dei'
(k) 1:eview Cor=ent to Task Manager | |iM

-

~p

*$_J.1
frcm all Cognizant ,canche:

MAY 30, 1979

*
v

(1) Phase I Final Report Issued ! cr
AUGUST 1, 1979 $$

'

kh
-

wta-(m) Phase II. Task Defined n.
JUNE 1, 1979 3-

. 3W
- %, . .

.

*

P00R.OR G!Na n.
m"

.

m

.
. n. . %. ~
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(n) Phase-II Contract Awarded JUIE 1,1979. j
w.e
Pi2

(o) Phase II Completed n-
MAY 1. 1980

2
8. Potential Problems s-

'

h
_

-

One of the problem areas is that systems interaction cuts across- all 6
9

disciplines and technical branch review areas and cuts across all ,

: E

groups and divisions. Consequ'ently, in order to effectively perfonn a
.

q''

ki-

review for systems interaction, it is necessary to either define more g
~

y'

a
c early and more extinsively the primary and secondarj review respon- f
sibilities in the Standard Review Plan or organize a new element to in

R$
perform the review. Consideration will be given during execution of.

1

this task to the resolution of this problem. 3m

[c++
P
7-,

W.
A second potential problem area is related to estimating the scope and FJ

!.57
extent of effort required to ccmplete Phase II concerning the

,- -

.. ..
__ 3

1

potential revisions to the Standard Review Plan and the development of- =
;"-

criteria and procedures for use by applic;.nts in their design and .
---

>

XS3review of plant designs for systems interaction. Therefore, it is
I 3

anticipated that at the completion of Phase I, a reassessment will be
i

,

_

made of the follow-on effort. It is expected that the infon::ation
- u

.
;:

generated by completion of Phase I will provide a valid basis for a ,

1
, reassessment of the balance of effort to complete the task. v. y

?_j
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m
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.

Orfice of -------4.
'
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'

' ''-
_

.,
- Director .

,

R. Minogue
4 .*
'r

Division of
-Engineering

Director ,

is

IhG. Arlotto
?"

| [2
AD for i'

General TASC
Engineering Chairman TASC 1.

Standards Advisory , J
E. G. Case Group 4-

M. Kehncmuyi LNw
t-----~~~~ M. Aycock f$,
'

s L. Crocker -

Engineering NRR W. Minners
Methodology Lead D. Wigginton

Branch Supervisor J. Guibert 4
Id

V. Panciers R. C. DeYoung g
i

| r

J. Norberg NRR -

Task Manager
Project

' Manager J. Angelo
, __

l
"

- ''
Sandia NRR Systems Interaction'
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8 of UNITED STATES;;y
4 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIONP ., g i_

[Oi[ WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555 (
, Ji 'r

g e dj /3 v3.
a
q *.... January 25, 1977

,

q
.a

|? s

h+
MEMORANDUM FOR: Ben C. Rusche, Director, Office of fluclear Reactor -

Regulation !'

.

3;
i

FROM: R. S. Boyd, Director, Division of Project Management i
- i

; SUBJECT: DPM TASK GROUP ON POST-CP APPLICATION AMEtiDMEtiTS ;
--

1.

In response to the directive of your January 24 memorandum, I have ,,

i established a task group to compile principal architectural and !
engineering criteria and to develop decisional criteria to judge

o post-CP design changes. In addition, the group will be instru-
mental in evaluating the present in-house post-CP application amend- -"

ments to see if any represent changes to the principal architectural !

and engineering criteria. ;

'9 Dick DeYoung will head the group, which will include John Angelo .

P Q and Bill Kane, two of our LPMs. All work of the group will be ,

d v reviewed by an advisory group consisting of Dom Vassallo, Karl Kniel ;

} (two of the authors of the earlier task force report), and Larry Crocker.
'The work then will come to me for review, and on to Ed Case for comment.

5 |
I know you appreciate the enormity and difficulty of this task. I ;

- am not sufficiently sanguine to expect that a complete package can i

a be developed in as short a time as two months, but we will do our |-
: best in any event. j
q -

9 i
;--

"h R. S. Boyd, Director i

Division of Project tjanagement~

Office of tiuclear Reactor Regulation
,,

' cc: L. V. Gossick i
i E. G. Case

'

R. E. Heinemany
H. R. Denton

t n:;: P00ROR1M R
a
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UNITED STATES

) {f,,i yt
4 1 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

j WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

Q+6/] LAI

* ..+ January 24, 1977
I

MEMORANDUM FOR: R. S. Boyd, Director, Division of Project Management

FROM: Ben C. Rusche, Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation

~

SUBJECT: POST-CP APPLICATION AMENDMENTS
_

The matter of handling post-CP application amendments, in light of
proposed changes to principal architectural and engineering criteria, w
and consideration of the need for amending construction permits have |
been with us for sometime. Your DPM Task Force Report on Staff I

Review of Post-CP Design Changes is a good start on the long-term
effort to develop an up-to-dats scheme for processing such appli- ,

r- cation amendments, and efforts to complete this work should be con- - '

s tinued. However, it is evident that a short-tenn effort is required
to assure that, in the interim, such matters are handled on a proper
and consistent basis, and that the NRR staff understand its respon-
sibilities in this area. To this end, I would like you to establish
a task group that, over the next two months, would develop a com-
pilation of the principal architectural and engineering criteria
for the design of typical LWR plants. Recognizing the difficulty.

of this task, and the extremely tight schedule, the group should
teel free to obtain any necessary individual consultation from other
NRR staff members.

An important corollary effort to this task is for the group to develop
fundamental criteria for deciding what aspects of facility design
are within the confines of the principal architectural and engineering
criteria. I would expect the results of this effort to be used to
determine whether proposed design changes by CP licensees require
a CP amendment, especially considering that even with a compilation
of principal architectural and engineering criteria, ad hoc decisions
will be required for many situations.

|
!

l

.

,
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j kJ, R. S. Boyd -2- January 24, 1977
J. \
m. !

% \a I appreciate that you have recently undertaken to have post-CP '

B activities chronicled in the Blue Book. Necessary CP amendment
i decisions on each of these activities shculd b- developed on

!
q. reasonable time scales.

[ Please be prepared to brief me on this task group activity in about ja month. Ed Case should be advised of the progress on this effort .

as it develops.

q

Ci

i Ben C. Rusche, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

cc: L. V. Gossick ''
q

E. G. Case
R. E. Heineman
H. R. Denton1

i V. Stello
(JS H. Shapari

.h

i :
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[/ 4 UNITED STATES

g & NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMM!sslON

3 (>v( j WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555 d

D;s ,

C,o %; .. / March 7, 1977-

.....

l

I

|

b NOTE T0: E. G. Case |
1

POST-CP APPLICATION AMENDMENTS
..

Dick DeYoung, John Angelo, and Bill Kane have studied the matter of 1

identifying the " principal architectural and engineering criteria"4

and have prepared the enclosed _ initial report. In addition to
developing a scheme for formulating these criteria, they have uncovered
what may be a need to regulate also on " changes to a major feature or
component."

If we move from the status quo, I believe the proposals outlined in
the report are as reasonable as any. What this really means is that
to do anything maningful will take a major quantum jump in how we do
business. I believe, before we go much further, that the broad policy
questions of this effort should be considered, and at the same time get
current 0 ELD thinking on the matter.

O. ..

V I suggest we discuss this with you, with a view towards briefing Ben and
the NRR divisiun directors.

1 Roger S. Boyd, rector
Division of Ject Management

Enclosure:
As stated

'

'cc w/o ~ enclosure:
R. C. DeYoung
J. Angelo

& Kane

4

$

-
4

J. . . _ ,
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REGULATORY GUIDE 1.XXX

PROCESSIriG OF LIGHT-WATER REACTOR FACILITY CHANGES
SUBSEQUENT TO THE ISSUANCE OF THE CONSTRUCTION PERMIT

A. INTRODUCTION

Section 50.35, " Issuance of construction pennits," of 10 CFR
t

Part 50, " Licensing of Production and Utilization Facilities,"'

|
' states in part that "When an applicant has not supplied initially

all of the technical information required to complete the appli-,

I

cation and support the issuance of a construction permit which
'

approves all design features, the Comission may issue a con-

struction pennit if the Commission finds that (1) the applicant

(") has described the proposed design of the facility, including,
m,

but not limited to, the prir:cipal architectural and engineeringi

criteria for the design and has identified the major features

or componcats incorporated therein for the protection of the

health and safety of the public."

.

Section 50.34, " Contents of applications; technical infonnation,"

statet in part that the minimum 'information to be included shall
.

tonsist of "an analysis and evaluation of the major structures,

systems, and components of the facility which bear significantly

on the ecceptability of the site under the site evaluation factors

identified in 10 C.? Part 100," and "the principal design criteria

for the facility."

[
_

k

,b,
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Condition C of each construction permit issued by the Canmission

states that "This construction permit authorizes the applicant

to construct the facility described in the application and the

hearing record, in accordance with the principal architectural

and engineering criteria and environmental protection commitments

set forth therein."
,

.

Regulatory Guide 1.29, " Seismic Design Classification," states

in part that " Appendix A to 10 CFR part 100 requires that all

nuclear power plants be designed so that if the Safe Shutdown

Earthquake occurs, all structures, systems, or components impor-

tant to safety remain functional. These plant features are those
O- necessary to ensure (1) th'e integrity of the reactor coolant

pressure boundary, (2) the capability to shut down the reactor

and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition, or (3) the capability
.

to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents that could

result in potential offsite exposures comparable to the guideline
.

(xposures of 10 CFR Part 100."

This guide describes an acceptable method of complying with the

Commission's regulations for identification of the " principal

architectural and engineering criteria" for the design of light-

water reactor facilities and the " major features or components"
,

I

incorporated in light-water reactor facilities for the protection

O
.

Y

$
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of the health and safety of the public. In addition, this' guide
.

describes an acceptable method of processing post-construction

permit amendments to the application as well as amendments to the

construction permit. !

B. DISCUSSION

I
1. Principal Architectural and Engineering Criteria i

!

The NRC staff has generally held that the term " principal -

~

architectural and engineering criteria" as .used in Section

50.35 of 10 CFR Part 50 has the same meaning as the term
,

i

" principal design criteria" as used in Section 50.34 of 10

CFR Part 50. Section 50.34 also notes that Appendix A,

" General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," to 10 CFR
7
(V Part 50 " establishes minimum requirements for the principal

design criteria for water-cooled nuclear power plants similar

in design and location to plants for which construction permits

have previously been issued by the Commission and provided guidance

to applicants for construction permits in establishing principal

design criteria for other types of nuclear power units. Appendix A
'

to 10 CFR Part 50 states in part that "the principal design criteria

establish the necessary design, fabrication, construction,

testing, and performance requirements for structures, systems, and

ccmponents important to safety." This can be assumed to define

the intent of the " principal design criteria" and, therefore,

the intent of the " principal architectural and dhgineering criteria."i

)
.

*R.

%, ,c |ry , <qt

3[;k'
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On the basis of the above, it can be concluded that the

" principal architectural and engineering criteria" to be

identified in an application for a construction permit are

to be an elaboration or amplification and extension, as

necessary, of the General Design Criteria identified in

Appendix A to 10 CFR Pa.rt 50. To provide a basis for con-

sistency in applications; regulatory guidance has been

developed to further define the " principal architectural and

engineering criteria." Attachment A to this guide is a list

of the " principal architectural and engineering criteria"

which encompasses all light-water reactor facility designs.

O These criterie ere besed on the eccentence criterie provided .

in each section of NUREG 75/087, " Standard Review Plan for

the Review of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power

Plants." Many of the criteria specified in Attachment A are

not applicable to all applications; i.e., they are for BWRs,
"

-PWRs, lake sites, river sites, etc. Therefore, each appli- .

cant for a construction permit should carefully consider each

cr'iterion of Attachment A to determins the applicability to

its facility before idantifying it as a " principal architectural

and engineering criterion" for the facility.

2. Major Features or Components
i

The NRC staff has generally held that- the term " major features

or components" as used in Section 50.35 of 10 CFR Part.50 has,,

V the same meaning ~as the term " major structures, systems, and

.
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components of the facility which bear significantly on the
,

acceptability of the site under the site evaluation factors

identified in 10 CFR Part 100." The NRC staff has also held

that the " major features or components" are those necessary

to ensure (1) the integrity of t'ne reactor coolant pressure

boundary,(2)thecapabilitytbshutdownthereactorand

maintain it in a safe shutdown condition, and (3) the capability

to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents that

could result in potential offsite exposures comparable to

the guideline exposures of 10 CFR Part 100.

3 On the basis of the above, it can be concluded that the term
(G

" major features and components" to be identified in an appli-

cation for a construction permit are to be developed in accordance

with the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.29, " Seismic Design

Classification." The:e major features |and components are to be

lidentified_in each application for a construction permit as
,
,

described in Section 3.2.1 of NUREG 75/094, Regulatory Guide 1.70,

i evision 2, " Standard Format and Content of Safety AnalysisR

Reports for Nuclear Power Plants."

3. Post-CP Amendments to the Application _

The activities relating to post-CP amendments to facility appli- '

cations, for the most part, have been confined to those amend-
1

ments required to provide a basis for amending the CP. The I
~

O necessity of fiiins such emendments is useei,y e resuit of
.

k

)

yt
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requirements of the regulations or alterations to the terms

and conditions of.the CP. As a result, the che ges to a facility

design that routinely occur in going from a preliminary to a

final design are not reflected in the Safety Analysis Report

until such time as the application is auended to request an

operating license (0L). At that time, the Final Safety Analysis

Report (FSAR) is submitted to update the application to pro-

vide the final design infonnation for the NRC staff's evaluation.

Although most applicants keep the NRC staff advised of such

changes as they are made by means of letters, reports, meetings,

etc., there is no available document in the post-CP stage that,

describes the current facility design. This has led to some

, difficulties in the basis for IE inspections which has in turn

necessitated post-CP reviews of items identified by IE as

possible violations of the CP. In addition, applicants have

requested the NRC staff to review certain design changes to
.

preclede potential difficulties at the OL stage of review.
,

The NRC staff has accomplished these activities on a case-by-

case basis, as necessary.

j With the terms " principal architectural and engineering criteria"

and "ma r features or components" suitably defined, 'it would

then seern best, and in the interest of administrative consistency
.

O
,
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and convenience, and assurance of safety that all changes of

significance to the proposed facility be identified and evalu-

ated, as necessary, in amendments to the application. The

changes which should require an amendment to the application

for any facility licensed for construction are identified in

Attachment B to this guide. These include (1) items which

require an amendment to the CP and (2) items which relate to

major features and in most cases would not involve an amend-

ment to the CP as discussed in section B4 of this guide.

4. Amendments to the CP

An amendment to the CP must be applied for by the applicant-

O
in certain instances. For example, an amendment to the con-

struction permit is required if the latest date for completion

of construction, as specified in the CP, must be extended for

good causa. In addition, an amendment to the CP must be sought ~'

for changes in the designation of the applicant, a serious
.

adverse change in the applicant's financial capability, a
_

change in the applicant's principal agents and contractors,

and a change to any of the principal architectural and engi-

neering criteria. The need for amending the CP in the event

of changes of the type described above is straightforward and

no special guidance appears necessary.

The additional item in Attachment B relates to changes in the
O " major features or components." These types of changes are more

.
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h
,

frequent in occurrence and are to be expected as the final
a

design and construction of the facility are proceeding. These*

!1

are the changes that have led and continue to lead to problems
:i
j and inconsistent practices on the part of the applicants and

; the NRC staff. It is in this area that special guidance is

i needed to determine when a proposed change requires an amendment

to the CP. In making s'uch a determination, the sole test to
a

be applied is whether implementation of such a change would f-

3

alter the NRC staff's conclusion at the CP stage of review;

i.e., that there is reasonable assurance such safety questions

will be satisfactorily resolved at or before tne latest date
,

(~h<

(_J stated in the application for completion of construction of'

the proposed facility, and taking into consideration the site<

criteria contained in 10 CFR Part 100 the proposed facility

can be constructed and operated at the proposed location with-
' out undue risk to the health and safety of the public.

'

C. REGULATORY POSITION '

l. Each application for a light water reactor facility construction
|

permit shall identify the principal architectural and engi-
1

neering criteria for the design. A composite listing of
I principal architectural and engineering criteria for light '

] water reactors acceptable to the NRC staff is included as

j Attachment A to this guide.

1 2. Each application for a light water reactor facility construction<s
i )'

H . '' permit shall identify the major features or components incorporated
-

.
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therein for the protection of the health and safety of the

I public. The list of systems, structures, and components which

meet the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.29 is an acceptable

basis for meeting this position.

3. Amendments to the application following issuance of the CP

shall be made by the applicant for each change to the facility
[
6 of the type identified in Attachment B to this guide. Such
|-
!

| amendments shall begin within one year following issuance of

the CP, continue at one year intervals, and terminate one year

prior to submittal of the FSAR. Each change identified as not
t

,

requiring a CP amendment shall be accompanied with sufficient

i O' Justification for the staff to mexe such en evaiuetion. Chen9es
t

which the applicant determines require an amendment to the CP

| shall be processed immediately.

4. An amendment to the CP shall be required for any of the changes
_

9

identified in items 1, 2, 3, and 4 of Attachment B to this guide

prior to engaging in affected construction activities; i.e., ''> -

I
- the installation of affected hardware in the facility. In

j addition, an amendment to the CP shall be required for any of

the changes to the major features or components identified in

E I achment B to this guide prior to engaging in theitem 5

activities described above unless the applicant has determined

that at least one of the following criteria are met:
-

O
.

,

s

.
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<
- (a) If the change was made without staff approval and was

not ultimately approved by the staff at the operating

license stage of review, the time required to modify the

facility design to make it acceptable could be accomplished

prior to the late date for comoletion of constructinn

specified in the construction perinit, or
~

(b) The change is consi' stent with a design or matter thap was

reviewed and approved by the staff in response to any

of the following:

(1) An application for a construction permit, or
I

(2) An application for an operating license, or
'

O (3) An enniscetion for e preliminary or rinei desion

approval for a standard plant design, 'or

(4) A request for review of a topical report, or

(5) A request for review of a proposed design or matter

by a licensee, or
.

(c) The change was identified in the Preliminary Safety Analysis -

.

Report and the staff in its Safety Evaluition Report, or

supplements thereto, concluded that review of the change

could be 1dft to the operating license review stage.

D. IMPLEMENTATION

The purpose of this section is to provide information to applicants

and licenseesregarding the NRC staff's plans for utilizing this

regulatory guide.i

O
4

I

9
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Except in those cases in which the applicant proposes an acceptable

alternative method for complying with specified portions of this

guide, this guide will be used by the NRC staff on the following

bases:

1. Construction permit reviews for applications docketed after
- , will be evaluated on the,

'

basis of this guide.

2. Facilities for which construction permits have been issued

prior to , will be evaluated on the,

basis of this guide, except that in position Cl, the principal

architectural and engineering criteria shall be defined as the

()) general design criteria of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50. '

,

.
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PRIf4CIPAL ARCHITECTURAL AtlD EtiGIfiEERIflG CRITERIA
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,

CHAtlGES WHICH REQU_lRE Afl AMEllDiCitTO TO THE APPLICAT10f1

1. A change in the name, address or occupation or business of the
licensee, or if the licensee is a partnership or corporation, a
change in any of the information ini ially required by Section
50.33(d) of 10 CFR Part 50.

(2) A change in the financial condition of the licensee such that
it no longer possesses the funds necessary to cover estimated
c.onstruction costs and related fuel cycle costs or the assurance
of obtaining the necessary funds, or a combination of the two.

(3) A change to any of the principal agents and contractors identified
in the Safety Analysis Report.

(4) A change to any c! the principal architectural and engineering
criteria.

.-

'

(5) A change in the major features of components which requires
a change in the research and development program designed to
resolve safety questions associated with these features.

(6) A change to the configuration of the facility as described in
. m~ the Safety Analysis Report; i.e., the addition, deletion, or
\_) relocation of any of the major features or components incor-

porated in the facility for the protection of the health and
safety of the public.

(7) A change in the facility design involving the substitution of
major feature or component A with major feature or component B
where A was the major feature or component proposed in the
Safety Analysis Report and the principles of operation or the
type of equipment used in B represent a significant technological
change from that of A.

,,

(8) The use of design input values; e.g., loads, deflections, etc.,
in the final design of major features or components which are.

less conservative than those presented in the Safety Analysis
Report.

,

(9) The use of analytical procedure in the final design of major
features or components which are different than those presented
in the Safety Analysis Report.

.

O
.
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(10) The use of limits in the final design of major features or
components which are less conservative than those presented
in the Safety Analysis Report, except where the staff normally
accepts less restrictive limits at the final design stage;
e.g., accident doses and containment pressure.

(11) The use of codes, standards, and rocedures for the design andi

testing of major features or components which differ from those
presented in the Safety Analysis Report.

(12) The use of materials for major features of components which
differ from those presented in he Safety Analysis Report.

(13) Any reduction in either tiie quality group, seismic category,
or quality assurance classification of any of the major features
or components.

, (14) Changes to the quality assurance program from that presented
in the Safety Analysis Report.

(15) A change in the industrial security program.

O- (16) A change in the site evaluation factors identified in Section
100.10 of 10 CFR Part 100.

.
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Cp AMENDMENT

1. Applicant decides to make a change to the facility design

which may necessitate a CP amendment. For example, it decides

to replace the existing reactor protection system; i.e., that

on which the CP was based, with an advanced design. The advanced

design has not yet been evaluated by the staff and none of the

exceptions on pages 10 and 11 apply. The applicant, therefore,
-

must immediately notify the staff. It is envisioned that this

would be by letter.

2. The staff evaluates the information submitted by the applicant

and makes one of the three conclusions:

O (i) The chen9e i, sucn thet it can be deferred to the final

design stage until a review is' performed.

(2) Additional information is required in order to determine

whether the review of the change can be left until the

OL review.

(3) The change is such that it will require review and an

amendment to the CP prior to implementation.

3. In the case of 2(1), no additional review is performed by the

staf'f until the OL. However, an applicant will amend the

application to describe the new design.

4. In the case of 2(2), additional information is requested and

reviewed until a decision 2(1) or 2(3) can be reached. {
.-

O
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5. In the case of 2(3), the staff will advise the applicant of

its decision. At that point the applicant has the choice of:

(1) Not proceeding with the change; i.e., using the design

presented in the PSAR, or

(2) Amending the application and undergoing the normal staf/

review which would be equivalent to a CP type of review.
.

6. If 5(2) is elected, the staff will go through the normal question

and answer routine followed by issuance of a limited safety

evaluation considering only that matter for which the appli-

cant has requested an amendment of the CP. The applicant would

not implement the change; i.e., in the form of installing hard-

) ware in the plant until the amendment to the CP was granted.

7. The amendment to the CP would be written to approve only those

changes for which the applicant requested an amendment to the

CP. Other matters which involved post-CP amendments to the

application only would not be included in the amended CP unless

specifically requested by the applicant.

. .
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Q l. SECTION 50.35(A) 0F 10 CFR I'AF 50, ISSUANCE OF

C0flSTRUCTION PERMITS, STATES:

WHEN AN APPL!CAtlT HAS NOT SUPPLIED IHiilALLY ALL GF THE

TEClii'ICAL INFORMATI0il RE0dIRED TO COMPLETE Ti1E APPLICATION

( AND SUPPORT THE ISSUAiiCE OF A C0flSTRUCTION PERMIT WHICH

i.PPROVES ALL PROPOSED DESIGil FEATURES ~, TfiE COIIIllSSION-

MAY ISSUE A CONSTRUCTION PERiilT IF THE TOMMISSION FINDS
!

THAT (1) THE APPLICAi|T HAS DESCRIBED THE PROPOSED DE5:GN

i 0F THE FACILITY, li!CLUDING,-BUT NOT LIMITED T0, THE

ERMCIEleLARClllIECEBALfi!D_EEEER11ECREERIA EDURE

) DESIGN, AtiD HAS iDEi1TIFIED THE PAJDILEEATliEELC;R CORP 0 lie |iTS

10CDRE03.1TED_TEEREUJ FOR Tliii.1HECILQ OF THEJEALIH AND >

~aEETY OF Ti|E PUB 111' . . . . . . . . . . .S

,o
P00R ORIGINAL .

. 2. SECTION 3C OF A TYPICAL CONSTRUCTION PERMIT STATES:

3. THIS PERMIT SHALL BE DEEEED TO CONTA E A!iD BE SUSJECT
,

TO THE CONDITIONS SPECIFIED IN SECTIONS 50.54 AtlD

50.55 0F SAID REG' LATIONS: IS SUBJECT TO ALL APPLICABLEJ

PROVISIONS OF THE ACT, Ai!D RULES, REGULATIONS, AND

ORDERS OF THE CONMISSION lid! 0R HE".EAFTER IN EFFECT:

AND IS SUBJECT TO THE CONDITIONS SPECIFIED OR I!!CORPORT.TED
'

.BELON: -

C. THIS CONSTRUCTI0il PERMIT AUTHORIZES THE

APPLICANT TO CONSTRUCT TiiE FACILITY DESCRIBED IN THE

APPLICATION AND Tile Ht.ARING RECORD, IN ACCORDANCE

O WITfl THE E8111CIE6LlRCIRTECIUNd.ED_EUEItiEERING

GLIERIA_ AND ENVIRnN81TAL PROTECTIGil COMMITMENTS

SET FORTH THE EIN.
-

.

- _ _ _ _
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O SECil0N S0.54(A)(1) 0F 10 CFF, PART 50, C0lTEiiTS Ci- APPLICATI0i|S:

TECiiillCAL INFOR!:All0N STATES I!i PART lHAT:

(A) PRELlflIWARY SAFETY ANALYSIS REFORT. EAChAPPOCAil0liFOR

A C0ilSTRUCT10N PERMIT SHALL IiiCLUDE A PRdLIMIllARY SAFETY

; ANALYSIS REPORT. THE iiINI:;UM ii! FORMATION TO BE I.'iCLUDED

SHALL C0i:SIST OF THE FOLLLMIi!G:

(3) THE PRELifil!!ARY DES!Gil 0F il!E FACILITY I!!CLUD!!!G:
.

(i) THE PRU!CIPAL3ESIG|LCREEFiiA FOR THE FAC!LITY. |

f APPEiiDIX A, GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA FOR NUD_ EAR

'POWER PLAhTS, ESTABL1 TS .4Iiili;Uf. PECUIREi:ENiS

| FOR THE PRINCIPAL DESmi< CRIiERIA FOR UATER-COOLED

iiUCLEAR POWER PLAiiTS :,ilLT.R IN DESIGii Ai!D LOCATIOi!

O TO PLA!!TS FOR WNICH CCilSTiiUCTION PEF.iHTS HAVE

PREVIOUSLY BEEii ISSUED BY THE COMMISSION Ai!D PROViDES i

GUIDA.NCE TO APPLICAiiiE FOR C0!iSTRUCTION PERI;ITS

Iii ESTABLISHIiiG PRIiiCIFAL DESIG!i CRITERIA FOR OTHER N

TYPES OF riUCLEAR POWER UNITS:
!
;

;

P00R B1M !
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| O APPEiiDix A 10 30 CFR eAar 30 s1A1e

5 1. THE PRliiCIPAL DESIGH CR'iLRI A .STABLISHF.D THE 1ECESS.'" '
e

!
DESIGN, FABRICATION, CONSTRUCiloil, TESTING, AND DERFORMAtlCE

REQUIREMEi!TS FOR STRUCTUF.ES, SYSTEiiS, AND E0.lPONE!;TS IMPOR-
:

TA!1T TO SAFETY: THAT 15, SiRUCTURES SYSTEriS AWD CCMP0i!ENTS

THAT PROVIDE REAS0i;AELE ASSURTC CE TilAT T!;E F.'CILITY CM
|

BE. OPER/.TED .IT}iOUT UNDUE 0.ISK TO T.-;E HFA.LTH aid SAFETY

OF THE PUBLIC. THESE GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA ESTABLISH

PININUM REQUIREMEi!TS FOR TEE PRINCIPAL DESIGi CRITERIA
,

FOR 1,'ATER-C00 LED NUCLEAR POWER PLA!!TS S!;iiLAR it! DESIGN AHD

LOCATION TO PLANTS FOR 'c!HICH CONSTRUCT 10?! PERiilTS HAVE FEEi!

ISSUED EY Tile COnniSSION.

Q 2. THE DEVELOP"Ei1T OF THESE GEi!ER''L DESIGN CRITERI A IS iiGT

YET COMPLETE. FOR EXAMPLE, 50ME OF THE DEFINIT 10iiS ilEED

FURTHER AtiPLIFICATI0il. ALSD, SOME OF THE SPECIFIC DESICU

REQUIREMENTS FOR STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS, AFID COTlPONEUTS

IMPORTAliT TO SAFETY HAVE UOT AS YET BEEM SUITABLY DEFINED.
THEIR DillSSION DOES NOT RELIEVE A;iY APPLICANT FROM

C0i;SIDERIllG Tl!ESE MATTERS Il! THE LESIGN OF A SPECIFIC

FACILITY AND SAT!SFYli4G THE NECESSARY SAFETY REGUIREMEliTS.

3. IT IS EXPECTED THAT THE CRITERIA WILL BE AUGMEi!TED AND

CliANGED FR0ii TIME TO TIME. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

?00R BRIBilul.
O 1

|
,

1
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O C.0t[QJISESS_8ESARDJilfdRIRCJEAL Ar HITErJ!LRALsijDli!GjiiEERiliG

OlIIERIA_.

1. THE TERM P3RIXCLEALlRC8tIEfJRRAL AND .E:iGli'EERING_

CRIIEillA_ AS USED Ifl THE REGULATIO.NS A!!D IN OUR CONSTRUC- -

7 T10i! PERMITS HAS THE SAME MEA!1Ii!G AS THE TERii PRi]]CIPAL
'

DESJEi]_CEJIERlli AS USED Ii! THE REGULATIDMS.
i

,

i
! 2. THE filillF.Uii REQUIREMEilTS FOR E.RaCJPAL_AECl!JIECIURSL_

AfiD_llElHEERIifi_CELIERIA AR$ THE GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA

; 0F APPEi1 DIX A TO 10 CFR PART 50.

t 3. TiiE REGULATIONS ANTltiPATED THAT AUGi{ERTATION OF THE GE!]ERAL

DESJGil CRLIERIA WOULD BE REQUIRED.
.

4. THE PE!!1CLPALJRCRIIECllLRAL_Ai101]ElllEERIi!G CRIIURI AO
TO BE DESCRIBED IN A CONSTRUCTION PERMIT SHOULD BE AN

. ELABORATI0il OR AMPLIFICATION Al1D EXTEi4SIOil, AS ilECESSARY

OF THE EEiiER6L_DESIGLLC3.IIERle,.

5. REGULATORY GUIDAilCE IS I1EEDED TO FURTHER DEFINE THE

EER!LIEAL_6BDillECIVEAL_M!D Ei:GliiEEBil!G_C211ERI A. --

phhkb'
'
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) 6PfMACIL!lSELIQ_ESISP;LISli T!!F F Ri CIPAL_AP,CULTf;CER81.fm__

ENFJIEERIRG_CallERJe y

1. UTILIZE TliE l'.CCEPTANCE CRITERIA 0F Tf!E STANDARD REVIEW PLAN k
1

Ill ORDER TO IDEilTIFY THE PRINCIPAL ARCillIFCTURAL AND j
Ei!GlilEERII!G CRITERIA. E

E
l

2. EXPAilDED CRITERIA SliOULD DE ESSENTIALLY ~ DEVOID OF j
SPECIFIC NUMBERS SIMIL4R TO TliE GEi:ERAL JESIGN CRITERIA. j

3. USE A HlillrUM OF EDITORIAL LICE:iSE TO ASSURE CONSISTE:1CY h
0F TERMIN0 LOGY.

~

"

4. PRINCIPAL ARCHITECTURAL Ai!D E.S;GIHLERING CRITERI A HAVE BEEil y

DEVELOPED BY THE i ASK FORCE FOR SECTIONS 2, 4, AND 5,

OF TliE STAilDARD REVIEW PLAN, a
1

5. WE EXPECT Tf1AT Oil THE ORDER OF 700 PRI!iCIPAL ARC |ilTECTURAL 4g
AND EllGINEERING CRITERIA WILL BE DEVELOPED WHEN ALL

SECTI0flS OF THE STAilDARD REVIEi! PLAii ARE IflCLUDED Iii THIS

TABULATION.

P00RORGNAL
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S53ESifIU'iElEjEUIAT10iL 1

11

1. REVISE THE STAllDARD REVIEW PLAJ TO liiCLUDE II: L .iUJ 1
~

THE EXPANDED SET OF PRINCIPAL ARCHITECTURAL AllD
r ;

[ E!!GlilEERIiiG CRITERIA. |
r

2. REVISE THE STAilDARD FORiMT kid CONTEi:T DOCUMENT TO REQUIRE |

A!! APPLICAifT TO PROVIDF 19 SECTION 1.2 CF T!!E PSAR TiiE |

PRINCIPAL ARCH!TECTURAL AiiD EliG]NEERING CRilLRIA B/sSED ON o

THE GUID%!CE PROVIDED I!! THF ST/.i!DARD RE''IEW PL/6', 5
F

3. ACC0iiPL!SH 1 AND 2 ABOVE ON A SCHEDULE C0ilSISTENT WITh THAT
I

ESTi'BLISHED FO'i CHAi!GES Ii! THESE DOCU:iENTS AS A RESULT !,

0F T!IE DIPEC[0R'S fiEiiORAfiDUFi 0F 1/31/. 7 NHICH CALLS FOR |7
i

i IDEiiTIFiCATI0ii BY 5/1/77 0F i;0DIFICATIONS |iEEDED TO THE l
,

O STANDARD REVIEW PLAN TO ASSURE THAT ALL REQUIREiiEiiTS THERE!i,'

ARE NECESSARY, REALISTIC, AND PRACTICAL OF ACHIEVEiiENT.<

1

a

1
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@ o CELIFal/tE08 I)ETE03!illi!G_iF A POSl CI_ /.fRif/MSQUlil .
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._

E
g 1. AT PRESEiil, TIERE f RE NO CRITERI A FOR DETERillill:E WilEi: A

@n POST-CP APPLICATION SHOULD BE AriENDED OTHER THAI! THOSE CHAIGE3w,

@ UtilCl! REQUIRE A!! AfiEllDMFD' 'O Tile CP.

$h 2. /0iEilDLEilTS TO THE APPLICATION FOST-CP SERVE TO Hi\!NTAli!
y
&_ Ai1 ADill.NIS~.1TIVE C0ilS!STEliCY AS WELL AS TO ASSURE iMAT,

q.,y SAFET'l OUE1 DNS ARE EVAL'ATED BY THE STAFF PRIOR TOb U
w
&+. CONSTRUCTION.

M 3. PRiflCIPl!L ARCHITECTURAL AilD E!!GlilEERING CRITERI A ALO.lE
u
M ARE I!OT DEFINITIVE E!!0 UGH TO ASSURE TH|'.T UNREVIE:..'ED SAFETYm
Q QUEST!ONS ARE IfALT WITH PRIOR 10 C0i;STRUCTI0i;.

E l' . WITH f PFRUPRIATE AliE!!DMEi;TS TO THE APPLICATION, THE PSAR

! O CAN SERVE AS A V!ABLE TOOL F00 AIDIilG IN IEE IilSPECiiON.b
gg 5. BASED ON ALL OF THESE C0ilSIDERATIONS, Ti1E TASK FORCE
r.,

is DEVELOPED A LIST OF CRITERIA WE BELIEVE Sl10ULD SERVE AS

wM:. THE EASiS FOR Ail APPLICAi!T 10 DETERiilNF WilETl;ER AN

$(4::
AiiEilDiiENT TO THE APPLICATION 13 REGUIRED. (SEE PAGE 5

OF H.'dD0bf.)
_&
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300R O. .R.''GINAL .fr.t :
..tlon of Orange County in Virg.nia be. anc tne proposec cenrution m g ov. w - .

..
. [,f

cause of the existence of hog cholera. the'Trin~cIE31 archiTe~cEid]._and_engl. units referred to in the proposed rule. , cu..

C quire furtherdefinitio:tinvolying addi- gThis action is deemed necessary to pre. nee".Ln; , criteria" of the proposed des:gi e

, ,, . vent further sprtad of the disease. The 5T~a f acihty; (2) the addition of con. tional study 3 Accordingly, the proposed . . ,O'

- restrictions pertaining to the interstate forming amendments to Part 170; and. amendments of I 50.35 other than those ,- y W
. . movement of swine and swine products . (3) the addition of minor corrective eliminating the term'" provisional" con--

'$9I7 from or through quarantined areas as amendments to il 50.35, 50.57 and pro. struction permit and a related note and . '

'by7,, - contained in 9 CFR Part 76, es amended, . posed I 50.109. ..m . . . w .. . the . proposed. de*inition of ? " principal c.,

. The rapid changes u; technology in tiie' architectural and . engineering , criteria" ''.~.' ,
field of atomic energy 7esult in the con.' ' in ! 50.2 have net been adopted at this |" '' l.gp ' ignated herein. ' -

will apply to the quarantined area des.
s

I i '' The am endmerit' ' ' imposes certain tinual development of new or improved time.a J. *j1/' '. ; .V. . *7 '. . h T;.V '

y'. further restrictions necessary to preveng features designed to improve the safety.. By amendments to I 50.57,the."Trov!C.M |g.

w
r .- the interstate spread of hog cholera and of productfon and utiUzation fv:llities. sional" operating license, which is issued.' i ' , ,tn;

' *
'd.: must be made effective immediately to+Section 50.109 which follows lefines the for an'18-month period, is rhmMated!

' }k' , - accomnlish its purpose in the public in. 7 circumstances under which the ~'ommis. ' Temporarylimitttions on operation con '
5 . tercat Accordingly, under the adminis. sion may royhe backf'tting of facili. sidered necessary for pubuc health and..' .. |4
P trative procedure provisions in 5 U.S.C.' tie ---that is, the addition or modifica. safety will be incorporated in the full .M - ; hj
C 553, it is found upon good cause that ' tion of structures, syr ems or compo. term operating license as ccaditions.Thef ''' J ,

[f notice and other.public procedure with .*nents affecting the safety of.the facility, elimination of the provisional operatint.4.. !
!*y. respect to the amendment arc imprac.. after the construction permit has been. Ilcense does not preclude the Commission 4 -

Y,0 - tirable and'ecntrary to the public in. Issued. It provides that the Commissionc from imposing all the limitations in'the ' ei .

7 /terest, and good cause is found for- may require backfitting'if it finds-that ' full-term operating license which may! $ .'b,' M
i

g. mrting it c:Tective less than 30 days .such action will provide substantial,J have. been required in the pmvisional .1r I

"
the additional protection which is required . operating license. The findings; required W

gtj. riter < pubucationv in ' - FrotRAI,| for the public health and safety or the . for issuance of an operating licmse are. T' '. Hrcurra. . r " ;

Yh .N. 1 , common defense and security. . : 'largely the same as those'which .have" #-

been. required for a provisionar operat4 ?'" ' aserJ- Done at Washington, D.C., this 25th .
Section 50.109 is not, however''in :ing license. The curr.ination of the pro , . E.Ed:y of March 1970.

. tended .lo affect 'the recponsibnityJ
-' - -t- .' 'R. 'J. Axorason - applicants for, or ' holif ers 'of.. f ac19ty visional operating Ucense removes one'. -3

d|$ i ~~ ' ' Agrictit:tralResearch Sert fee. *
'

''E S ' Acting Administraforf- * 'liceliieflo evaluFsEnificant new in. step in AEC's facility licensing process -''

k formation developed as a result of experi. I and is expected to reduce the time con-;-- i|
-

m 4 Ge Mn, conshe&n, WW ' Nd b W MW DW Ami: .!N.IlFI Doc. "10-379e: Filed, mr. 30, 1970; and operation of facilities and the results .. without reducing the degree of prt,tection . .
J ('"f . .% g , ,a:46 M-I , .i. - .. of research and development progra ns of the public health and safety provided.f ~ ~ l d'

- bearing on the safety of fac1Utles, anito Proi-isional operating licenses- already . .

c cation of faci 11 ties needed to protect the ance with- their term =. conformins+ -
h'W ~i'.~~"

teconnnend any additions to, or nEdifl- issu'ef wiH continue in effect in accord-y p.. 7~7 ~~' ' T
- :W

D - -- . RE'. '' .'fiHIE and safety of the public. a, ,amendments with respect to the operat . .

"i- G. Chop er I---Atomic Energy In the rut the Commission has issued [ ing Ucense have also been made to Parts {l< , .,

f ".
- Co mmission - . . , - . provisional" construction permits whens 2 andy0% . ~_ c . y , gg_ p, 3 , g,*

an cpplicant has not supplied initiany. Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of- 'm
BACKFl1 TING Of PRODUCTION AND - all of the technicalinformation required .1954 as amended, and sections 552 and. id*

h. Uilt!!AllON FACIUTIES;
CON- to complete the spplication and support ;the f Ilowing amendments to Title 10, ^.

~ g- 553 of Title 5 of the United States Code,.

J,, !NG tlCENSES " - wh!ch approves all proposed design fea ' Parts 2, 50 and 170, are pubushed as a ~
L_ge STRUCTION PERMITS AND OPERAT- the issuance of a ecnstruction permit

Chapter 1, Code of Federal Regulations, M
tures. In practice, almost all constn.ction a y

% .s
e On April JC,1909, the Ato:n!c r.ncrgT permits have never been converted into" document subject to .'oddcation to be,, g
gf Commist.!on published for ce= ment in ** final" ccnstructica pe m!ts, but' have effective 30 days aftcr pubMcf.*an,in_thef * ; %.

$3 J.e Trsru.r. Racistra proposed amegd- tierced directly into the operating. li-r Frcrut. RtcIsrra.~ -| - . )f c ~ . .' $
* W-

.,~._. ~ .
-? ~. e . : . ~r .^ .<..* j- .Q.. . C, pg. ..

- 4'-
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- p RULES AND REGULATIONS 5317
5;, k v esterly direction to Secondary IIlgh- ments to its Rules of Practice,10 CFR cense.-The e.lendments of i 50.35 and

| .; - way 02]; thence, formdne Secondary Part 2 and to its regulatien, IJeensmg conforming r.mendments to Parts 2 and
| 'd III;hwr.y C:lin a renerany sauthw esterly of Production and Utin:ation racilities. 170 which follow eliminate the term

' ' . . v!1rktion to Seco%dary IUgbway 108; 10 C17t Part 50, which would (1) denne " provisional" construction permit, thus
i

6. thence, fotowing Suondary IIichway rnore precisely the signincance of the conforming the tenninology with Com-
[ 008 in a rent r.Uy southerly direction to issuance of a construction per nit for a mission practice. The findmgs requitui
' . . . the Oranre.Spotsylvania County line; faciHty, (2) simplify and expedite the for issuance of a conetruction permit4 7 ~ thence, foDowing the Oranre-Spot.ryl-

,

'

|
..g' Commission's facihty licensing process would be th'e same as those u.11ch have-

s r.nla County Une in a r.outhvesterly di- by eliminating the " provisional" opqat- baen required for a "provisionu" con-,

d- rection to Secondary Highway 051;IIEg license, an:1 (3) clarify the CommisT struction permit.
.d* thence, folloutng Secondary Highway ? sicn's position with respect to require- The proposed amendment to 150.35|,

/,j q . 051 in a cenerany southwesterly dtrec i rnents for additicnal safcty features' would have provided that the Commis , -
,

fj.- tion to Secondary IIighway 029:-thence,4 rJter the frunnee of a construction per .'sion, in issuing a construction pt mit. -
s ; *. f tScring &xnda y Highway t:9 in n [ rrJt (34 F.R. 6540), - would be approving the construction of

*

*'

f. rcntrally northsestcrly direction to U.S.' "All interected Mrsons u ere invited to the facility in accordance with the appli-A? Highway 522: thence, foUowing US. ~ rubmit written comments end sugges- caticn. 2ncluding the principal architec;. ".:

IIichway 502 in a rentraUy northerly tions for considtration in connection tural and engineenng criteria. "Prmci-;

G' , direction to its junc'Jon with S(ccndary vdth the pmpo<ed amendments within pal architectural, and ~ - cnginecring. *
js IIichw ay CC3.

_ 60 da3s after publication of the notiec~of . critena" would have been denned,'by .kN (nes. 4-7, 23 Stat. 32. es mended. secs. . ~ picposed rule making in the Fcorri amendment of I 50.2, to include G) the1- F 2, 22 stat. %1-792, as at ende-1, secs.1-{ E rcistra. Upon cens!deration of the principal design criteria, (2) the essen-
'

33 Sat. ?264, 2 cs, as amended, see.1, 55 comments recei'.ed and other factors in. tial elements of the proposed design forde. Stat. 481, secs. 3 and !!, 76 stat.139.132; vehed, the Ccmmission has adopted the certain structurcs, systcms and com- '

M ::1 U.S c.111,112.113.114g,115,117,120 amendments set out below. The tmend. . ponents, (3) the design bases for protec- ^

f. - 222, 2:3-2:c, IMb, 3m; n rn Ic?!0, a2 ments are the same t.s the p'oposed tion t.yainst natutul phenomena, and (4) -d y ^ ""4 ' ' amen ~dhehis7 tit:1shed7iiri!~16, 19C9 the essential elements of the applict.nt's
r

i ;0- Efectire defe. The forogoin; amend- eiccpt for (ITthe diidhEticidf thiiird , quality assurance program. On furthet '
;* ' ment shall become c!!ective upon . ' posed ad?endmer'ts to I 50.35, other than~ consideration .it_appcar_s thafthe *es.' issuance. those deleting the term " provisional" g en ti a[cl em cn ts_otth e.mpos td_ d esign"

. .

9i The ameninent quarantines a por- construction permit and a related note, of the structures, systems and compo ,
,1 "* . tion of Orange County in Virginia be- and the proposed ddinition in f 50 2 c!f nents cf water. cooled nuclear power3; cau*e of the exist (nce of hog cholera. thef_'7MpiT aWiWidraf'and eng6 units referred to in the proposed rule .
?( This action is deemed necemary to pre- Dect'O.riteria" of the propostd des:gn [equire further.I!clinitbntu ob int addi-.

-

vont further spread of the disease. The oT a facihty; (2) the aziditicn of con- tionarstiidy, Accordingly, the proposed . .'~

p= restnctions pertaining to the interstate forming amendments to Part 170: and Ih en?Me'Ets of I 50.35 other than those.*c @'; [5
"I . . movement of swtne and swine products (3) the addition of minor corrective ehminating the term -" provisional" con - [|t f - from or through quarantined areas as amendments to !! 50.35, 50.57 and pro . struction permit'and a related note and

,

j 7,' contaf ned in 9 CFTt Part 7C, as amended. . Posed I 50.109. .
. . . the proposed. dean! tion of A* principal .- r

.' p
-

., I will apply to the quarantined area des- . The rapid changes in technology 1n the architectural and.cngineerinE criteria"O. , )i 1 ignated herein. , Deld of atomic energy Tesult in the con- ~ in ! 50.2 have not been adopted at this ~ ' '
*-

A ht'~ 'Ite amendment imposes certain tinual derdepment of new or improved tim e.c. J . " . . 's .Jf . 'T 1.- i . s . ,

.) |. . furthcr restrictions necessary to pIctent features designed to improve the rafety . By amendments to I 50.57 the *pror!-%;, ...
!l

'i3? the interstate spread of hog cholera and of production and utilization facilities. sional" c perating license, wh!ch is issuedE
J ? must be made effective immediately to- Section 50.109 which follow- dennes the for an 18-month period. Is climinated.". f

. .4

- acconphr.h its purpose in the public in, circumstances under which the Ccmmis. Tcmpeary lin11tations on operation con ~ - '
.eU . terest. Accordingly, under tne adminis. sion may require backStting of facin- sidered necessary for public health and ' . ;ch trative proced. ire provisions in 5 U.S.C.~

,
~~

ties--that is, the addition or modifica. safety will be incomorated in the full L 1 ;e34 553, it is found upon good cause that tion of structures, rystems or compo. term operating license ns cenditjons.The* ~' shI . ; ~ notice and other public procedure with .* nents naceting the safety of the facihty enmination of the provisional operating..;c3 .$ respect to the amendment are imprac.. after the construction permit has been license does not preclude the Ccmmission b,f; -

3 4

| M ticable cnd contrary to the public in. Issued. It provides that the Commission.- frcm imposing all the limitations in'tne Tc. J
%! y terest, and good cause is found

for - may require backStting'If it finds that ' fuD-term operating license .which.may? '.l:-j 1 < -' mating it e!'ective less than 30 days y g,such action will provide substantial..' have been required in the. provisional r: .P
{ 'C af ter- pt.blication' in, -the FrDERAL additional proftCtion w&h_is required operating license. The findings, required i%- i6'' Rrcistra; . - for the public health and safety or the . for issuance of r.n operating Ucense are.).3

'

, :'* ' 0; -
-

K., day of March 1970.Done at Washington, D.C., this :'5th
~

largely the same as those'which .have" '
.

. comnan defense and security. p'
Section 50.109 is not, however. in. . been required for a provisional operat i" P ;-

. . tended 40 rEkt ' the remonsibnity_o; ing license. The elimination of the pro , ;G
J9 - -1- ' R. 'J. ANDEEsON - EppUcants for or' ho][Cis of,lachily V s! anal operating license removes one', C' N5 - f ~ Acting Administrat' r* - Ticinses% cva,luatTsign Scant new in. step in AEC's facility licensing process . - .W

'
'o

~Q- A grictitural Rc5carch Scrrice. formation 7eveloped as a result of experi,

D ira Doc * 7M79e: Pued' h'r 30' 1970- ' and operation of fa'cilities'and the' results ' and is expected to reduce the time con ,-~'p" OU
-- L-

8:46 a - vothout redur.ng the degree of protection .
'

W- v "Y.
- -. of research and development programs of the publir health and safety provided..~ ' ':SM. '- ' .I . ~ .

i- bearing on the safety of faciuties, antto Probional wHug licenses- a] ready : %c- hs 10 M0WC ENERGY. catsn a facuuies needed to protut me
v- IMoatntnd any additions to, or m'M!ifi- issued will continue la effect in accord d,'. :m

ance with their terms. Co=formins*e - sk*s ~

M: - ' Chepter liAtomic' Energy hiil5 and safety of the public. . -, - amendments with respect to the operat - M
In the past the Commissien has imued ing bcense have also been made to Parts 3

. Ccmmission
. " provisional" construction Termits when' . and 170. . . .j.-- ' s-

B ACKFITTINC- CF PRO 7UCTIO'"' AND sn eppu .:t h ar m suppnee initjany Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of- H
:D ci the tech .Jeal 1.fo:matica required 154 as amended and rections $52 and.

-

-' U T R f ,,,,TIO N FACllfilES; CON- to complete the app 3 cation and support 553 of Title 5 of the United States Code,., &
,

f See.UCTION PERMIIS AND OPERAT- the is usace of a ecnstn:ction rennit the fonoring amendments to Title Jo,',
s - !NG LICENSES whkh approves an proposed design fea- Charter 1, Code of Federal Regidat!cns, . ~ - ,7.
9 tu er. In practice, ah".est au construction Parts 2, 50 and 170, are pubhshed as a :3; :,. . g jv.,ril IC,1903, the Atom!c EnerFT permits have neycr been converted intg document subject to.codiScation to be.;1- '5W
. .r ; Co=~1%!cn pubHibed for cc= ment in afinal" em struction permits, but have effective 30 days after publicatios in the.? ' .6
*

,

M, the NmL RIcism pre;med amend- '

s:
-

. - merged directly into the operating 11 - Frerut RtcIstra.' - 1-[-i ';[- [ '' ],'-, ,@. , , .
.

..~
-
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%.X.
. ..PART 2-RULES OF PRACTICE ..to proceed with construction but win not within forty-five (45) days after the is- -

*

A.. 3. , . . p. : . u.. ': ':- "
.

~J .. . e .

e

-v. . .'0 2.10 6 . I A mended] ; y. . .

. constitute Commirclon approval of the suance of such initial dcds cn. In the
*- ,.; .L.:: .. ".

> y.-
safety of any design feature or specmca- abrence of a Co%!cn or an Appeal..1..Cection 2.104(b)(2) and acctions I3 ,. ; *. , , .(c) and (d), III(g)(1) and IV (c) and' d ir tion unless the applicant speciDeally re. Board order pursuant to the foregoing,

*quests such approval and such approval and in the absence of exceptiens to the
y; h4, I amended by substituting the words " con

cant, at.his option," may request such . become the final decision of the Commis '. .
.

13,
* (d) of Appendix A of.10 CETt Part 2 aref. is incorporated in the permit. The appil ' initial decision, the initial decision shall .-y .; . ,. f f

%g*h.t..
''

, t.truction permit". for " provisional. con . approvals in the ecnstruction permit or, ~ s!on at the end of such forty-flye (453j
*(struction perm"lwhere they appear.6.. f from time to time, by amendment of his day period. If any party opposes the mo'-m

T U 17 4 '

. . ra .t - C. -*761 ' ' f A'nd.i.ded. .]
y M yg construction. permit. The Commission . tion for expedited eficctiveness of the ' ;Jc ,1 - . n. . n

j , y C " *2.' Paragraph (d) of I 2.761 'of 10 CFR ' construction permit provisions requir-' may,in its discretion. Incorporate in any. initial decision, the presiding cScer may
,

.<k
Part;2 is amended by substituting the ing the applicant to furnish perledic within Ove (5) . days after its issuance. '

'

stay its ellcetheness pending. filing ;
--

J.r b .
words " operating license or provisional reports of the pregress and results of of an execpticn to the provision - for

-.

- f ':F '' . operating authoritation" for '' provisional Idearch and denlopment programs de- expedited e'Icetiveness, and thereafter
'

...

operating Ecense or authorization". ' signed to rescIve tafety questions. until decision by the Commission or the ' . ~ ,T db [ ' ' [ ; 4,I Cection 50.57 of 10 CFP. Part'50 is ' fon
.g. .

' r PART : S0--LICENSING OF PRODUC- revised to. read as foHows:
- e xc p ! . * *

-'. ...t- - .. . . . . . . . . ... . -
. TION AND UTILIZATION FACILITIES S 50.57 I s.u a.nce of operaiing lite n.c. 5. An ~ undesi7nated center head and *

*
.

*

7-h.* . 3.' Pirag raphs' (a)
.

a new 150.109 are added to 10 CFR Part
an'd ib) 'of f 50.35.'.Ucense may be,usued by the Commission,. -(a)'Pursqant to'I 50.56, an operating 50 to read as fotows:- b; ,- ,, 2 -

=

t- L
,.M, of 10 CFR Part 50 are amended to read
g. ) F ne fo,to.ws:. . ' '. 'i . -

. up to the full term authorised by I 50.51, % - INcxrrmxc -
.

'
-

,
y - '. . 4~>

2. , -
"- -

-

(..' upon finding that: ~ .
. E 50.109. Dati.6tting.

*
- 0

. . a

e.J ""'( , '"" N ' ." P* '~ -- (II
.

,

ben. Construction of the fac1Uty has .

7.V. ~ . ' "" jf[[D_2 ; t '$.." The Commismon may, in'accordli 1"
7. J. ,"has _not :fonnity m%andaDy - completed, in con * " an(ce)with the procedures specified in this ;

asu.f 2- ' a 1:(ar When an' applicant' th ~the construction permit. [.r i W'. .''sshplied initf ahy Jall of the' technical . and the appUcation as . amended.J tT2e -? chapter. require .the backStting of a " i
.

M % ' information * required. to suplete ' the . provisions of the Act, and the rules and facility if it finds that such actio'n will' E
; 7,, J application'and support the issuance of remIations of the Commission; and .R provide substr.ntial, additional prctcction *1

which is raquired for the public healtht &,M a ' construction' permit which approves (2)
The facility will operate in con ' and safcty or the common-defense and ..N.j,

'W nll" proposed des!gn features, the Com- 'J

mission may issue a ccnstruction perm!t the provisions of the Act, and the rules ' ntting" of a production or utiliz Son fa .formity with the appUcation as amended. . secudty. As used in this sectiong "back .Ci W- '

il
If the Commission finds that (1) the ap. and regulations of the Corw4sion; andA , -.

U. 7. : pUcants;has . described . the.. proposed; . - (3) There is reasonable assurance (1) Emodincation. of structures,: systems or : .~
.y

cility means the addition, elimjnation or'. .' n
e. W ~

[i N _ deslgri.of the fac1Uty, including, but not 3
that the activities authorized by the op-b components of the facility after the c' on ' ' N * !t limited to, the principal architectural erating Ucense can be conducted without

k 5.$ f and.engineerina criteria for the design, endangering the health and safety of the. struction permit has been issued. ill be'1,1 F * -

tJdd.',; components incorporated therein for the.- be conducted ,in-compUance.with.the j tion permit or a'UcenN MA nnd has identined the major features or. pubuc, and (ii);that such activities will;' deemed to reheve a holder of a construc@- N Y
(b) Nothing in this section 11i - ' --

'

-
..

se from compUanc ~~ Y [r Ti .; protection of the health-and safety of regulations in th's chapter; and'
N. $ ' ~ the public; (2) such further technicalj (4) The applicant is technically and - with the rules. regulations, or orders of

'Y-or design information as may, be. re- financially qualified to engage in the the Commission'' -. , '' -.

~ '. ....L.....s, -r'!tF N -

quired to complete the safety analysis : activities . authorized by the operating (c) The' Commission may at any time , t)*I''
r.nd which can reasonably be left foy license in-accordance with the regula- require a ho| der of a construction permit i

? 'later . consideration will be supplied in.1 tions in this chapter; and . . .- - or a Ifcense to submit such information
;. .-.

'' [O I'thei final; safety analysis report: - (3 ) '- - '(5) The applicable provisions of Part~ concerning the addition or proposed ad . . <l'I .

4i - safett features or components *Jif any* 140 of this chapfer have been' satisfied; didon, the enmination or4roposed eliml-
-

.,
.

)d W - which . require research and develop- and - - nation, or the modification or proposede .,

ment have been' described by the appH. :(65 The issuance of the IIcense wilj modincation of structures, systems or.f_ '_ 3'. '

? : ' ''. cant .and the appUcant las identified- not biinimical to the common defense componen s of a, facility as,it, deems - -V
''.? . ' and ' development program . reasonablycnd'there will be conducted, a researclj and security or to the health and safety approp,riate. . ._.,.,.,,,.u.c.

.
.

. ,
-

).I bN :
of the pubuc. nl P designed to resolve any safety questions (b) Each operating IIcens .. . _ - ,, ;c y y , . gf tw ;g.,- M I

@' E "-W casociated alth such features or com. clude appmpriate provisions with respecte -will in ,' PMT ' 170MFEES' ?FOR" ' FACILITIES ;|
#

js
r

~~.Y, ponents; ar'd that (4) on the basis of the to any uncompleted items of construction g g .
'

foregoing, there is reasonable assurance and such limitations or conditions as are .THE ATOMIC ENERG.Y ACT . OF, . ./ 5j ' ['. i ' .thats (D such safety questions wiU be required to assure that operation during 1954 AS AMENDED .. .U .,- satisfactorily resolved at or before the the period of the completion of such . ' '
. q . O,

' items wili not endanger public health and :.-$ 170 l' .'IA**mid. y- ; .' .f.b .. ; latest date stated in the appUcstion for '.'7 I'' k''; -

/ l
.

_ *:E*' completion of construction of the pro safety.-
*

- '-

G. Section 170.12(b) and (c) of 10 CFR- t
(; * N zideration the site criteria contained in ? held in' connection ^ with a' proceeding 'words

frosed facility, and (ID 'taking into con. '- (c) In a case where a hearing has beenJ

i b. -
Part 170 are amended by substituting the . ~ - [

I
[ . =.-. . faci.n.t.y can be. con.structed'and operated' Part"IOq, of this chapter, the' proposed ' under. this section ~ the pres! ding cf5cer "visiona'l3' construction. permit": forfproi

M. J-
.

rL - --
may, upon written motion and upon construction '.. permit,"~ and. c.--i h

,
-

y ,pT provide that any - pe gg _ g, g p. ,

gg * . rrJ the proposed lucation.without'unduei good cause 'shown'ed pursuant to this i erating licede". where'theyWpeR-9 2 T,e ?4
_ o. ,

initial decision issu
'l y c - ret -to the health; and. safety of the *section shan become effective ten (IO) Tsce. Is!, ce stat 2 sis; d Us' : o'1M'NIf-.${' ;.;.,*n. publie.-;Mn N Opucant

,

~.yt

ng@ % y.g-R ' ' ' days af t4 r. issuance. subject to -(1)' the '. .. Dated' at Washin"gMn,MD.C.,.th!s 20th . . .'<' '. ; .g

_ . c.
'" Nis: hasNu'ed ' review thereof and further.decis!on by

' - 'T ## '
.

dc, .

Irdtlauy all of the techn! cal Infor nitica the ComNicn or the Atomic Safety day of March 1970. - - e
.

rewired to ec=ptete the app!! cation, includ- and IJcensing Appeal Ecard, r_s appro-
ing the Snst des!rn cf the factitty, t.be End- priate, upon excepuons filcd by any For the Atcmic Energ" Commission.

[--1:gs rewired above wiu be appropriately
!=od1 Sed to re' ect that fact. . party and (2) such order as the Ccm -

.

. CIIU2_Sccretarp. y
P. T. IIoses, tmission or the Atomic Safe ty and

(b) A ccnstmetion permit' win ' onsti- Licensing Appeal Board may cntcr upon ~[F,R.- Doc. 70-3792; I* led.1.far. 30,1970; - l,

yI.
c

.
..

tute, an authori:stion to the applicant
'

_. 6uch exceptions or upon its own motion
; _ 8:4c a.m.) - y;. , q . ,; !
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ild December 23, 1975 /0
e

.

'
-

!
p Roger S. Boyd, Deputy Director, Division of Reactor Licensing

,

g
i

i. TASK FORCE REPORT 0:1 STAFF REVIEll 0F POST-CP DESIGfl CHAf!GES iW
*

3,
!

#.

Si Enclosed are ten copies of the Task Force Report on Staff
|%
jq Review of Post-CP Design Changes for distribution as you. desire.
4
y lienbers of the Task Force would be interested in participating in

'

g),4 any additional efforts that might be made to establish the
:s
A feasibility of the recommendations made in the report. '

9: .

.g
a .

f' f,' .

| tds, . . /-
'j u O - Karl Vaiel, Chairman '

I V Task Force
I

b - cc:.
5" D. Vassallo -'
' ' K. Vaiel
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s 1. SUMMARY'

j The task force was directed to review our current practice of
'

;[ handling design changes during the post CP-review phase and to
,

P recommend changes, either by procedure, rule, or legislation, which
4

would bind permit holders to the representations made in-their in* ~

.a
a their PSAR and the hearing record. The approach selected was to be

practicable to both applicants and flRC staff, wibtout the necessity
y of incorporating the entire verbatim PSAR. Any proposals should

also recognize that the design is " preliminary" and . sufficient
flexibility should be afforded to accommodate needed, 's well as.a

desirable, design changes evolvi .g during the plant construction
phase.

'
'

| We found that past practice, both from the licensee's viewpoint,
as well as from the staff's, has varied. The Task Force disti'lled
the basic requirements of the study into the followingi,

v' (1) To provide a licensee with guidance and a legal basis for :

requiring staff review of changes to PSAR representations'

'

following issuance of a construction permit. t '

/;
,

(2) To provide a definitive legal basis for acceatance by the !; y.

staff of the facility design approved for the construction
J,c & y y >

' -

- Vpermit so as to limit staff racheting at the' operating licensing;

..

stage. -

{ g,
*

''

(3) To provide the Office of Inspection and Enforcement with the #1eE '

4 1-basis for conducting and applying a more objective and consistent w

means of inspecting and enforcing the facillty des'ign approved - -

,

in a construction pennit during the construction phase. -

The most feasible approach appears to be that of developing a document '

defining the " Design Features" of the plant being approved. This . J
-

-

document would emphasize the essential design criteria used as a
basis for flRC approval largely by reference to existing criteria,.

.

guides, and standards and would include only enough descriptive |
O material on sites, architectural and engirteering arrangements, j

and procedures to permit the criteria to be readily comprehencible. [<

.
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O Appropriate rule changes ar
.

.

costruction gemit hoieers te proposed which would requireCP amendment from URC
A corollary change would beo obtain prior approval in the f" regulatory philosophy" wh

.

om of a

would be on design implementatiereby the emphasis during the OLrequired in the:

specifications.
<

-

point in time at which the CPPlant design would beon and verification of technic l
review -

a

was issued unless the "backfit" approved and " fixed" at thrule (substantial, additional p
public health and safety) could

e

rotection which is required f
t+

are issued as regulations be justified or new requireor the
.

.inents2.
INTRODUCTION _..

'

..

.

define the legal commitment bNeither the Atomic Energy A t
.

c .

inding upon an applicant uponor the NRC's regulations preci
-

granting of a construction p sely
O result, there are conflictinaermit for a n the '.nuclear power plant.

permit's legal effect, partic lopinions concerning a constructiAs a
is bound by representatio

'

u arly with regard to whether ',on

in the PSAR, or on the hearins made in its application pa utility*

For years there has beenng record. articularly,

and licensing actions that sh concern as to the appropriate
- .

- ' .

other changes to a nuclear po ould be taken regarding desig
,

.'procedures

has.been issued and prior to iwer plant after a constructi' n and
. .'.

practice both by holders ssuance on p'ermit
,' I'

of construction penaits and the NRof an operating license.has been varied, with chang Past .
. . -

basis.

to the PSAR have been vari dThe mechanism used by permittes being implemented on an "ad h
. >. . .

C staff
;6-

oc" .

These range from formal lettees to inform the NRC of chanand amendments, to submittal of i
e. ''.!g,es

cation, or to making no notifinformal drafts' a,nd oral comuni
ers .

of the FSAR.
. The staff's responses to thcation of changes until submittal

.

-
,

',.

"

ese actions hav.e ranged k.
3
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j from preparing a written safety evaluation, to use of letters
acknowledging a change and notifying the permittee that the matter

'.'
would be reviewed in the OL stage, oral acknowledgement, or a review ];

'

[ and decision to defer action to some later date. Accordingly, it
" is apparent that the NRC has no clear, consistent position on the
: legal enforcement status of a const'ruction pemit and the circum- ,

[ stances which warrant an amendment. |

The problem presented to the task force then,'was to recommend

} procedures, criteria, and/or changes to regulations which would bind
more precisely permit holders to the representations in the'ir PSARsg

3 and the hearing record. '

Although not expressly directed to do so, the task force felt-

f that an equally important objective of the stu:!y was to consider the

f attendant obligations of the NRC staff associated with any proposed
,

[ Q changes in methods for licensing actions in the interim period

11 between issuance of a construction permit 'to the submittal of an
? application for an operating license, . .

,

j 3. * DISCUSSION

/ The Task Force reviewed the historical record of the types of
N changes that have been made by permit holders and the staff's

| bases for review of such changes. It fourid, that the staff has '

H not provided much guidance to .pennit holders on how to handle
,

/

N changes to the PSAR. No written categories of types of proposed
! changes which would require the permittee to takd some particular
i kind of action, such as filing an amendment to the CP or to the
' PSAR, are available.
i In the past, the staff has reacted to propos,ed
g changes on a case-by-case basis. Licensing history is replete with
j the different types of action taken by the permittees .and ' he staff.t ,

#The following are a few examples.i

g .

.

.
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(a) Applicant may choose not to inform the staff. For example, , - ~
-

in Indian Point 2. Consolidated Edison did not inform the
'

<

staff until the time of the FSAR that it was not constructing
a " core catcher" as was described in the PSAR.

(b) Applicant may informally inform the staff. For example,
in San Onofre, Units 2 and 3, Southern California Edison

informed the staff .at a meeting cn April 23 and ^25,1974, i

that it would replace the original proposed 14 x 14 core ;;-

with the new Combustion Engineering 16 x 16 core.
, , , ,

(c) Applicant may fomally inform the staff of the change. For
examp'e, in Summer, Unit 1, South Carolina Electric & Gas '

Company, ir. a letter to the staff, described a design modifica-
tion using the Westinghcuse 17 x 17 core design. '

.

O (4) '""^''"''''t'''' PP"c "* "d Par v*' '' ""c S* rS'"
c(es# ~Power Company submitted an application amendment to permit {J},

joint participation in the ownership (30% undivided interest) 9.y '[ ,

by Oglethorpe Electric . Membership Corporation. The staff e'| .

,

completed its review, prepared a safety evaluation, prepared d
| a Federal Register Notice, and issued a CP amendment.

[
-

As previously stated, the staff's responses have varied. !!ost :

frequently the staff has taken the position that any chance proposed -

. by a permittee following CP issuance will be reviewed in detail at
the OL stage. Thus, the theory is that any proposed change will be L,

made at the permit holder's own risk. Ilowever,'if the staff cons,iders 7
a proposed change significant and judges that the matter must be
resolved before construction of the facility proceeds too far, then ;:
the staff has in the past initiated a review. In some cases, this has
been followed with a formal letter to the permittee stating the ,k
staff's views concerning the proposed change. j

0
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An associated problem with the OL review is the staff's

propensity to require a facility design, ostensibly approved at the
!j

CP stage, to be updated to meet current requirements. The term ^

"ratcheting" has been coined to describe this type of practice,
although the practice is not new. It is the Task Force's opinion'

that, if new methods are established to bind a permittee to the !

4

representations in its PSAR, then it only seems logical that the
staff must itself develop a disciplined approach to requiring

, i~

)t changes after the issuance of a CP.
' ' * *

The. ratcheting-at-the OL-review approach developed over a
:

7

period of time for several reasons. Basically, it apoears that this
1

!
!

difficulty arose because the Corr:nission's regulations do not expressly
prohibit changes in a facility design after a CP is issued. (

| O
the licensee Could and did make Chan9es at its own discr'etion.

Accordingly, E~
In

these instances, at least in the past, the licensee did not always ,' i
make a comprehensive listing in the FSAR of all design changes

'

'

'made after issuance of the CP.Therefore tile staff developed a
philosophy that it had no recourse but to review the entire application

|
at the OL stage t'o first determine the adequacy of the basic design j,

{iand then to assess the implementation. In' reality then, this practice '
has resulted en the staff conducting another CP review at the OL
stage and in the process of re-reviewing the basic design the staff

, !

has frequently required updating of the application to meet new
staff. requirements.

This practice can' be interpreted to be condoned
'

,

by the regulations inasmuch as 50.35(b) states:
i

"A construction semit will constitute an authorization .

.

to the applicant to proceed with construction but will !j
not constitute Commission anoroval of the safety of any !J

"

design _ feature or scecification unless the applicant ~"

|$"
specifically requests such approval and such approval ispd I

incorporated in the permi t. . . . " )(emphasissupplied).
.

n]y
-
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and 50.35(c) states:
i

"Any construction pemit will be subject to the limita-
tion that a license authorizing operation of the facility V

Mwill not be issued by the Commission until .... and
L (2) the Commission has found that the final design I

provides reasonable assurance that the health and safety j
of the public Nill not be endangered by operation
of the facility. . . ." 3-

Therefore, in order to control ratcheting, the Task Force beliefas 3

that the staff must also be bound tc accepting an approved PSAR and j
,

to require changes through a more formalized procedure such as the ]
'

use of 10 CFR 50.109 (Backfitting) or a variation of it. )
' ' '

i .

Another facet to the problem of design changes following issuance i
of a CP is that I&E inspects the proposed. facility under construction
to determine if the applicant is complying with the representations q

r made in the PSAR and the hearing record. When I&E feels 'that an i() ' .i

applicant has made some change from that described in the PSAR, then .

;

I&E tries to assure that the applicant has or will infonn Licensing .' r
'

,,

of this change. The actions taken by I&E,have also been somewhat g

| inconsistent. Sometimes, because an applicant feels that he may be h
I faced with a citation from I&E, the applicant has sought approval Y

from Licensing for changes of representations made in the PSAR. 2
.

. . q

j In other cases, I&E has or has tried to..gite an applicant for a y
violation for even minor changes from that described in the PSAR. . [

| In some cases, I&E checks with Licensing to resolve a potential |
problem concerning an applicant's proposed change. Other times I

s |
I&E leaves this up to the applicant to do. 4

Because there is considerable doubt concerning a constructionS

permit's legal status, it appea.s that ISE has found it difficult '
to provide consistent guidance in conducting inspections d' ring .

u

the construction phase of a facility. Therefore, any new method !1

for binding an applicant to specific representations as a result of j<

C the issuance of a construction permit must consider inspection and jI

$cnforcement functions.

P00R ORMAL y
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Af ter a review of cast practices regarding licensing actions following
issuance of a cor.struction permit, the Task Force believes that

I
three basic requirements should be considered in proposing new methods i

'

for binding holders of construction pennits to representations of
a facility design in the PSARs. These are:
(1) To provide a licensee with guidance and a legal basis for

requiring staff review of changes to_ PSAR representations
folloaing issuance of a construction permit.

(2) To provide a definitive legal basis for acceptance by the staff
of the facility design approved for the construction Dermit so
as to linit staff racheting at the operating license . stage.

(3) To provide the Office of Inspection and Enfo'rcement with the basis
for conducting and applying a more objective and consistent
means of inspecting and enforcing during construction of the
facility design approved in a construction permit.

O ^ chense to the current poiicy for handiinq post-Ce reviews
and ratcheting of OL reviews might be accomplished in one of three

'

ways: (1) through revised internal administrative procedures; .

~ (2) changes in the regulations; and/or (3)' changes in the authorizing
Mlegislation.

Alternative 1, the institution of internal adiEirrmra HNLees,

does not appear to be an effective mechanism for accomplishina the .

task. We presently have ad hoc procedures ennunciated in the Project
Managers Handbook as well as the functioning of the Regulatory
Requirements Review Committee. These have not been sufficiently

adequate' tools to enable the staff to require applicants to file g

post-CP submittals for review in an orderly fashion. Likewise, the

staff, both technical and legal, do not have bases for approving
or disapproving design changes occurring after CP issuance and prior |

;

to OL issuance, unless such action is specifically requested by an
applicant. Knile management guidance and direction in the form of

,

p internal procedures may be necessary to implement any rule or legis- [
mv ,

jy%
lative changes, that alone will not be a strong enough requirement

:~to provide the necessary underlying authority to the, staff to assure
that the plant is constructed in accordance with the principal

.

'

.
# - s
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architectural and engineering criteria which are aoproved during
the review of the Preliminary Safety Analys'is Report and as mo'dified

'by the hearing record.
The second alternative of proposed rule changes, would, if effected,

lend more substance to our CP findings. Presently,10 CFR 50.36
requires each applicant "for a license authorizing operation" to

'

include proposed Technical Specifications in the Final Safety Analysis
Report. Anong the items' required by 10 CFR 50.36 to be included in
Technical Specifications are Design Features which are defined as
"those features of the facility such as materials of construction and
geometric arrangements, which if altered or modified, woul'd have a

significant effect on safety. . . . " Since the term " principal archi-
tectural and engineering criteria" has never been defined through
legislation or the regulations, it seems reasonable to conclude that

Q indeed that's what design features relate to. , Ten CFR 50.55 (e) (1)
recognizes that certain deficiencies or deviations might occur in the,

design during the construction process to warrant reporting and
"

,

other further staff review. Proposed rule' changes, as discussed in

the conclusions of this report, to 10 CFR 50.36, 50' 55 (e), and.

q 50.53 (b) would shift the review and approval of. design features to-
the cortstruction permit review stage and thus assure that the design ~

bases set forth in the Preliminary Safety Analysis Report and approved
'

during the CP review can be subsequently met through design features

| unique to that plant which are necessary to assure public health
i and safe'ty. -

'

sAl" .ative 3, legislative change, is not necessary since
Section 182 a. of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 provides authority

4 for the Commission to include Technical Specifications, of which *

design features is one segment, in licenses. Further" Section 185
'

,

-

of the Act. recognizes that this license authority may be granted in_.

two stages: namely, construction pennit and operating license.
__
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Therafore, there is no limitation that would prohibit approving a
|

porti:o of the Technical Specifications during the first, or CP,
s tag e. New legislation proposed to the Congress this year would
make this a r.oot point since a combined CP and OL could be issue'd

,

initially when sufficient final design information is available.
It wculd, however, be even more important to incorporate into a CP |

those specific design features which could not be changed.
*

. *

4. PROP 3 SED CHMGE ',, -
-

,

The proposal is to generate a document which might be called
~

the " Principal Architectural and Engineering Criteria" which would
be the essential results of the CP review. Rather than can'tinuing

to use this old terminology, the Task Force is proposing to use the
term " Design Features," which is currently part of.the Technical ,

Specifications issued with the operating license. Our proposal is to -

O make the oesisn reetures section of the rechnical S ecifications a
-

P
4

legal part of the CP, in the same manner that is 'done to the entire
Technical Specificaticns with an OL. This is not a new idea, but

, ,

'rather an idea whose time has come since we now have the resources
in tems of reference documents which will allow such a document

|
to adequately describe the CP comitment largely by reference and with !.
a minimaa of words and tables of its own. The principal reference f
documents would be the Standard Review Plan, the General Design j;
Criteria, Regulatory Guides, Branch Technical Positions, and

| Industry criteria, codes, and standards to the extent necessary.

| The principal purpose of such a document would be to satisfy
'

the three requirements discussed above; namely, to serve:
'

(1) as a basis for an applicant decision regarding the need to.

*request an amendment to the CP;
,

!

(2) as a basis for staff approval at the CP stage in ' order to serve
to minimize racheting at the OL without the staff making - ,_

~

''' PPr Pri''' b^c''it fi"di"9 r*a"ir'd '' 5 ' 'i J'O .

(3) as a basis for I&E actions subsequent to the CP.
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The function of the Technical Specifications issued with the
Y operating license is to maintain the safety designed into the plant

during operation over its operating lifetime. In a similar way,
,

h; the function of the design features issued with the CP would be to
assure that the safety of the conceptual plant approved durinp the

j
CP in terms of design criteria is maintained in its implementation
through the detailed design and construction stages.

At the present time, Section 5 of the OL Technical Specifications,
which is labelled " Design Features," is a virtually totally emasculated ;

,

section representing the vestigial remains of what previous, to 1966
;

had been the entire FSAR. The revised Section 5.0 that we propose ;

would' provide a concise sumary of the bases for plant design and
3,

its vintage and would also probably prove valuable to'the staff after i

the plant goes into cperation when considering the need to backfit _

O
V operating plants to meet a new requirement.

Following CP issuance, the permit holder could request a change
in the Design Features by submitting an application for amendment

1 .

; ' to the Construction Permit. Following staff review and appropriate
( findings, a CP amendment would be issued. The extent of public
I

participation in the review of such an amendment has been considered
by the Task Force. It appears that in principle', a provision for public
recourse by providing for an opp'ortunity for a public hearing is
necessary. However, in order to limit hearings to the matters of '

-

real public concern and to minimize the potential for delay in the
construction of the plant, the offer.of opportu'nity for a hearing

Ej
should be restricted to those changes deemed to be of sufficient
significance.

, ;

At the present time, operating license amendments are pre-
noticed with an opportunity for a hearing offer ~ed only in those

,
j

cases where the staff makes a finding that significant hazards considera- jO tions are involved. Since a CP amendment does not have the immediacy )J
v
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of inp:ct that an OL amendment does since the subject of a CP amendment
is subject to the offer of public review at the operating license j
stage, it seems anpropriate that CP amendments be handled somewhat jI

differently. Consequently the Task Force suggests, that the offer ,

q d

] of opportunity for a public hearing be predicated on a finding by

) the staff that the proposed amendment could result in a substantial
-.

, reduction in the orotection which is required for the public health t.

i A
<

'

jand safety.
~

j
~

It is expected that most amendments would involve chances or
adjustcents in design criteria resulting in approximately equivalent 4
safety and no hearing would therefore be required. If aprilicants )1

attecpted to substantially reduce the commitment made to safety during 3
Athe CP review and hearing, a subsequent hearing would.be required.

As a step in implementin, and confirming the feasibility of this u
O concept, each Technical Review Branch would be asked to completeb

the requirements for its portion of the Desi.gn Features using its

| portion of the Standard Review Plan (SRP) as a basis.. Many sections of
.

, ,

the SRP which address systems already include reference to the

|
Regulations, GDC, Guides, and Industry Codes and Standards. In this

.

effort, it would. N important to limit the content to essentials,

and address criteria and not design implementation and methods of -

,

l analysis. The acceptable criteria should adequately reflect. the current
technology of methods of analysis and design implementations without -'

i reference to specifics in these areas.
7
' Although it is expected that the document would appropriately

s
serve Inspection and Enforcement and NRR in assuring that applicants
implement the essential features of the CP review, the main impact '

*would probably be a lintitation on staff racheting during the OL re0iew.
'

The emphasis in the OL review would hopefully be shifted somewhat
toward its true function of review of design implementation rather

' k'

than a redone CP with emphasis on racheted criteria and resulting h'
n
q) ;-

<
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.

minimal time to perform a review of the design and necessary coerating

h Technical Specifications as is prescntly the case. Plants would
1 be vintaged to criteria, and visibility and recognition would be
[

given to the passage of time and the stepwise upgrading of safety
design technology with the associated distinction between desirableL

I and necessary (i.e., backfit in the 50.109 sense) change.

[
Since the Design Feature document would achieve definition mostly

! by means of reference to other criteria, codes, guides, and the
Standard Review Plan, the trend toward a more systematic technical

F

L review now undemay would be strongly encouraged and staff requirements
would have better visibility and be better understood by applicant,
the staff, and the public.

,

f

.

t/

| 5. REC 0Z4E!!DATI0MS A"O CONCLUSI0MS

O To accomplish the desired objective, the follcwing should be >

,

(1) If DRL management agrees that the proposal is at acceptable
solution, additional sections of the Design Features should be-

drafted by Reactor Licensing and proposed to Technical Review

for comment. (To speed up the process, individual LPMs could ,

be assigned to prepare separate section(s).)
, |

1
"

,(2) TR, I&E, ELD comments and concurrence would be solicited.
-

(3) In this connection, ELD would need to prepare appropriate rule . >
,

changes. The Task Force suggests that proposed rule chanaes . ,

be made .to 10 CFR 50.36(c)(4), 50.55(3), and 50.58(b) as folicws:
~

,

4
s 6 .,

J
A. 50.36(c)(4) Design Features. Design features to be included l) a

e,

are those features of the facility such as materials of ,

|
,

.

construction and geometric arrangements, site carameters,
,"

affectina desian bases, provisions reTating to oraanization
4

and manaaement resoonsible for construction of the facility,

| Q in accordance with codes, standard, and regulatory auides - {

j in effect at the time a construction permit is issued _,
( .

. P00R ORIGINAL.
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which if altered or modified, would have a significant effect
on safety and are not covered in categories described in
subparagraphs (1), (2), and (3) of this paraaraph (c).

B. 50.55(e) (5). If the permit is for construction of a
nuclear power plant, the holder of the permit shall submit
to the Commission information on any changes in the design
features as described in 50.36(c)(4), which affect safety
of the plant. Those proposed changes which are initiated
by the licensee shall be submitted for prior revie:r and'
approval. Those occurrences which are beyond the control

of the licensee must be reported as soon as practicable
following the licensee's knowledge of the occurrence, and
shall include a description of th'e occurrence 'and a safety

O ene,ysis. specificeliy. changes in the eree 4dentified be,ox -

(or in a new Appendix to 10 CFR Part 50) should be reported.
Changes should be submitted as an amendment to the application

,

and should provide comparative information on the nature of*

the change with the appropriate section of the Preliminary
Safety Analysis Report, as previously amended.

C. The last sentence of 53.58(b) should be changed and added to ,

as follows:
If the Commission finds that no significant hazards con-
sideration is presented by an application for an amendment to
an operating license, it may disperse with such notice and ,

s

publication and may issue the amendment. If the Commission
finds that no substantial reduction in the protecti.on which'

is required for the public health and safety is presented'by an
application for an amendment to a cons'truction permit, it may dispense .s
with such notice and publication and may issue the arendment, g

O .
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(4) ilRR management should issue staff guidance which clearly delineates1

the fact that this is a departure from the current practice of
conducting a CP revie'</ prior to CP issuance, and another CP

review at the OL stage, and that the scope of the review at the
OL stage will be limited to implementation of the design as

,

approved at CP issuance and those changes required by the backfit
;

rule or change in the regulations.
-

'
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' Karl Kniel, Chairman

, _

| AWN.

-

Domenic B. Vassallo -

.
.

i

.

' Sybil. !4. Kari*

Attachments: v

1. 2.0 Site Characteristics
-

2,
6.2.1 Containment Functional Design (Dry Containment) ~

3. 13.1.!!anagement and Organization g
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*Sybil !!. Kari is a principal contributor to the report an'd was i
member of the Task Force prior to her resignation from t1RC. J,E
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%
[ Ben C. Rusche, Director, fluclear Reactor Regulation
Sq
h PROPOSED METHOD OF HAliDLII'G POST-CP DESIGil CllAi;GES j
&

m
#

i For many years we have been faced with the problem of not having
$i any real way to regulate facility design changes bet.leen the time

_!

i a CP is. issued and an FSAR is filed. This has led to two major
W problems; considerable ratcheting, whether real or imagined, con-
?L trolled or uncontrolled, at the OL stage, and no clear basis by i

{ which I&E can enforce the requirements of a construction permit.
R. ,

p' An abortive attempt to solve these problems was made in 1969 with '

$ a proposed rule that would have required the specification of the
4 (U "esn:ntial elements of design" (and the essential elements of the~'s ,

p QA program) which could not be changed without prior Commission
y approval. That part of the proposed rule was never adopted, prin- '

WZ cipally because the idea was ahead of its time. (Interestingly, .

% two other parts of the rule were adopted; that relating to the i-

? abolition of provisional licenses, and the backfit rule now known jg as 10 CFR 50.109.)
m 1

% About .a year and a half ago, in response to one of the recommendations
;% of the AEC's Action Plan (authored by John Peters) and I&E's contin- -

$ uing request for such action, I tried to rejuvenate the concept of the
7 " essential elements". OELD did a general study for us at that time
d on the legal options open towards a scheme of regulatory action down
1 this path. With all this background information in hand I appointed
i, 'a task force (with Karl Kniel as chairman) to develop a proposal for
:1 a workable plan from which the appropriate regulations and,implecenting
1 procedures could be developed that would provide a specific basis for
j handling these design changes. The task force effort is completed,
j and their report is attached for your consideration.

)
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(Another significant piece of information in this scenario is that .

last' November, Joe Gallo advised us that under the present rules a
.

i CP licensee, planning changes to the " principal architectural and
design criteria", however ill-defined, is required to obtain an __o

E" amendment to the CP. He further advised that it is the staff's
[] responsibility, in the interim between issuance of a CP and the appli-

cation for an operating license, to assure adherence to those criteria.t,
Joe, in my opinion, is right, but we presently have no systematic wayp df doing this.)y

.

1 The system we need, and the one the task force endeavored to find,
.$ is one that would provide clear specificity on what a licensee could

and could not change; something that would be " enforceable", and a ,.

new mode of doing business that would not be unduly burdensome orr-

$d othe.rwise contribute to delays, either on us or the licensees. I
think the proposed system has the potential for meeting these goals.%

Essentially, the task force proposes a system whereby~the " design
bf features" of a plant would be specified. The idea is not new; what

5 is new is the analysis contained in their report to persuade people
L p that this is the most meaningful solution to the problem. In addition, -

they have developed an example of part of such a " design features" -
h v ~

"J document as an example to aid in reaching a management decision on
(JM this proposal. .

v: .

II I think the NRR senior staff should get together to consider this
N policy question. If we agree with the task force proposal, I believe
P the report is in. a form suitable for a Commission paper, with a
j% suitable cover report memo that could be developed easily. _

? -

4
a

(d! Roger S. Boyd, Acting. Dire.ct.or
~

s

$ Division of Reactor Licensi'ng
+ Office of Huclear Reactor Regulittion
p
$ Attachments:
i%l 1. Memo from.K. Kniel
4 dtd Dec. 23, 1975
Bd 2. Tasi; Force Report ,

w
M
A cc: E. G. Case W{
L R. E. Heineman D Ql

I'
2.. H. R. Denton [

E fl V. Stello
ys R. C. DeYoung' ' '

yi. 1.K. Kniel ,

p
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, June 27, 1976

% ~

.ef e'I ,

< -

-> Roger S. Boyd, Director, Division of Project Management,
4 Ilarold Rs . Denton, Director, Division of Site Safety and Environmental
% --Analysis
4 Robert E. lleineman, Director, Division of Systems Safetyj Victor Stello, Director, Division of Operating Reactors
%
iC POST CP DESIGN CHANGES

@
%.

For some time, we have not had a consistent procedure for handling
-

a

af nuclear power plant design changes subsequent to issuance of a constTuction
'y, permit. As a result of this, a task force was formed and reported to
@ R. S. Boyd on December 23, 1975 with several recommendations, A copy of*

that report is enclosed. The task force proposed that a set of design? features be included with the CP. This package would be to the CP what
the Tech Specs are to the OL and would serve to provide IE with a specificn

fg description of the basic design as well as restrict ratcheting at the OL
phase of review.

jt ~ These design features could not be changed withoutj
h,. prior Commission approval.

j I would like to discuss this proposal with you.in about two vecks, after
you have had time for staff review of the proposcl. Several issues should

.
_,

g be included during this review and subsequent discussion. They include
1) the effects of such a requirement on Quality Assurance activities, 2)

O whether certain of the proposed items would be actually under the control
of the licensee and whether they could be monitored by IE (e.g. populationy
within 10 miles of the site), 3) the level of detail that should be,

specified, 4) the usefulness of this approach during the FSAR review, S) the
increase in workload expected to result from such a requirement, 6) the type

D of change that could be permitted without prior notification and Commission
approval, and 7) the method for allowing public participation duringg

q consideration of the change.

4

{ Q A- ~,

en C. Ruse e, Director

Office of Nuclear Reactor4
Regulation

ec: L. V. Gossick
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January 6, 1977

|()7
'

-i .
-

J. M. Falta, Director gDivision of Rulas and Records
Offica of Adninistration

' U.S. Welear Regulatory Cenission -

.Unshington, D.C. 20555
.

' '' ..Daar Mr. Felton: '

,

Re: FOIA-76-397 ~

.

.

'In your letter of December 21, 1976, you stated that "we could find no record
of iten 2, a letter dated Septenbar 8,1975 to Mississippi Power and Light
Conpany fron 'J. R. Dutler regarding Grand Gulf." I an writing, as you suggested

. - during a recent telephone conversation, to provide additional information to'

_ assist your locating the dacunent,
p'- .. -

V The docunent I requested is in tho fom of a lytter to Miosissippi Power and
Light Compa:rf fren U. R. Butler of th: HRC staff. The subject matter.of the
docunent ralates to tha staff's review of Anendnant 22 to ,the PS.1R for Grand
Gulf and the staff's deterninations that, sinco a "proposad" changa is a change
to the princip.al architectural and engineering criteria, application for amend-

~ ' ' , r.ent of the construction pemits should ba filod. Accarding to ths yellows

N(concurrence) file copy, ths docunent was approved by E. H. Butcher, the Site"

1J. Analysis Branch and tha Offica of the Executivo Legal Directar. The document
was approved and signed by V.R. Butler on or about Septonber 8,1975.

-

. . . . ..
. . ..y

~ I suggeat that you contact Monars. Butcher ar'. Butler and the individuals in
- t.he SAB and OZLD assigned to Grand Gulf at that tina in ordar to locato the
' requested docunsnt. Sines you di.d not respand to my FOIA request uithin the
time limits prescribed by the law and since I have been assured that ths'

., _ . request:d docunent exista, I enact that you irill respond to this let,ter by
~

pror::ptly producing the requested 'decunsnt, " ' ' '
'-~ * --

-

, .

-.
>: -

Sincerely, ^-.

; EREEDO:il CF INFon';ATl0N O,' s jM. .. AC.T REQUESz / .
~' '

For n -0 7- 2 Robert D. Pollard
.

~~~

reed. vw ~

:n

i -
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,
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(9 llovember 17, 1975
v

. . .

. ed c. Leyoung, Assistant Director for Light Hater Reacto s, ' [D
wc. p i , Division of Reactor hicensing ) ,.

b
,,

t ;r.ED RIVER PLAtlT I:0DIFICATI.0tlS ,

.

.

g .

: It has come to our attention that there has been a lack of con- .

sistency in the Staff's approach to post-CP s,afety design changes .

by Applicants. Since this matter has surfaced at various times
and has apparently remained unresolved, the purpose of this - - -

,

cemorandum is to provide guidance to the technical s~taff as to
the proper response, from a legal viewpoint, to safety design

~

changes by an Applicant subsequent to the issuance of a' construc-
tion permit. He believe that it is essential that Staff responses -

to such design changes take a uniform pos~ition with regard to
requirements upon both the Applicant and -the Staff in reviewing
and acting upon such changes from PSAR specifications. '

a
, , ,

, , , -, 7,~ .} .....:.. . . ..
~

Every construction permit contains language to the effect that the .
Applicant js authorized to construct _a facility "in .accordance with. ..

,the principal architect, ural and design' criteria," which' is a
]'. reference to the general design'.c'riteria of Appendix A to 10 CFR . '. .

Par.t 50. . It is the Staff's responsibility, in the interim between.
issuance of a CP and the application for an operating license,*

to assure adherence to those c'riteria. Any post-CP deviation '

by the Applicant frod the above authorization of its CP requires.
a'CP amendment, since the Applicant no longer would be in com .
pliance with the terms of the permit. -Therefore, we suggest . --

3- that when notification is received from the Applicant that -

'

n.' design changes are planned or in progress, the Staff should .,

'je request any additional information which it needs to : rake a '
_

[~14
judgment as to whether constructicp .is proceeding in acccrdance
with principal architectural and' design criteria. If not the Staff

f
. should require that the Applicant)fild an application f.or a CP .,

,,

' .1. . age n dmen t.__ . .,\
. . , . . . . ~ .. .. y yp: x .h } , . ..

-
~

- .

.. :,
__

. .. . . . . . . 7-.. .... .... . ,: , ,, -- y.

Should the Applicant refuse to so apply, the Staff should move for -

rovides
an order to show cause pursuant to.10 CFR 52.202,' which p'op of Nuclear.

.

that the Director of Regulation (now the Director, Cg/
si
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", r. o r F m h tion) ray institute a proceeding to modi.fy a license
-

. . - '
m e such other action as he may deem appropriate by serving. .3 ,

[, he /gpiicc.:st an . order to show cause. The definition of " license". .4
-

, ,

i-.10 CF?. 82.4 includes construction permit, so that while -thac.
' snii othen;ise has no express authority to request that a CP

-

,

t e c. ended, s2.202 provides a means to achieve the same result,- -

I shoAd the Applicant be uncooperative. -
.

. .

. . .

.* ' !!e shotild note ,thate short of a deviatign. f. rom' the princip'al architec-
tural and engineering criteria, the regulations are devoid of any'

specific grant of authority to.the Staff to require that an Applicant.

acend its CP to reflect design changes. As the Appeal Board noted
'

.

''

in the Coo': proceeding (ALAB 129), under normal circumstances, any.

safety problens arising during construction. will await, the OL review,. ,

and theoretically, if it becomes apparent at the OL stage that u- -

~

there is a safety problem, the Applicant could be required.to .

'take corrective action, even if this.would entail undoing, at _ ~ , sf>.
,

considerable expense, much of what was~ done during. construction.
"

The reculations also seem to reflect the position that the OL
stage is the pioper tire to deal with normal design . changes. * ' '

.
. .

Q' '' 10 CFR 550.35 indicates.that the'issuahce of a construction ; -

permit Nill not constitute Comission approval of the safefy - - '.. H.,
'

...of any design feature or specification..." and that no operating- - - -
. . .

. license will be issued unless the' Commission finds ".that the
final design provides reasonable assurance that the health ani! - -

--- safety of the public' will not be endangered by operation of the - . . .
-

.? gLp .)- A . 4 ,. -. . .[ @f(.',5pp}. faci l i ty. . . " -

. . ;_ .

~

. u;y; y9.g|f?:mp: -
,

. -, .

To summarize, should the Staff feel that any proposed design change .' .m --
\

.

is not within th'e paray.eters of the principal architectural and '
.

r:1

engineering cr' er' ,/a letter should be sent to the Applicant, by : -

1-> _

prove unwilling to coiply with the Staff's request, the Staff
,

.y.' - c"- the Director, ivisio of Nucledr Reactor Regulation requiring the '

sub..ission of a CP anendment application. Should the Applicant
~

~ f~.-
-

Howe cer, abseht 'that vioTati~cn of thf @ pursuant'to 10~ CFR'52.202.. f,
should apply for an order to show ca'use ,. ;

CP, the Applicant may make design changes without applying for a
~ : --T M .iecifi'c authorization of its' :"'

l

CP a .endment at the. risk that those changes may cause safety problems - .,

which will have to be rectified before an operating license will be .. .
' -

.;

. 7. - /2 s . . _ .L.1. .gissued.,. - ,.%,
---
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.Joseply Gallo .

..~'.

'. Chief Hearino Counsel
'

-
-
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